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Abstract

I study the (indecomposable) injective modules over some noetherian rings. The main

results of this dissertation take place in the setting of a principal left and right ideat do-

main .R. One indecomposable injective is the injective envelope (divisible hull) of the

module n-8, and is isomorphic to the classical ring of quotients Q @r division algebra) of
It. The other indecomposable injective modules are (up to isomorphism) in a one-to-one

correspondence with the prime elements of the ring (up to similarity).

Motivated by a classic treatment of O.Ore [31], I take advantage of the factorization

theory in ,R and investigate the internal structure of an indecomposable injective E + Q.
I describe it as a "layered" structure in two ways: first as the union of its socle series, and

secondly, as the union of its elementary socle series, a concept from model theory.

More powerful results concerning these objects are obtained via the technique of local-

ization by considering their description over an extension fr of .R which is also a principal

left and right ideal domain, but with a unique simple module (up to isomorphism). Each

socle factor soc"(E) lsoc,r-1(,8) is a semisimple ffi-module, and I show that once a choice

of basis at the level soc2 (-E)/soc1 (ø) is made, there is a canonical way to extend it through

all levels so that the arithmetic of .Ð is understandable in terms of this basis.

In addition,I analyze the right module structure of -E over its endomorphism ring and

study the relationship with the elementary socle series of sE. Also, the bicommutator of

As a consequence of all these results, I am able to classify and describe the indecom-
posable injective modules over the first Weyl algebra (as well as over similar algebras),

which-as wild modules-were thought to have an "unmanageable" structure [20].
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Introduction

Since the 1950s, there has been an increase in interest regarding non-commutative noethe-

rian algebraic structures, mainly because of their appearance in various areas of mathemat-

ics. The skew polynomial rings are one of the main classes of non-commutative noethe-

rian rings, and in particular, rings of differential operators are one of the most important

noncommutative noetherian algebras, with an important role in the representation theory

of Lie algebras and in the algebraic analysis of systems of partial differential equations.

The important role played by the injective modules over noetherian rings is obvious

from the charactenzation of such rings via the injective modules, i.e., aring is left noethe-

rian if and only if every injective left module is a direct sum of indecomposable injective

modules, by 1271,1321.

The problem of classifying and describing the indecomposable injective modules over

a left Noetherian ring has been studied extensively in Jategaonkar [20], with a dominant

role being played by the prime ideals of the ring, but also by the technique of localiza-

tion. There, the indecomposable (uniform) injective modules have been classified as either

'tame' or 'wild'. The tame ones are uniquely determined by the prime ideals of the ring.

Jategaonkar [20] haq made the remark that "wild modules are, as a rule, unmanageable",

while "the tame ones are manageable". So far, there are few known descriptions of wild

uniform injectives over noetherian (non-commutative) rings, so the study of such objects
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is indeed a very difÊcult task, if not almost impossible. This is especially unfortunate in

the case of a non-commutative simple noetherian domain, where there are no prime ideals

except the zero ideal. The only tame indecomposable injective module is the injective en-

velope of the ring itself, the quotient field of the ring, all the other ones being wild. That is

why the study of injective modules over the first Weyl algebra, the original motivation for
this thesis, seemed to be such an unchallenged ground for research, yet with great potential

interest.

In the study of injective modules over a principal left and right ideal domain, we deal

with two contradictory facts. The good news is that each wild indecomposable injective E
is the union of its socle series-as a torsion module over an HNP ring ([20, A.1.4]). Tùe

bad news, though, is that for each wild indecomposable injective module, the socle layers

do not give additional information about the module itself past their semisimple structure.

In some sense, a principal left and right ideal domain is 'almost commutative'. There

is a relation of similarity between the elements of the ring allowing permutations of the

order in a product by doing 'interchanges of factors'. Therefore, it is natural to expect

that some of the structural properties of the indecomposable injectives over a commut¿tive

noethçrian ring can be generalizedtoprincipal left andright ideal domains. However, more

modern techniques seem to be unusable for dealing with wild injectives, so I will make

use of some non-commutative tools developed earlier in the century, my main inspiration

being an old paper of Ore [31].

Chapter 1 presents general definitions and results needed throughout my presentation.

It is structured in two parts. The first one deals with notions from the theory of modules

over (non-commutative) rings. On the other hand, the second part, much shorter, contains

definitions and results regarding the modules over a ring, but from a totally different point

of view, that of the model theory of modules.

Chapter 2 provides the background for the development of the main results of this

thesis. In particular, for a principal left and right ideal domain .R, we deal with divisibility
and the notions associated with it, such as least common lefl/right multiple, greatest com-

mon right/left divisor. The research extensively employs the equivalence of simitarity and

its properties. I have taken Ore's paper [31] as the primary inspiration in the development
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of the factonzation and decomposition theorems in the last part of the chapter, although

ore's results were set in an Euclidean domain, a ring of skew polynomials.

The core of this dissertation is Chapter 3, where we work in a principal left and right

ideal domain ,R. First, I classiff the indecomposable injective -R-modules, then describe

them. It is surprising how powerful the arithmetic properties of the ring are in the study of
the layered structure of its indecomposable injectives.

The indecomposable injective .R-modules are E(R) and E(R/Rp), where p ranges

over a set of representatives of the similarity classes of primes of ,R. This classification

offers an analogue of Matlis' theory for (non-commutative) principal left and right ideal

domains, where the irreducible left ideals generated by fiindecomposable elements corre-

spond to the P-primary ideals in the commutative case.

For the rest of Chapter 3, I investigate an indecomposable injective .R-module

E : E(R/Rp), and a good start towards describing the layered structure of ,E is
Theorem 3.7, where I give a sufficient condition for an element 0 I e € ,Ð to be in

soc,r(.E), n > 0, but the condition is not necessary, as some examples show. on the

other hand, the elementary socle series (soc"(E))r<, of .E also exhausts the module .8,

as it happened with the socle series, but this time I present a complete charactenzation of
soc"(rÐ), n > 0, in Theorem 3.24.

Also in the third chapter, I use the localization of the ring -R at the set of all elements

acting regularly on .8, in order to obtain a principal left and right ideal domain fr with

a unique simple module (up to isomorphism). Over this ring, I find a more explicit de-

scription of the socle layers soc"(E)/soc,,-1(^E) (n > 1) by constructing bases from an

arbitrary (fixed) basis of soc2(E)/socr (E). On the other hand, the elementary socle series

is preserved under the process of localization.

The final section of Chapter 3 consists of results regarding the right structure of ,E as

an End(a.E')-module. Furthermore, the bicommutator of sE is the Hausdorff completion

of Ðt in the .E-adic topology.

In Chapter 4 we discuss different applications of the theory developed in Chapters 2

and 3. In particular, we offer answers to the problem of classifying and describing the
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indecomposable injective modules over the first IVeyl algebra, and similarly, we recognize

a certain technique which can be applied to different rings, such as the first quantized V/eyl

algebra and some generalizedWeyl algebras.



Chapter 1

Preliminaries

Rings and Modules

l.l Terminology and Notation. Basic Definitions

The basic references for ring theory are Goodearl & Warfield [15], Lam l23l and, [24],
Rowen [34], Stenström [36].

All rings considered are associative with 1, and not necessarily commutative. A do-

main is a ring without zero-divisors.

"Ideal" will always mean two-sided ideal, and"module" will always mean unital left
module, unless otherwise stated. If .R is a ring, the class of all left R-modules will be

denoted by Ã-Mod. The notation I/ < M will be used to indicate that l/ is a submodule

of the module M.

A proper ideal P of a ring .R is called prime if, for any ideals I, J 1,R with I J ç p,

either I ç P or J Ç P. A ring .R is prímeif 0 is a prime ideal. Any domain is a prime

ring.

A non-zero ring is said to be simple if it has no proper (two-sided) ideals.

The group of all units of a ring -R will be denoted by U(E). If Æ is a domain and
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u € R, then z is left invertible if and only if u is right invertible if and onty if z is a unit.

A domain ,R is said tobe a principal left ideal domain if every left ideal .I is principal,

i.e., I : Rr for some r e R. If every right ideal of a domain .R is principal, then R is a
principal right ideal domain. If the domain .B is both a principal left ideal domain and a

principal right ideal domain, then it is said to be a principal ideal domain, or PID.

A ring R is left noetherían if it satisfies the ascending chain condition on left ideals,

or equivalently, every left ideal is finitely generated. Thus, a principal left ideal domain is

left noetherian.

lf M is an -R-module and ø + x ç M,the (Iefi) annihilator of x in.R is the ser

ann¿(X) : {r € R: rr:0, Vø € X}
and is a left ideal of -R.

Tlne annihilator of Ø + Y Ç R inM is the set

anny(Y) : {m €. M : Ym: 0, }
and is a subgroup of the group (M,+). If Y is a right ideal of .R, rhen ann¡a(y) is a
submodule of M.

A non-zero .R-module M is called simple if M has no non-zero proper submodules. It
is well-known that M is a simple module if and only if M : Rr I Rlannn(ø), for every

non-zero r € M; in this câso, ârìn¿(ø) is a maximal left ideal of R for every non-zero

r € M. A non-zero .R-module M is called semisimple if M 1s the sum of all its simple

submodules. Equivalently, M is semisimple if and only if it is isomorphic to a direct sum

of simple modules.

Definition 1.1 Let M e R-Mod and Ø + X ç M \ {0}.
(1) X is said tobe R-linearly independent if for any distinct n!¡...,tn e X and any

distinct ar¡...,an e -R, therelation Dou4:0 impliesa¿fr¿:0, for alli, 1n.
à=t

(2) If M : Ð Rr and,X is E-linearly independent, then X is called a basis for M.
æÇX

'We make the remark that not every .R-module has a basis, but if M is semisimple then

there exists a basis X for M, and in this case,

M:ÐRr?O{n": nex},
aEX
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where every Rr is a simple submodule of M. This is the context that the term "basis" will
be used in this dissertation.

If M is a left .R-module and we let T : Endp(M)'p then M has a right module

structureover?givenbytheaction m.Í: f (*) e M forallm € M, Í <T.ThenM
is an .R-T bimodule. If / is a left ideal of .R, then ann¡a (I) is a submo dure of M7 .

A non-zero module is indecomposable if it does not have any proper non-zero direct

summands.

Theorem 1.2 An R-module M is indecomposable if and only íf End¿(M) has no

nontriv i aI idemp o t e nt s.

1.2 Injective Modules

Baer [2] introduced the idea of injective module over an arbitrary ring, and worked with
what he called "smallest complete group" containing a given group, an object which is

nowadays called the injective hulUenvelope. In the same paper, we first encounter Baer's

criterion chanctenzing an injective module. We should point out that the actual name

"injective module" was first used in [10] by Eckmann and Schopf who proved that the

injective envelope (or injective hull) of a module is a maximal essential extension.

In this section we cover the basic properties of injective modules, and explore only

those special properties directly relevant to the results of this thesis.

Definition 1.3 A module E over a ring R is injective if for any K,M € Â-Mod

for any monomorphism e : K ---+ M andhomomorphism / : K ---+ .8, there

homomorphism / : M ---+.8 such that f :Te.
In other words, every diagram in .R-Mod with exact top row:

0 --------+ X --3--- tø
l/rl r'=
L't

can be completed commutatively, as shown.

and

isa
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Theorem 1.4 For any left module E over a ring R, thefollowing are equivalent:

(i) E is injective.

(ä) For any left ideal I of R, any homomorphism f : I ---+ E can be extended to a
homomorphism f : R ---+ E, that is, there exists e e E such that f@) : refor all
r € I. [Baer's Criterion]

(äi) Every consistent set of linear equations in arbitrarily many free variables and with
parameters from E has a solution in E, i.e., if the system has a solution in some

M ) E then it has a solution in E.

(iv) Every consistent set of linear equations in one variable and with parameters from E
hns a solution in E. lequivalent to Baer's Criterionl

(v) E is a direct summand of every module that contains it.

Corollary 1.5 Let E be an injective lefi R-module, and let a,b e E such that

annp(a) Ç annp(b). Then there exists f e End(E) such that f (ø) : þ.

PRooF. Consider the diagram:

0 ..--.- Rlann(a) J- ø
lznl n"î

E

where the homomorphisms g, h aredefined by: 9(1 + ann(ø)) : ø and h(L +ann(a)) : 6.

The map g is (trivially) well-defined, and injective.

rf 11, 12 € .R such that 11 - rz € ann(a) Ç ann(å), then from r1b : r2b, itfollows that

h(r, + ann(a)) : h(rz * ann(ø)), so the map his also well-defined.

By the injectivity of .8, the diagram can be extended commutatively to an .R-homomorphism

Í: E ----+ E suchthat l@):b.

Definition 1.6 A left R-module M is said to be divisibte if for each non-zero divisor

r € Randeach r € M,there exists a €. M such that t : ro,.

If .E is an injective left module and r € .R is not a zero-divisor, consider the homomor-

phism f : Rr ---+ E definedbV f (r): z. Thenthedefinitionof injecrivitygivesa e _Ð

such that r -- Í(r) : ro,.
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Lemma 1.7 Every injective Iefi module is divisible.

In general, divisible modules are not injective, but this is true under some conditions.

In particular, by Baer's criterion it is immediate that:

Proposition 1.8 If R is a principal left ideal domain, îhen a left module is injective if and

only if it is divisible.

Definition 1.9 An injective module .E is an injective cogenerator if Hom¿( M, E) + 0,

for every non-zero module M.

Proposition 1.10 136, (6.7)l An injective module is a cogenerator if and only if it contains

an isomorphic copy of each simple module.

Theorem 1.11 lBaer] For any ring R, any left R-module can be embedded in an injective

left R-module.

Definition l.l2 N is an essential submodule of a module M if NnL + 0 for every

non-zero submodule L < M.

Equivalently, ,À{ is an essential submodule of M if for every 0 * m e M, there exists

r e Rsuch that 0 I rm € N; that is, every non-zero element of M satisfies a non-trivial

equation over lü.

NorerroN: N 1" M.

In this case, we also say that M is an essential extension of N.
Clearly, if ¡/ <" M and M 1" P, then N (" P. In other words, the essentiality is

transitive.

Proposition 1.13 [Eckmann, Schopfl A module E is injective if and only if E has no

p rop e r e s s ential extens ions.

Theorem l.l4 For modules M < E, the following are equivalent:

(i) E is a minimal injective extension of M.

6i) E is a maximal essential extension of M.

(iii) E is injective, ønd an essential extension of M.
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Definition 1.15 If the left .R-modules M < E satisfy one of the equivalent properties in
Theorem 1.14, we say that .E is an injective envelope (or injective hutt) of M .

Theorem 1.16 l-et M be a left R-module. Then:

(i) M has an injective envelope ll0l.
(ä) The injective envelope of M is unique up to isomorphism over M. That is, for any

two injective envelopes E, E' of M, there exists an isomorphism g : E ---+ Et which

is the identíry on M.

NorRrroN: Ep(M), or simply E(M), denotes the injecrive envelope of M e J?-Mod. t

Corollary 1.17 (i) ï E is an injective left module contøining M, then E contains a

copy of E(M) as a direct summand.

(ä) IÍ M (" ly', then N can be enlarged to a copy of E(M). Infact, E(M): E(¡/).

In 1958, Matlis simplified for noetherian rings the problem of finding and eventually

describing the injective left .R-modules by reducing it to the case of indecomposable in-
jective left ,R-modules.

Theorem 1.18 I27l Any injective left module over a left noetherian ring R can be de-

composed as a direct sum of a family of indecomposable injective left R-modules. Such

afamily of indecomposable injective submodules of E is uniquely determined by E up to

p e rrnutation and R- is omo rphi sm.

Theorem l.l9 1271,[32] For any ring R, thefollowing are equivalent:

(i) 13 ß left noetherian.

(ä) Any iniective R-module E is a direct sum of indecomposable injective submodules.

Suchfamily is uniquely determined by E up to permutation and R-isomorphism.

(äi) The direct sum of anyfamily of injective R-modules is injective.

Example 1.20 1. The indecomposable injective modules over a commutative noethe-

rian ring R are of the form E(R/ P), p a prime ideal of Ã.

10
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2. Let -R be a commutative PID with quotient field K. Let P be a complete set of
non-zero prime elements of r? (up to associates). Any indecomposable injective

R-module is either E(R) : K, ot has the form E(RlRp),for p e P.

3. Some indecomposable injective modules over a polynomial ring in n variables are

described in [30].

4. The indecomposable injective modules over the ring constructed by Jategaonkar in

[19] are described by Kucera in[22].

Definition L.2l [27] A left ideal / I R of a ring .R is said to be meet-irueducible (or

simply, ineducible) if fortwoleftideals K,L ) I, K rL: I implies that K: 1or
T _ÍtJ 

- 
a.

Propositionl.22 [21] IÍ R is left (right) noetherian, then every left (right) ideal can be

written as an intersection of a finite number of irueducible left (right) ideals.

Remark 1.23 lkredundantdecomposition] If I: hn... n.I," isarepresentationof ,Ias

a finite intersection of irreducible left ideals, then either this representation is irredundant

(i.e., for any i,, )rt ç I¿), or it can be modified to an irredundant one by eliminating rhe
i+i

components containing the intersection of the remaining ones.

Theorem 1.24 l2ll A left module E over a ring R is an indecomposable, injective module

tf and only if E e ER(Rf I), where I is an irreducible teft ideat of R.

Furthermore, for every 0 * e € E, annp" : {r e R : re : 0 } is an irreducible

left ideal and E = Ep(R/annpe).

Definition 1.25 A ring ,R is left hereditary if every left ideal of .R is a projective module.

Propositionl.26 [36,(9.5)] AringRislefihereditaryif andonlyif everyquotiefiof an

injective lefi module is injective.

In the following, the notation K. dim(¡ M) is used for the Krutl dimension of a Ieft
R-module M.

11
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Propositionl.2T 129, (6.2.9)l If R is left hereditary noetherian domain, but not a division

ring, then K. dim(B) : L and K. dim(RlI) : 0 for every non-zero left ideat I of R.

In particular; each RII is left artinian (since it has K. dim 0), and contains a simple

submodule.

The next corollary is a consequence of Theorem 1.24 and Proposition 1.27.

Corollary 1.28 If R is a left hereditary noetherian domain, but not a division ring, then

every indecomposable injective left R-module other than E(nR), the quotient division hull
oÍ nR, is isomorphic to the injective envelope of some simple R-module.

Example 1.29 Every principal leftideal domain is (left) hereditary noetherianprime (fNp).

Theorem 1.30 [27) For any injective lefi R-module E, thefollowing are equivalent:

(i) E is indecomposable.

(ii) E f 0, and E : E(M) for any nonzero submodule M < E.

(iii) 7 : End(E) is a local ring (i.e., End(E) has a unique maximal rwo-sided ideal,

the Jacobson radical Jac(T)).
In this case, f € T is an automorphism if and only íf ker(/) : 0.

Lemma L.3I l23l For y e R, thefollowing statements are equivalent:

(i) g e Jac(rB);

(ii) 1 - xy is lefi invertiblefor any r e R;

(äi) AM :0 for every simple Ieft R-module M.

and symmetrically,

(ii)' 1 - yn is right invertiblefor any r e R;

(iii)' I/g :0 for every simple right R-module N.

Theorem 1.32 [Matlis] If R is a commutative noetherian ring, then there is a one-to-

one correspondence between the prime ideals of R and the isomorphism classes of in-

decomposable injective R-modules given by P <+ E(Rlp), for a prime ideal p of R.

Furthermore,tÍQ is anirreducíble P-primary ideal, then E(Rlq = E@/p).

t2
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As attractive as this theorem is, the example of simple noetherian rings which are not

division rings shows that nothing like L32 can be true in general for non-commutative

noetherian rings. Howeve¡ there are still some useful partial results regarding the classifi-

cation of the indecomposable injectives.

Definition 1.33 TWo ineducible left ideals I, J of R are called related if there exist ele-

mentssØI,tøJsuchthat

-fs-l : Jú-1, where -Is-l : {r € Rlrs e I}
Lemma 1.34 1261Let I be an irreducible left ideal of R.

Thenfor every s ø I, E(RlI) = E(R/Is-r). Moreove4 Is-r is also irreducible.

Pnoon Thisisaconsequenceof l.24,for0 * e: s* I e R/I C ER(R/I), andof
the fact that.[s-l : anna(e). t

Remark 1.35 If ann¿(ø) : .I then ann¿(sa) : I s-r .

Proposition 1.36 L26l The irreducible lefi ideals I, J are related if and onty if
E(Rlr) = E(R/J).

Corollary 1.37 [26] Relatedness is an equivalence relation on the set of all irceducible

left ideals of R.

1.3 Localization

In the 1930s, Øystein Ore [31] presented the start of a new theory namely that of loca-

lization of a non-commutative ring, or the birth of what was then called "non-commutative

polynomials" (i.e., the ring of fractions). Since the notion of a ring of fractions (or quotient

ring, or ring of quotients) plays an extremely important role in the discussion of our topic,

I will start by giving a formal definition, but quickly simplify it to a more standard notation

for elements of the ring of fractions. The basic references for localization are Goodearl &
V/arfield [15] and Stenström [36].

Let R be a ring with 1, and let E be a multiplicatively closed subset of ,R (i.e., 1 € X,

0øEandE.Dçt).

I3
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Recall that an element of the ring r € .R is called regular if it is neither a left nor a

right zero-divisor.

Definition 1.38 A left localization of R at D, oÍ a left ring of fractions of R with respect

to E, is a ring denoted by E-1.R together with a ring homomorphism g : R -+ E-1.R

satisfying:

(1) p(s) is invertible for every s € Ð.

(2) Every element in E-1.R has the form tp(s)-tç(r),where r € Rand s € E.

(3) ç(r) : 0 if and only if sr : 0 for some s € X.

If Ð contains only regular elements, then ç is clearly one-to-one. In particular, if ,R is a
domain, tp is one-to-one.

Theorem 1.39 [Uniqueness]

IÍ Ð-r R exists, it is unique up to isornorphism.

Definition L.40 Let.B be a ring with identity. A left denominator set is a multiplicatively

closed subset X of ¡R satisfying:

(1) Ðr nRs I Øforall s € Ð, r e. R(teftOrecondition).

(2) rfrs:0,forr € R, s € xthenfs'€ Ðwiths'r:0(lef-treversibility).

Note that if Ð satisfies the left Ore condition (i.e. D is a left Ore set) and contains only
regular elements (e.g., if .R is a domain) then x is a left denominator set.

The left Ore condition appeared in the work of Øystein Ore in the 1930s, as he was

trying to extend the idea of fractions in a non-commutative setting. He determined that

this is a necessary and sufficient condition under which a non-commutative domain could

be embedded in a division ring Q such that Q is the left ring of fractions of .rB. Later,

Asano proved that a ring has a left ring of fractions with respect to to a multiplicative set

Ðof regularelementsif andontyif ÐsatisfiestheleftOrecondition[l939, 1949]. The

necessafy and sufficient conditions for the existence of a left ring of fractions with respect

to a multiplicatively closed subset of l? were found in the 1960s by Gabriel.

T4
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Theorem 1.41 lGabri el, 1962] Int E be a multiplicatively closed subset of the ring R.

There exists a left ring of fractions for R with respect to E if and onty if Ð is a left

denominator set of R.

In this case, the left ring of fractions of Rwith respect to E has theform:

,_1,Ro(,S*R)l_,

where - is the equivalence relationdefinedby: (s1,"t) - (sz,rz) if there exist r,r' e R
such that TT1 : r'12 and T51 : r's2 e. D.

Remark 1.42 Suppose that Ð is a set of regular elements. Then, if the left ring of fractions

g : R + Ð-l,R exists, the notation s-lr is customarily used for an element ç(t)-tp(r)
of the ring of fractions. Also, the image in X-1.R of an element r € .R should be denoted

I-Lr : r, being viewed as a fraction, and for an element s € t, the inverse is denoted by

s-l,ratherthans-l1. Inotherwords,theuniqueleftlocalizationof.Rataleftdenominator

set D is the ring E-l.R containing .R as a subring such that every s € X is invertible in

Ð-l.BandE-1-R:{s-1r : s€Ð, re R).

Propositionl.43 (Asano, 1949) I^et R be a ring and D Ç R a right and left Ore set of
regular elements. Then RÐ-L : X-1Æ, that is, any right ring of fractions with respect to

Ð is also a left ring of fractions for R with respect to D, and vice versa.

Definition 1.44 (1) A classical left quotienr ring ai@) for a ring ,B is a left ring of
fractions for -R with respect to the set of all regular elements in -R.

(2) A left Ore domain is any domain R in which the non-zero elements form a left de-

nominator set.

In this case, its classical left quotient ring is usually called the left Ore quotient (di-

vision) ring of Æ, or simply the left division algebra of .R. For a left and right Ore

domain, the left Ore quotient ring and the right Ore quotient ring of R are equal, and

is usually called the division algebra of R, Q"¿(R).

In the 1950s, Goldie's research opened new avenues for a systematic study of the

theory of non-commutative noetherian rings, and although he did not publish his proof

15
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thataleft noetherian domain must satisfy the left Ore condition, its simplicity made it part

of the folklore.

Proposition 1.45 lGoldie] If R is a left noetherian domain, then R is teft Ore, so R has a

classical left quotient ring a!",@).

Corollary 1.46 If R is a left noetherian domain, then Q!",(R) is the unique divisible hull
E(nR) ol aR.

In his 1933 paper [31], Ore gave examples of non-commutative domains that satisfy

the left (and right) Ore condition. The kinds of rings of "non-commutative polynomials"

given in these examples are now called Ore extensions, or skew polynomial rings. Since

most of the rings for which the theory in this dissertation are developed are of this type,

we consider that this class of rings needs to be formally introduced.

Definition 1.47 Let Rbe a domain with l, and let ø be an endomoqphism of .R.

(1) A o-derivation 6 on R is a group homomorphism of (.R, +) satis$ring

õ(ab) : o(a)6(b) + 6(ø)b, for all a,b e R.

(n ì
(2) Thesetof allpolynomiats { | a¿ailn € N,a¿ € A l, canbemadeinto an associa-IEí )

tive ring, called the sl<ew polynomial ring, and is denoted by Rly; o, õ].

The multiplication in this ring is subject to the rule

ya: o(ø)y + ô(ø), for all a e R.

For basic results about skew polynomial rings see, for instance, Cohn [6], Goodearl &
Warfield [15], or McConnell & Robson [29]. The following theorem presents some of the

properties of this type of ring, under certain conditions for .R, o and ô.

Theorem 1.48 t29l Let S: Rly;o,6].

(1) If o is injective and R is a domain, then S is a domain.

(ä) If o is injective and R is a division ring, then S is a principal left ideal domain.

(äi) If o is an automorphism and R is a prime ring, then s is a prime ring.

16
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(iv) If o is an automorphism and R is right (or left) noetherian, then S is a right (respec-

tively left) noetherian ring.

Theorem 1.49 tíllet K be afield, o an endomorphism and 6 a o-derivation of K.

(i) The Ieft skew polynomial ring KIA; o, õl is a right Euclidean domain, hence it is a

principal right ideal domain.

(ä) If o is an automorphism of K, then KIA; o,6l is also a right skew polynomial ring,

that is the polynomíals of R can be written with cofficients on the left, or on the right,

as needed. Furthermore, Kly; o,6] is also a left Euclidean domnin, and consequently,

a principal ideal domain (PID).

Example 1.50 [7], t8l A simple but very important example of a skew construction is

obtainedby taking R: lclr], k afieldof char(k) :0,o:,idnÍ,landôthe differentiarion

with respect to ø. This ring is called the first Weyl algebra, and is denoted by

n : fr[z][g; o : i,d,¡,¡,1, õ : 0 I ôr]

This algebra is also described in terms of generators and relations, as the È-algebra in

two generators u, gr subject to

lr-r!:t'
Equivalently, itis the quotientk(r,a)/(ar - ra - 1) of the free k-algebrak(r,y).

At the same time, the first V/eyl algebra .4, can be defined as the ring of formal differ-

ential operators with polynomial function coefficients: .A ry n@lr]). The generators it
and A of .4, are the operators of fr[u] defined on a polynomial / e klrl by the formulae:

r(Í) : r. f andaff) : Af l0r
Last, but not least, we should mention another representation of the first Weyl algebra

.4, as the k-subalgebra of M*(fr) generated by the following two marrices:

T7
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The mathematical structure of ^4. showed up in may different contexts. It first appeared

in 1925 in the work of Heisenberg, Born and Jordan, who were trying to develop the

principles of mechanics that were to to explain the behaviour of the atom. The dynamical

variables needed to be represented by matrices in quantum theory so by denoting the

position matrix by q and the momentum by p, the equation for a system with one degree

of freedom has the form pg - qp - zk; they realized that the matrices of quantum theory

had to be infinite.

Another early appearance of this structure was in the work on Schrödinger on wave

mechanics. At the same time, Dirac was developing an alternative interpretation of the

quantum formalism. He was interested in polynomial expressions in the dynamical vari-
ables momentum p andposition q which satisfied the (normalized) relation pQ - Qp : I.
He called this algebra the "quantum algebra".

The first algebraist to study this "quantum algebra" was Littlewood (1933) who con-

structed infinite matrices satisfying the equation pq - qp : 1 and established many of
the basic properties of this algebra. In the 1960's, J. Dixmier published a series of papers

where proved a multitude of properties. This is the first time the name "Weyl algebra" is

used, after Hermann W'eyl, who in 1950 wrote an impressive survey of Dirac's point of
view, called "The theory of groups and quantum mechanics".

The importance of the first Weyl algebra for algebraists has grown steadily in the past

3H0 years, as it appears as a quotient of enveloping algebras of nilpotent Lie algebras

by primitive ideals. Furthermore, the characterization of the first V/eyl algebra as a ring
of formal differential operators of klnl puts it at the heart of the theory of D-modules,

with vast applications in the representation theory of Lie algebras, differential equations,

mathematical physics, singularity theory and even number theory.

Example 1.51 Another example of a skew polynomial ring that will be heavily used in
this dissertation is the ring k(*)ly;o : ,id,,6 : 0lôrl, or simply k(*)lA,ôlôrl, which
can also be described as the ring of formal differential operators on fr(r) with rational

functions coefficients, where ø acts on fr(ø) by multiplication, while the action of gr is the

usualdifferentiationof rarionalfunctions. ByTheorems l.4g andl.49,k(r)[a,ô/ôr]isa
left and right Euclidean domain, hence a pID.
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Example 1.52 IVe offer next a few more examples of skew polynomial constructions:

t. klAl is a skew polynomial ring where R: k, o :'id, ô : 0.

2. Tlte first quantized Weyl algebra Ai@ over a field fr (char(k) : 0, Q € k*,q + I)
is the le-algebrain two generators ø and g subject to Ar - erU : L.

Ai@) is a skew polynomial ring R[A;o,ô], where R : klr], o(r) - qr, and

d(/) :
ow) -r

3. The enveloping algebra of the 2-dimensional solvable Lie algebra over a field k with

basis {r, y} such thatyr - rA : z is the skew polynomial ring

kl*l[A; o : i,d¡¡*1, õ : r(ô I 0r)].

Having the necessary theory for a (left) ring of fractions, we continue by introducing

the construction of modules of fractions.

Definition 1.53 Suppose that t-1,8 exists and let M be a left ,R-module. The module of

fractions E-r M with respect to Ð can be constructed analogously to the ring of fractions

X-l.R. Thus, E-t M is a left X-l,R-module which is canonically isomorphic to the induced

module E-r M : Ð-1.R8 M, andthe canonical map þ¡ø : M -+ E-t M has the universal

property.

Definition 1.54 Let M e R-Mod and t g A.

Denotebytory(M) : {" e M: sr:Oforsomes € x}thesetof allx-torsion
elements of M. If tor¡(M) - M, then M is called Ð-torsion, and if tory(M) : 0, then

M is called Ð-torsionfree.

Remark 1.55 Let M e R-Mod and let E be a left denominator set of .R.

(i) The set torE(M) is a submodule of M.

(ii) If M is a simple module, then M is either Ð-torsion or E-torsionfree.

Lemma 1.56 The canonical map þu : M -+ Ð-rM is an embedding tf and only if M is
Ð-torsionfree.

Propositionl.5T E-LM 3 E x Ml -,where - is the equivalence relationdefinedby:

(sr,ur) - (sz,r2) if there existr,r' e Rsuchthatrrt - rtr2 e M and?-sr - r,s2 eE.

t9
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Nor.tuoN: Let M be Ð-torsionfree. Then the embedding p* allows us to simplify the

notation. Similarly to the localization of a ring, we will denote the elements of Ð-1M
by s*12, for some r e M,,s € Ð, and identify an element ø of the module M with
7-rr eE-rM. I

Using the results from 1.41 and 1.57, we can explicitly write the definitions for two

equivalent fractions, as well as the definitions of the operations in X-1Ã and,Ð-r M .

Remark 1.58 Let E be a left denominator set in a ring A, and let M be a X-torsionfree

left,R-module.

1. TTvo fractions stlr1 and slrrz are equal in Ð-1.Rif thereexistr, r' € Rsuch that

TT1 : r'12 and ?"st - r's2 e E.

The addition and multiplication in t-l-R are defined as follows:
_1 _1sitrr * s2Lr2 : s-r(art * rr2),where a e R,r € Ð suchthat s : øsl : rsz € X.
_1 _1sltrr .sl'rz: (ss1)-1(rrr),where r € R, s € Ðsuchthat sr1:rs2and.ss1 € X.

2. T}.,vo fractions strxt and srrr2 are equal inÐ-t M if there exist r, r' e R such that

Tl1 : f'r2 andTSl: f'52 e E.

The addition and multiplication by scalars inE-L M are defined as follows:

sftz, *s2rz,2: s-r(art*rn2),where ae R, r €Ðsuchthat s: as¡: rsz € Ð.
_1 _1

sr trr . sltr: (ssi)-l(rr), where r e R, s € Ð suchthat sr1: ysr.

Proposition 1.59 [15] I¿t Ð be any left denominator in a ring R, and let e : t-1ft.
Assume that Ð contains only regular elements of R, so that R is a subring of e.

(i) ForaleftidealL of Q, letL: LOA s R: {r € R: 1-1r € L} denotethe

contraction of L to R.

Then L : eL.
(ä) Foralef-tideall of R, letI.:E-LI:QI < Q, I": {s-12: s € Ð,r e I}

denote the extension of the left ideal pI to the ring Q.

Then I" l-ìÃ : {r e R: sr € .I for some s € t}.
(äÐ If I ( .R is a lefi ideal of R, then I : I"c if and onty if RII isÐ-torsionfree. That is,

I : Rn (Ð-1/).
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(iv) Iæt M be aE-torsionfree R-module. Then M is a submodule of E-rM, andwe

can define the contraction of a submodule P of D-tM to be P" : P ñ M, and the

extension of a submodule N of M to be N" : X-1.4y'.

Contraction and extension provide irwerse lattice isomorphisms between the lattice

of Q-submodules of D-t M and the lattice of those R-submodules N of M such that

M /N isÐ-torsionfree.

In particular the canonical map from the set of isomorphism classes of simple

E-torsionfree R-modules to the set of isomorphism classes of símple Q-modules de-

fined by M r+ E-L M, for every simple module M, is injective (up to isomorphism)

and soçÀ(E-t U) + O. Furthermore, if P is a simple Q-module and contains a

simple R-module N, then P = ¡-t¡0.

Definition 1.60 Lett ç r?.An-R-moduleM isD-divisibleirM: sM foreachs € x.
Note that a divisible module, as defined in 1.6, is X-divisible for E the set of all regular

elements of -R.

Theorem 1.61 136l I¿t D be a left denominator set for a ríng R and M e R-Mod.

Then M = E-L M if and only if M is E+orsionfree andD-divisible.

Proposition 1.62 [ 14], [36] Let Ð be a left denominator set lor a ring R, and let M be an

R-module.

(i) IÍ M is noetherian, then so is E-r M regarded as aD-r R-module.

(ä) IÍ M is simple, thenÐ-t M is either zero or a simple D-L R-module.

(äi) Il M is a left R-module and N is a left Ð-r R-module, then

Hom¡-'¿(E-t M,N) = Hom¿(M, l/)

Proposition 1.63 Í201I¿tE be a left denominator set in R.

(i) Any Ð-torsionfree injective left R-module E can be uniquely regarded as a Iefi
E-LR-module and, as such, it is injective.

(ä) Any injective Iefi Ð-L R-module E, when viewed as a left R-module, is E-torsionfree

and injective.
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Propositionl.64 [20] I'etÐ be a left denominator set in R, and let M be aD-torsionfree

R-module.

(i) The R-injective envelope of M is E-t R-isomorphic to the Ð-r R-injective envelope

of the left quotient module E-r M:

Ea(M) ="-r.R .Ð¡-'¿(Ð-1 M) : E

(ii) End¿(E) : End¡-r¿(,þ)

Pnoor. (i) Ea(M) is an injective left -R-module, and it is enough to show that it is also

a Ð-torsionfree R-module. By the previous proposition, it will then follow that E¡(M) is

an injective left E-1.R-module. To prove that is E-torsionfree, let ebe anon-zero element

in Ep(M) such that o,e : 0, for some a € D. The injective left.R-module E^(M) is

essential ovet M, sothereexistr € Ãand m € M suchthat re: nL 10. Ontheother
hand,Eisaleftdenominatorset,sothereareal € Ð, \ € Rsuchthat a1r: r1a.

But then, from øe : 0, it follows that rlae : 0, so 0 : dt(re) : qrïn. Since M is

E-torsionfree, it will follow that m : 0, which contradicts the choice of m 10. Thus,

Ea(M) is X-torsionfree, and furthermore, by applying the previous proposition, Ep(M)
is a injective left X-1.R-module. Then E(nM) is an essential extension of M, hence of
E-r M, and by uniqueness of the injective envelope, Ea(M) = E¡-,a(X -t M).

(ii)By l.62,anyR-endomorphismofEisaÐ-1.R-endomorphismof,Ð. I

1.4 Socle Series

The problem of determining the structure of a module is often solved by examining certain

components or pieces of the module. One of the basic techniques is to look at its socle,

a concept introduced by t(rull in the 1920's. The socle of a module-as a semisimple

module-has a more transparent structure, and it often plays an important role in the study

of arbitrary modules. The process can be refined even further in this direction, by looking
at the socle series of the module. With this motivation in mind, we give the definitions and

some basic properties of these notions.
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Definition 1.65 Let M be a left .R-module. The sum of all simple (minimal) submo-

dules of M is called the socle of M, and is denoted by soc(M) . If M has no minimal
submodules, then soc(M) : 9.

Proposition 1.66 The socle of any module M is a direct sum of simple submodules of M.

It follows immediately that the socle of an indecomposable injective module is either

0 or a simple module. we list some of the properties of the socle of a module.

Propositionl.6T L37l I¿t M e R-Mod andT : End(M)op.

(i) soc(M) is an R-T bimodule.

(ii) soc(@ Mx) : @ soc(M¡).

23
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(iii) Jac(.R)soc(M) :0, or equivalently, ann¿(soc(M)) r Jac(R).

Note that if E : E(M) and M is semisimple, rhen soc(E) - M.

Definition 1.68 The socle series of a left module M over a ring .R is the ascending chain

socs(M) <soc1(M) <soc2(M) <...

of submodules of M defined inductively by setting

soc6 (M) : 0 and socn¡y(M) lsoc*(M) : soc(M/s oc*(M))

for all integers n ) 0.

In other words, soc,,a1(M) is the full inverse image of soc(M lsoc,(M)) in M.

In the commutative case, Matlis [27] described an indecomposable injective module

over a noetherian ring as the union of its socle series; this suggests that the socle series

might be of great help in the task of describing the injectives as structures built up in
layers. In this câse, socT¿.r{M)/soc"(M) has the structure of a finite dimensional vector

space over a field. The following are two well-known examples from the commutative

case.

Example 1.69 The only indecomposable Z-injectives are Q, and the Prüfer groups Zo*,
where p is a prime number and the latter are given by:
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Zp* : I ,o",(Zr-), and socn¡y(Z.p*) f socn(Zo*) ! Zo,
n=0

for all p prime and all n ) 0. Furthermore, socn(V,o*) = Zo^, for all n ) L.

Example 1.70 [30]. Consider the polynomial ring R : lclq,r2t...,rnf over a field

k. The simple left Ë-module Rl(ILr.Rø¿) has an indecomposable injective envelope

whose description was presented by Northcott in [30].

LetE bethe/c-vectorspacewithbasis {*.,.*'*i*"...r;*" l*u> 0forall I<i,<n}.
The vector space E can be endowed with an ,R-module structure by defining the action of
an arbitrary monomial from -R on the elements of the basis of .E as follows:

(dr, ...*,;) (rr*, ...x;*,) : { !'-*' 
"'*t;-^', if io < m¿forall 1 ( i 1 n

' [ 0, otherwise.

/n \
By [30], the module.E of "inverse polynomials" is the injective envelope of Rl (Ð t",) ,

and can be described fuither as the union of its socle layers: E : U soc¡(E).
j=l

The previous examples are clear clues that it is natural to study the concept of socle

series when trying to understand the structure of an indecomposable injective. There are

interesting examples of this kind of construction in anoncommutative setting as well. Such

constructions may be found in [20] andl22l.

L.5 t-adicCompletÍon. Bicommutator

Consider a ring .R with 1, and let .Ð be an injective left module over -R.

The class á of all left .R-modules isomorphic to submodules of -E', for some natural

number rz, is closed under isomorphic images, submodules and finite direct products,

and, associated with this injective module E, we can define the .E-adic topology on each

.R-module M (see [1], [25]).

Proposition 1.7 I lE -adic topology and Hausdorff complerion, [25]l
If E ß an injective left R-module, thenwe can introduce a topology on every lefi R-module

M, the E-adic topology. Afundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 is:
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ße(M) : {ker(/) : Í eHom(M,.E"), n e N}

Let Ms: (-l{ker Í, Í € Hom(M,E"), n eN} and

Ø: hm{Im(/) ' f eRom(M,E"),zz € N[] :lim{MlM' : M' e ßE(M)}.

Then:

(i) R endowed with the E-adic topology described above is a topological ring.

(ä) M is a topological R-module.

(äi) Every R-homomorphism is continuous in this topology.

(iv) M /Ms is Hausdorff.

@ fu is the completion of M lMs.
(vi) .B -+ â ¿r a continuous ring homomorphism.

@iÐ fu is a topological Ê.-module.

The composite mapping M -+ MlMo -+ fu is calledrl¿¿ Hausdorffcompletion of M.
In particular the E-adic topology on R is defined by considering as a basis of open

neighborhoods of 0 in R the left ideals of Rwhich are annihilators of finite subsets of E:

Bn(R): {ann¿(.F') ' F' finite subset of E}

A left ideal .I is open in this topology if and only if it contains an open neighborhood of 0.

Propositionl.T2 125, (1.4)l If N is a submodule of M and M has the E-adic topology,

then the induced topology on N is also the E-adic topology.

Propositionl.T3 t25l If N is a submodule of M and MIN is E-torsionfree (that is,

Hom(MlN,E) + 0), then N is closed in the E-adic topology. In particulat; every

E+orsionfree module is Hausdorffin the E-adic topology.

In some cases, the .E-adic completion can be explicitly described. In order to present

these results, we need to introduce the concepts of dual and double dual of a module [36].

Let R,7 be rings, and fix a bimodule nMr.For every left R-module -ll, the homomor-

phism group Hom¿(N, M) can be endowed with a structure of a right ?-module as fol-

lows: (/.ú)(") : Í(*)t,forall/ e Hom¿(N,M),t eT,ø € -A/. Similarly,foreveryright

T-module L,the homomorphism group HomT(.L, M) can be endowed with a structure of
a left.R-module as follows: (, . g)(r) : rg(n), for all 9 € Hom¿ (L, M),r e R,r e L.
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Definition 1.74 1. The right ?-module Hom¿ (N, M) : .Ay'* is called the M -dual of N .

2. The left .R-module HomT(N. , M) : -lú** is called the M-double dual of N.
Usually special kinds of modules M (such as injective modules, cogenerators) are chosen

for duality.

Definition 1.75 The bicommutator B of M is defined to be rhe M-double dual of .R:

B : R"* : Hom"(Hom¿(-R, M), Mr) =Homr(Mr,Mr) :Endr(M)

Propositionl.T6 [1, (2.1)] The E-adic completion of a left R-module M can be explic-

itly described as

fu:1ne M"* : Vn1-N, V,fl, Í2,...,fn€ M*,1ae M, h(Íi): Í¿(a),I <i, <n\,
where M* is the E-dual of M. In particular the E-adic completion of the ring R is the

subring {b e B : R** : Vn Ç.NI, Ve1, €2¡...,€n € E, )r € R, be¿ : Têi¡ I < i, < n).

Propositionl.TT U,(2.7)l Let E,M e R-Mod.

thenfu : lJ,y[** (with respect to E) if and only if M is E-dense.

(M is saidto be E-dense if for any h e M** : Hom(Hom(M,E),8) andfinitely
nmny Íu-..,fn € M* : Homn(M,E),there exists an element o, €. M such that

hjo) : fr@) e E, for all i, < n.)

Proposition 1.78 I¿t E be an injective cogenerator M € R-Mod, and letT : Enda(E)op.

Then

(i) Mo: |{ker f , f e Hom(M,E"), r¿ € N}:0
(ä) The R-module M is E-dense. l37l(47.6(4))

(äi) The Hausdorff completion fu of M in the E-adic topology is isomorphic to the

E-double dual M** of M:

fr = M"* : Hom" (H omp(M , E) , E) .

(iv) The Hausdorff completion Ê. of R in the E-adic topology is ísomorphic to the bicom-

mutator B of pE, and

,Ê : lim {RlI : I e ßB(R)} * nno(ør)
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Model Theory

The main source for the basic notions from model theory is prest [33].

1.6 Positive PrÍmitive Formulas. pp-definable Subgroups

j=l k=7

with r¿¡, s¿¡ € .R and w a finite sequence of variables. Equivalently, there are matri-

ces A : (r¿¡)¿,¡ e. Mn**(R) and B : (tu*)n,k € Mnx¿(Æ) such thatg hastheform
lw (Av i Bw : 0). More generall¡ we call rp positive primitive if it is logically equiv-

alent to a formula of the form given.

lf M is aleft.B-module, thenavector a€ Mm satisfies ç(v):3w(Av * Bw - 0),

and we wnte M F p["] if and only if there exists b e Mt such that Aa * Bb : 0.

A pp-formula p(v) : fw(Av * Bw : 0) defines a subgroup plMl of M*:

çlMl:{aeM*lMtre[a]]

and all such subgroups will be called pp-definable subgroups of M. (We follow the usual

model-theoretic convention of not distinguishing between elements and tuples from M.)

Lemma 1.79 Int gþ) be a pp-formula in one variable, and let M, N € R-Mod.

If I e Hom(M, N), then f [e]ut)] Ç p[¡/], imptying that f -L (e[¡Ð] )_ ,p[Ml.

In particulaa the pp-definable subgroups of M are preserved under endomorphisms oÍ M.

Let R be an associative ring with unity and consider the language L(R) used for the model

theory of left ,R-modules with signature L : (*, -, 0, r)reR, where * is a binary symbol,

- is a unary function symbol, 0 is a constant and r is a unary function associated with an

arbitrary element r of the ring .R interpreting the left scalar action of r on a left R-module.

A positive primitive formula (pp-formula) rp : ç(v) is an existentially quantified finite

system of linear equations, having the general form: l* (1, A.yz n . . . A 1',n), where all

% (i, : I . . .n) are equations of the form

n'L I

Ðr,,r,+I s¿¡u¡:Q
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Definition 1.80 l Let rp(v) andTl(v) be two formulae in the same tuple of variables. A
partial order on the set of pp-formulas can be defined as follows: g < 1þ if and only if
for every left.R-module M there is an inclusion glMl çtþlM) of the corresponding

pp-defi nable subgroups.

Note that this definition makes sense only when both formulae have the same free

variables.

2. The pp-definable subgroups of Mn form a modular lattice under the operations ñ and

+ . If glMl andrþlMl are two pp-definable subgroups of M",then:

,plMl n rþlMl : (ç A rþ)lMl

elMl + rþlMl: (ç +.,þ)[Ml,

where (e + rþ)("):: lulw (rp(u) n ú(w) A (v : u + w)).

Lemma 1.81 (i) tl ll If Ris a left noetherían ring and E is an indecomposable injective

left R-module, then all of its pp-definable subgroups (in one variable) have theform

At:{reE: Ir:0},

where I ís a left ideal of R. That is, a pp-definable subgroup of E ß the solution set

of a finite system of homogeneous linear equations.

(ä) If, in addition, R is a principal Ieft ideal domain, then a pp-definable subgroup of aE
is the solution set of one homogeneous linear equation r .n : 0, i.e., all pp-definabte

subgroups have the form ann1(r) for some r € R.

Definition 1.82 A left À-module M is totally transcendental (tt) if and only if it satisfies

the descending chain condition on pp-definable subgroups.

Lemma 1.83 Every injective module over a left noetherian ring is totally transcendental.

1.7 Elementary Socle Series

An important role in the description of an injective module will be played by the concept

of elementary socle series of a totally transcendental module which was introduced by
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Herzog in [16] as the elementary analogue of the socle series of a module. The term

'elementary' is used as an addition to the name of the well-known concept of 'socle series'

to indicate that we are using a 'first-order definable' analogue.

In order to present the definition of the elementary socle series of a module, the fol-
lowing definition is needed:

Definition 1.84 A pp-definable subgroup G of amodule M is minimal over a subgroup X
of M if G ç x andforanypp-definablesubgroup H of M, H çG implies thatH ç x.

Note that the above definition can be given in terms of pp-formulas, interpreting 1.80.

Definition 1.85 [16] Let M be a left module over the ring ,R. The elementary socle series

of M is defined by recursion on ordinals a as follows:

29

soco(M)

soc"+1(M)

socÀ(M)

rì
U

: soc"(M) + t {G : G pp-definabte subgroup of M,
G minimal over soc"(M))

: [J{ soc"(lf)' o < À} if À is alimitordinat.

Note that if M is a totally transcendental module over a left noetherian ring, then M
has the descending chain condition on pp-definable subgroups, so the elementary socle

series exhausts M; that is, soc"(M) : M for some ordinal c. Furthermore, for any p,

M I socþ (Ir') implies that socÊ (M) I socÞ+L (U).

Remark L.86 Note the parallel between the two notions, that of socle series and the ele-

mentary socle series, in the sense that while the first one uses the minimality condition on

the submodules, for the latter the minimality condition applies to pp-definable subgroups

(pp-defi nable formulas).

Although Herzog [16] did not give a proof of the fact that each term of the elementary

socle series of M was a submodule, the result was certainly known to him. Later Kucera

and Prest showed that in fact each term of the series was a definably closed submodule,

but this result was not published either. The proof yielded a simple charactenzation of the

elementary socle series, which will be needed here. The following proposition is given for
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the case of indecomposable injective modules over a left noetherian ring, and the proof is

based on notes of Kucera.

Let R be a left noetherian nng, pE indecomposable injective, and 7 : Enda(E)"o.

Recall that a typical pp-definable subgroup of ,E has the form

At :ann¿(I) : {e € E : Ie: 0},

for some left ideal I < R.

Remark 1.87 1. If / € 7, then ¡ (Ar) Ç At, for any left ideal .I, and consequently

/ (soc"(E)) Ç soc"(E), for any o. Thus At and soc"(E) are right ?-modules.

2. E is indecomposable injective, so the ring ? is local with unique maximal ideal

Jac(T), and A : T /Jac(T) is a division ring. If "4¡ is a pp-definable subgroup of -E

minimal over soc"(,E) + E, then (h + soc"(.Ð))/soc"(E) is a simpte

?-submodule of soco*l (E)/soc" ( E) , andit follows from Lemma I .3 l(iii/) that every

f e Jac(T) will annihilate it. Hence each soco+1(E)/soc"(E) is a T lJac(T)-vecror
space.

Lemmal.88 If f € 7is suchthat ann¡(e) : annn(.f(e))forsome0 * e e E,then f is

an autornorphism of E, and ann¿(e') : annn(/(e')) for all e' e E.

Pnoor. If ker(/) f 0, then ker(/) is essential in .8, so there exists r € .R such that

0l re e ker(/). Then 0 : f (re): rf þ) impliesthatr e ann6(/(e)) : ann¿(e), so

re : 0, which contradicts the choice of r. Thus ker(/) : 0, and by Theorem 1.30, / is an

automorphism.

I1 e' e,E, then we have that

ann¿(e') Ç ann¿(/("')) ç annp(f -L f("')) : ann¿(e'),

and it follows that ann¿(e') : annn(Í("')).

Proposition 1.89 Let R be a left noetherian ring and let pE be indecomposable injective.

(i) For each a, soc"(E) is a submodule of E. Furthermore, if s € R acts regularly on

E then s acts regularþ on soco(E); that is, for every e e soc"(-E) there is a unique

e' e soc"(E) such th.at set : e.
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(ä) For each a such that soc"(E) { E,

soco+l(-Ð) : soc"(E) + [J {.,4r : "4¡ minimal over soc"(.Ð)}

Pnoor. The proof of (ii) is a consequence of the proof of (i), which will be proved by

induction on a. clearly (i) holds for soc0(.8) : {0}, and if (i) holds for all o < À, À a

limit ordinal, then (i) holds for socÀ(E).

Suppose that (i) holds for soco(,Ð). By definition, soco+l(ø) is closed under addition,

so for both parts of (i) it suffices to show that if r, s e R are such that s acts regularly on

E ande € soco*1(E) then se' : reimplies thatete soc"+l(.Ð).

Since e € soco*l(E), there ãrc es € soc"(E) and e1,...,€n € .E such that

e:e0tel'+...+en,wheÍeforeveryi:L,...,n,thercisI¿<
e¿ € "4¡n\soco(.Ð), "4¡, minimal over soc"(.E). W.l.o.g., we can assume that ann¿(e ¿) : I¿.

[If ann¿(e¿) : J¿, then from e¿ €. Ayn it follows that I¿ 1 J¿, so A¡n Ç Atr. Since

e¿ €. A¡, \ soc"(-E), then A¡n Ç soc"(E) and since.,4¿ is minimal over soc"(E) it follows

that A¡, : Ar* where J : anna(e¿).]

lf et €. soc'(,Ð) then there is nothing to prove, so assume that et / soc"(E). If we let

I : annn(e'), then e' e At Ç soc"(E); we will show that,4r is minimar over soc"(,Ð).

If "4¡ is not minimal over soc"(.E) there exists a left ideal J > I such that A¡ Ç At
and At is minimal over soc"(-E). v/.I.o.g., we can choose d e A¡ \ soc"(,E) such that

ann¿(d) : J. Since ann¿(e') : I 5 J: annn(d),by Lemma 1.5, there is / e End(E)

suchthat Í("'): d. Furthermore, I¿: ann¿(ei) f ann¿(/(e¿)) : Ilfor all,i: I,...,n
(otherwise / would be an automorphism, and by 1.88, ann¡(e,) : annn(d), contradicting

the choice of d). It follows that Att Ç At,, and by the minimality of At,, At,, C soco(_E),

and in particular, f kù e soco(.E), for all 'i : I, . . . )n.
Nowse' :re: r(es+eyi...le,.),sos/(e') :rff(eo) + Í(eù +... + /(e,)). But

/(eo) e soc"(E) since e¡ e soc"(E); thus by the induction hypothesis /(e') e soc"(E).
But /(e') : d ø soc"(.Ð), a contradiction. Thus ,4.¡ is minimal over soc"(-E), so it follows

that et € At Ç soco*l (E). The induction is complete.

The fact that soco(.E) is a submodule of ,Ð is immediate if we take s : 1.

If s € ,R acts regularly on ,E and e € socCI(.8), then by the injectivity of .Ð, there exists

a unique e' € E such that se : ê' . The proof above showed that et e soc"(,E).
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(ii) Inthetheproof for(i), if we considers: r: ! thene' : eol et*... * en,and
it was shown that if e' /. soc" (E) and ann¿ ("') : ,I, then "4¡ is minimal over soc'(-E) . I

Example 1.90 Consider a commutative noetherian ring ,R, and P a prime ideal of ,R. The

indecomposable injective left module E : E(RIP) is tt, and thus the elementary socle

series of .E exists, and can be described as follows: soc"(,Ð) : {e € E I P"e: 0 }. Note

that when P is not a maximal ideal of -8, then soc,r(E) : 0, for all n ) 0.

On the other hand, over the localization .Rp of ,R, the socle series and the elementary

socle series coincide as .Rp-modules, and E : soca( E),for some a ( ø.

It is worth emphasizing that while the socle series of a module does not always exhaust

the module, the elementary socle series of a tt-module always "covers" the module entirely

[see Example 1.90]. This property becomes even more powerful in the context of a left
noetherian ring when the module considered is indecomposable injective. This is why the

use of the elementary socle series of an indecomposable injective over a left noetherian

ring is another alternative with a good chance of success at describing the injective module

as a union of a chain of submodules.
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Principal Left and Right Ideat Domains

Throughout this chapter, unless otherwise stated, the ring .R is a left and right principal

ideal domain (PID). Here we study the arithmetic properties of such a ring. The following

are examples of PID's (commutative and non-commutative):

(1) The ring of integers.

(2) Any division ring.

(3) The ring of differential operators with rational function coefficients: k(r)ly,ôl0r],
wherefrisafield.

(4) More generally, the (left) skew polynomial nng Kfy;ø, ô], where K is a field,

o e Aut(K), ô a o-derivation of K.

Recall from Chapter I that

(" ì
K[a;o,ô] :{Ðouau; n=N,ø¿e K},

[':t )
where the multiplication is subject to the rule:

ya: o(a)y + ô(ø), for all a € K.

Since the coefficients are elements of a field K and ø is a surjection, the elements of
KIA; o, d] can also be considered as polynomials in gr with coefficients written on the

right. The nng K[y;ø, d] is left and right Euclidean, hence it is a pID.
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Note that k(r)[a, A lAr] is a member of this class of skew polynomial rings, where

K : k(n),ø : id¡1"¡, 6 : 0/0r.
(5) The skew Laurent polynomial ring Kla,a-t,ø], where K is afield and o e Aut(K),

is left and right Euclidean, hence a PID.

(6) Hurwitz's ring of integral quaternions, a subring of Hamilton's real quaternions

lH[ : ]R.1 (E Ri (E Rj O Rk. The Hurwitz numbers are of rhe form

(a+bi+cj +dk)/2,

where Q,,b,c,d e Z are either all even, or all odd. This ring is a left and right
Euclidean domain with respect to the norm inherited from IHI, hence it is a pID.

Additional examples of PIDs can be obtained by diverse algebraic constructions, such

as localization.

The work on this chapter and the following one was initially done with the ring
k(*)[A, A /Ar] in mind, but later the more general results became obvious. This ring, and

more generally, Kly;o,õl @ € Aut(K), d a ø-derivation of K), has had a lot of attention

during the first half of the last centur!, Ore being the one that initiated much of the work
that was done on non-commutative polynomials.

In the introduction of his paper [31], Ore mentions that "one could have deduced this

theory using the theory of moduli studied by Noether and Schmeidler". Instead, Ore pre-

ferred to "build up the theory directly, that is, to use only the properties of the polynomials

themselves". While most of Ore's research on this subject consists of "brute force" meth-

ods, it provided me with inspiration and great insight into the structure of such rings and

how they "work". Furthermore, I have taken full advantage of the fact that a pID is left
(and right) noetherian, since every left (respectively right) ideal is l-generated.

The investigation of the factorization theory in a PID is not new (see [18] and [31]), but

with the help of a new exposition, it will be heavily used in Chapter 3, where the injective

modules over such rings will be studied.
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2.1 DivisibÍlity. SimÍlarity

The classical notions introduced here in relation to (left or right) divisibility could be

presented in the more general setting of a principal left ideal domain (principat right ideal

domain, respectively), or even in an associative ring (domain) with unit, but we will restrict

our work to a ring .B which is a PID. Most of the results related to divisibility are part of
folklore, but when necessary for further development of the work, some of the proofs will
be presented.

Definition 2.1 Let Rbe adomain and a,d e R\ {0}.
d is called a right divisor of a ifthere exists u € Rsuch that ø : ud,.

In this case, we also say that a is right divisible by d, or that a is a left multiple of d.

Remark 2.2 d is a right divisor of ø if and only if Ra < Rd.

Remark 2.3 If ø is right divisible by å and ó is right divisible by ø, then ¿ and ö are equal

up to left multiplication by units. That is, a: ub for some u € U(E).

Pnoor. There aÍerr,ju € Rsuchthat a: ub andå: ua;thena: ub: u(ua) - (uu)a,

so (zu - 7)o: 0, and hence uu : l. Thus z is right invertible, and since .R is a domain,

it follows thatu is a unit.

In view of the previous remark, the following definition arises naturally:

Definition 2.4 Let0 * o,b e R.

An element ø is called aleft associate of b if there exists u € U(B) such that a: ub.

Definetherelation : on,Bby: a:bif andonlyif øisaleftassociateof å.

It is obvious that a : b if and only if Ra :.Rå, so : is an equivalence relation on .R.

The concepts of greatest common right divisor and least common left multiple are

introduced by generalizing the corresponding concepts from the commutative case.
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Definition 2.5 t18l Let a,ö be two non-zero elements of the ring.R.

1. Wesaythat 0 + d €,Ris agreatestcommonrightdivisorof aandb if disaright
divisor of both ø and ó, and if any common right divisor of a and å is also a right

divisor of d.

2.We saythat 0 t m € Æis aleast commonleftmultiple of aandb if rr¿is aleft
multiple of both a and ö, and if any non-zero common left multipl e of a and b is also

a left multiple of rn.

NorRrIoN: The set of all greatest common right divisors of ø and å is denoted by ( ø , å )* ,

and the set of all least common left multiples of ¿ and ö is denoted by Io , ó ]*. The (*) on

the right-hand side indicates that righr divisibility is considered. I

Lemma 2,6 Let Rbe a PID, and a,b e R, ab 10. Then

(i) (ø ,b).+Ø. Furthermore, de (o,b).if andontyif Rd,: Ra+ Rb.

(ii) [a ,bl. # Ø. Furthermore, rn € lo ,b]. if and onty if Rm : Ra n Rb.

Pnoon (i) The left ideal Ra *.Ró is principal, so there exists d € J? such that

Rd,: Ra*,Ró. Then a €. Ra ç Rd andå € Rb ç Rd, sodisacommonrightdi-
visor of ø and å. At the same time, if d' is another common right divisor of a and.b, that is

a,b e Ril,thend e Rd: Ra+ Rb Ç Rd;', so d'is arightdivisorof d. consequently,

d e (a,b)*.

For the second part of (i), we only need to prove the direct implication. Assume that

Ra * Rb : Rdl; then d' e (a ,b) *, implying that dl and d are right divisors of each other;

thus.Rd:Rdt:Ra+Rb.

(ii) The left ideal RaflRb is principal, so there exists nx e Rsuch that Rm : RaaRb.
Since m e Raa Rb ç Ra,Rb,thenm is acommon leftmultiple of ø and ä. Atthe same

time, if rn' is another common left multiple of ø and å, then mt e Ra ì Rb : Rm, and, it
follows thatmt is a left multiple of m; thus zn e la,bl*.

In order to prove the direct implication, assume that Rañ Rb: Rm', oÍ equivalently,

rn'ela,bf*. Since rnela,bl*,itfollows thatmand,m' areleftmultiplesof eachother.

36

Consequently, Rm: Rrn' : Ran Rb.
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The following remarks are immediate consequences of the previous results.

Remark 2.7 Let Rbe a PID, and leta,b e R, ab 10.
l. lf d € (a ,å )*, then d e (a ,b)* if and only if d = d, .

Thus ( a,b)* is the equivalence class of alt left associates of d.

2. lf m€lo,ó]*,then m'ela,bl*if andonlyifrn Jm,.
Thus I a ,b)* is the equivalence class of all left associates of m.

In other words, up to left multiplication by units, ø and å have a unique greatest common

right divisor and a unique least common left multiple.

Remark 2.8 1. Obviously, (a, å)* : (b,a). and [ø, ö]* : lb,al*,for all a,b e R.

2. If a: atandb:bt,then (a,b)*: (a, ,b,)*,and [ø,å]*: lo, ,b,l*.
3. If a € U(R), and b e .R, then (o,b).: U(Ë), and ä e Lo,bl..
4. If a: atd, and å : å1d, then (o,b)*: (q,br)*d and [ø, å]* : la1,b1l*d,.
5. If a: o,Lb, then ð e (a,ó ). and a e la,bl..

Definition 2.9 If (a ,b).: U(Æ), or equivalently Ra + Rb: E, then we say that a and

b are right relatively prime.

Definition 2.10 Let Rbe aPID, and a,b €. R, ab 10.
Symmetrically, we define a greatest common left divisor and a least common right muttiple

of ø and å by considering divisibility from the left. Also, the equivalence relation defined

by the right associates can be introduced by symmetry.

The set of all greatest common left divisors of ø and ô is nonempty and will be denoted

by -( a,b), while for the set of all least common right multiples of a and ö, which is also

nonempty, we will use *[ a,b].

Example 2.ll Let R : k(r)1y,0 /Ðrl. The elements g and la *" left associates, bur are

notright associates. rf y : ia . f g e k(r)), then ra : af : fa + Í,,implying that

f : r and /' : 0: contradiction. Thus y and lU are not right associates.

Lemma 2.I2 I¿t Rbe a PID, and a,b e R, ab 10.
(i) *(a ,b) + ø. Furthermore, d e *(a ,b) if and onty if aR + bR - d,R.
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(ii) *la,bl + ø. Furthermore, r'n e .lo,bl if and only if aRflbR : mR.
Thus, up to right multiplication by units (or up to right associates), a and b have a

unique greatest common left divisor and a unique least common right multiple.

All of the properties that were deduced and the ones that will be deduced for notions

introduced by considering divisibility from the right are true for divisibility from the left,

by the symmetry of the ring -R, which is a PID.

Lemma 2.13 Let Rbe a PID, and a,b e R, ab 10. Then

(i) d € (o,b)* if and only if there exist (unique) u,u € R suchthat a: ud, andb: ud,,

and u,u are right relatively prime, i.e., (u,u)*: U(J?).

(ä) m € [o ,b]. if and only if there exist (unique) at,h e R such that nt, : att, : btb,

and al and fu are left relatively prime, i.e., *(or,b, ) : U(Æ).

Pnoor. (i) Assume d e (a ,b)*. since Ra, Rb Ç Ra + Rb - Rd, there are u,u € R
suchthat a: ud, and å: ud.lf c e (u,u)*, thenthere exist ,tL',n' e rR such thatu:,tttc,
and u : u'c. It follows that a : utcd, and ô : utcd, and so

Ra * Rb ç Rcd Ç Rd,: Ra * Rb.

Thus.Rcd : Rd, and consequently, c € U(A).

on the other hand, assume that a : ud and ô - ud, for some u,,t) €,R such that

(u,r)* : U(E), or equivalently, Ru * Ru : .R. Let c € ( a,b)*;then d is a common

right divisor of a and å, so by the definition of a greatest common right diviso r, c e Rd,.

Since R: Ru I Ru, there exist p,e €.8 such that 1 - pu + gu. Then

fl : pud, * qud - pa + qb e Ra + Rb : Rc,

andsince ce Rd,itfollows thatRd: Rc: Ra+ Rb,sod € (o,b)..

(ii)Assumem e lo,bl..From Rm: RañRb ç Ra,Rb thereexist a1,b1 €. R
such that n-L : o,t(L : btb. If d € *(or,ð1), then dt : daz and ô1 - dbz for some

a2,b2 e -R; from m: daza: d,bzb: drn' itfollows thata2a: bzb: ynt € Raa Rb.

T\en Rm Ç Rm' Ç Ra ñ Rb : Rm,so rn, ) nL : d,rrl.,,implying that d,€ U(n).
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on the other hand, assume that m : atb : bß, with *(or,öi ) : u(Æ), and let

rn' e lo',bl*. Since m is a common left multiple of ø and ô, rn is also a left multiple of
n'tt, and there is u € R such that Tn: LLrn'.

Also, by the direct implication, since rn' e [a ,bl*, there exist a2,b2 € -R such that

Tn' : o,zb: bza and *( az,bz) : U(n). 'We have the following implications:

, ( ø1b : ua2b ( at: uaz ( o,,n Ç uRm:Um'èl =+( =+(
lb1ø: ub2a lb, : ub, [ara -c 

,rn

It follows that.R : atR * hR Ç uRÇ .R, so u e u(R). Thus rr¿ : m' e lo,bl..
For both parts, the uniqueness follows from the fact that R is a domain. I
The following theorem summarizes all the equivalent definitions for the greatest com-

mon right/left divisor and least common leff/right multiple of two elements of a PID.

Theorem 2.14 I¿t Rbe a PID, and let a,b e R, ab 10.
I. For} + d e R, thefollowing are equivalent:

I. d e (o,b).
2. Rd: Rø+ Rb

3. There are unique u,,It e R such that a - ud,b : ud,, and (u,o )* : U(E).

II. Forl * m € R, thefollowing are equivalent:

l. m e lo,bl.
2. Rm: Raîl Rb

3. There are unique a,1,b1 e R such that m : bta : a,tb, and *(ør ,bt) : U(E).

I'. For\ * di e R, thefollowing are equivalent:

l. d'e .(o,b)
2. dR: aR+bR
3. There are unique LL' ,u' e Rsuchthat a - d'1r' ,b : d,'u,, and *(u, ,u,): U(B).

II'. For0 * m' e R, thefollowing are equivalent:

I. m'e .fa,bl
2. m'R: aRObR
3. There are unique a2,b2 € R such that mt - abz : bo,z, and (a2 ,bz)* : U(Æ).
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Example 2.15 The ring of differential operators with rational function coefficients over a

field k, k(r)lA,}l0rl, is a principal ideal domain. Here the computations may be made on

fairly familiar grounds, since this is an algebra of formal differential operators on k(z), and

a great amount of research related to these objects has been done in the field of differential

equations.

In particular, least common left multiples are an important tool in my analysis of injec-

tive modules, and general examples such as shown here are useful in understanding what

is true-and not true-about the types of computations needed to be carried out.

Let R : k(r)lu, 0l 0rl, and let Í, 9, h be non-zero elements of k(r).

r. fu + f ,h). : u(Æ) andh(y+/) : (a + f - #)n ely + f ,h1..
Trivially, A + f e [a + f ,h]..

2. (a' + Ía + Lh)*: U(E) and

h(a' + fa+ ù : lr'+ (/ - 2#)a * g - Íh' + n" - ryfh e [a' + Ía + e,h]*.
Trivially, a2 + ÍA + g e lA' + fa -t g,hl..

3. lf f f s,then(a + f ,A + s). : U(fi) and

(, * n - H) @ + Ð : (, * r - #) @ + g) e[a + f ,a -t g]..

4. If ( A2 + fa * g,a+ h)- : U(Ê), then

(a-*+h)(a'+fa+ù : (@-*+h)(a+f-h)+a)@ + n¡ is a leasr

commonleft multipleof y2 + fa +9 and A + h,where 0 * a - g - h, - Íh + h2.

s. (a - i) @'*r"): (a'-ia+r")a €[y, irn,y]*,forr¿ € N.

(a - i) @' + r") : (a, - ia + r") a € *la - ?,a2 - iu + r^l
6. y-llre (a2,ra -1).
7. (a,a2 *ø)* : *(a,a'*ø) : U(n)

B. a e ((a, + r) a, (a + *) a). +u@\ but * ((a, + r) y, (a + L,) a) : u(n).

In a commutative domain, when we study the multiplicative structure of the domain,

for all practical pu4)oses two elements are taken to be equal if they are unit multiples

of each other. In a non-commutative domain, the situation is much more awkward, and

the relation "a - b if and only if o,'tl : ub for some units Lr, u" does not capture the full

character of the multiplicative theory in a way that allows a good formulation of unique

f actonzation theorem s.
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The proper relation is a little more complicated to formulate, but it was recognized

very early that a more relaxed condition on the multipliers u and u was essential for a
good theory. We introduce next the relation of similarity between two elements of a PID.

In my presentation this concept will be used mainly in the arithmetic sense, but since in

most of the newer references it is presented by using cyclic modules, I will formulate this

definition by considering equivalent conditions (see [31], [18], [5]).

Definition 2.16 Let Rbe aPID, and a,b e Æ \ {0}. Then b € rB is said to be right similar

to a if one of the following equivalent conditions are satisfied:

(i) There exist 0 * u,u € ,R with (u,b)*: U(l?) such that au: ab e lu ,bl*.
(ä) R/Rø = RlRb

(äi) RlaR= RlbR

In this case, from the characterization of [ , ]* we also have *( a,u) - U(n).

We will show next that the conditions in Definition2.16 are equivalent.

PRoor. If a is a unit, then any of the conditions (ii) or (iii) will imply thatb € U(fr).
If ¿ € U(R) and (i) is satisfied, then b e Rb < Rb I Ra-Lub : Rb i Ru : A, since

(u,b)* : U(r?). Thus (i) also implies that ó € U(.R) whenever ø € U(Æ). So in this

case, ø is a unit if and only if ó is a unit, and the equivalences are trivial.

V/e will prove the equivalences (i) <+ (ii) <+ (iii) for a,b e n \ U(R).

(i) + (ii): Assume that there exist t-r,,u e -R such that

au: ub € lu,ô]* , where (u,b)*: U(A).

Let ü : .R -+ RlRb be the,R-homomorphism defined by V(1) : u * Rb. Then

ú * 0 becauseotherwise u e Rb wouldimplythatå e (u,ö)* : U(n), contradicting

the assumption ó € Æ \ U(Ë).

Let ker(ìtrr) : Ro4, for some at e Ri then ü(ø) : øü(1) : o,,tl + Rb : Eö, so

ø € ker(V). At the same time, Rb : ü(ot) : ørV(1) : ar,Lt, + Rb, hence ap e Rb.

From au e [u,bl* we have the following implications:

o,1ue RUORb:Rau+ RqÇRaÇker(ú) :Rar + Ra- Rh:ker(ü) .

4l
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To prove that \Í is onto, consider c * Rb €. R/Rb. Since (u ,b)* : 1, or equivalently

Ru -t Rb : .R, there exist p, q e R such that 7 : pu * qö. Then c : cpu -l cqb and it
follows that c+ Rb : cpui Rb, so v is onto, since ü(cp) : cpv(1) : cpu* Rb : c* Rb.

Consequently, the induced morphism ú : RlRa -+ R/Rb is an isomorphism.

(ii) + (i): Let ú : RlRa -+ RlRb be an isomorphism and denote by ui Rbthe image

under Ü of 1 * Ra,i.e. ü(1 + Ra) : u i Rb +0. Itfollows that

0 : itrr(ø + Ra): øü(1 + Ra) : au * Rb,

so o,u : ubforsome u € R. At the same time, the coset 1 + Rbis the image of some

non-zero element in Rf Ra, ü(c + Ra) :1 * .Rö. Thus

ilr(c+ Ra): cü(1 + Ra):cu*Rb,

and therefore there exists q e R such that cu* qb: 1, which indicates that Ru* Rb : R,

or equivalently, ( u,b)* : U(R). Since o,'t.L : uå is right divisible by both u and b, it
is right divisible by any of their least common left multiples rn : o,L,¿;, : ,utb, where

*(ot, ur ) : U(Ã). Then au : ?)b : enn : ùo4u forsome o € R, so a : eaL € Ray
On the other hand,

ü(ot + Ra) :ø1ü(1 + Ra) : aru, * Rb : utb I Rb : 0,

which means that ø1 € Ra. Since a € Ra1, it follows that a L ar, and so a e U(.R). Thus

ub: au: drn e lu,ö]*, with (u,b).: U(B) , so (i) is satisfied.

(ii) + (iii): From (i) <+ (ii), there exist z, u € R such that o,1..1 : ub e lz,å]*, with

(u,b).: U(Æ). In addition,by 2.14(IL3), we also have that .( a,a) : U(Ë).

Let Õ : .R -+ RlaR be the .R-homomorphism defined by O(1) : u * ø.R, which is

non-zero since *( a,u) : U(Ã) and ø is assumed to be a non-unit. Let ker(rÞ) : btil,
for some h e R; then ö e ker(Õ) : örfi, since

O(å) : Õ(1)ä : ub * aR: au * aR: aR.

Also, aR: O(åt) : Õ(1)är - uh*aR,sooö1 €. aR, anditfollows thatufu e. o,RnaR.
By TheoremZ.I4, au : ub 6 *[o, u ]. Thus ab1 e aïn uR: ub&, so ö1 € å-R, proving

thatbR: btÈ: ker(Õ).
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To prove that Õ is onto, consider d+ o,R e RlaR. Since *(a,u) : U(E), or

equivalently aÈ+u R : Æ, there existp, q e Rsuch that 1 : o,p+uq; then d : apd+uqd,

implying that d -l aR : uqd * aR. Thus Õ(qd) : O(1)qd : uqd -t aR: d, t ¿-R, so Õ

is onto, and the induced homomorphism O : RlaR -+ RlbR is an isomorphism.

The remaining implication (iii) =+ (ii) follows by symmetry. I

I would like to remark that the equivalence (ii) <+ (iii) is true for any domain .R, a result

that can be found inÍ121.

As a consequence of the previous result, the notion of similarity is left-right symmetric,

and we will omit the reference to left or right, and simply refer to similarity.

Corollary 2.17 Ißt a, b be two distinct non-zero elements of R. Then

(i) ø is right similar to b if and only if a is lefi similar to b.

(ä) Similarity is an equivaience relation on R\ {0}, andwill be denoted by -.
The similarity class of an element 0 I a € Rwill be denoted byã,.

Remark2.18Let} Ia€R.
1. Any non-zero leff/right associate of ø is similar to ø. Thus all left and right associates

of ø are in â.

2. If a is a unit in .R, then â' : U(A).

The next example shows that the similarity relation defined in a PID has additional

properties in the case when the ring is Euclidean relative to a degree function.

Example2.l9 LetO - Xla;g,ô], where K afreld, ø € Aut(K) and ð ao-derivarion.

As usual, the degree of r : ÐouUo is defined to be the highest power of y that occurs

with a non-zero coeffrcient: *Ët"l : max{i lou * 0}. Furtherïnore, from [31], for any

0*a,b€.K,

deg([ 0,,b]*) +deg((a,b).):deg(¿) +deg(b) :deg( .Io,ô]) +deg( .(o,ö))

Then for alI0 + r¡,12 e R,if 11- 12, then deg(r1) : deg(rz).
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PnOOf. Ifr1 - r2,thercâres1, s2í- R,("t,rt)- : lsuchthat s2T1:r2sy: [",,r,]*.
We have the following equalities:

deg([11 , sr ]*) : deg(rzsi) : deg(rz) + deg(s1)

and

deg([11 , sr ]*) + deg(( rr, st).) : deg(r1) + deg(s1).

But (11 , sr )* i 1, so deg((rr , sr ).) : 0, and it follows easily from the above equalities
that deg(r1) : deg(rz). t

Example 2.20 Let n: k@)la,}l7n].

1. The ring.R is in the class of rings described in 2.19, so the similarity class of g e R
will contain only non-zero elements of degree 1 in y. Furthermore, by Proposition

4.4in [28], if f ,s € fr(ø), then RlR(a +/) = R/R(a +g) if andonlyif thereis

0 + h e k(r)suchthat f - g : #.
Thus, rhesimilariryclassof yis {nr(o - #) 9z: 0 * f ,h,oz e k@)}.
Note that the similarity class of gr contains all right, left, and right and left associates

of sr, since ÍaT : y - # for f 10, so s1 (, - #) oz: oju!.
Also, note that althou gh A - | andgr are left-and-right associates, A - # is neither a

left multiple of y, nor a right multiple of gr.

2. Thesimilarityclassof (u+h)is {0, (r*n- +) 9z: 0* r,et,oz ek(fl}.
3. Since (a - *) fu, +r): (u2 - Ia+r)u e la, +r,sf*and.

(a'+ n,a)*: u(Ã), theny2 I r - u' - |a + *.
4. More generally, for all f ,g e k(ø) and 0 + h e k(r),

nlu'+(f -Ttr* (n- Íh'+0" -ry)f :@'+Ía+s)h€lar+ fa+e,hl*,
soitfollowsthat lr'*(¡ -Tlu* (r- fh'+0" - ry)f - @'+ Íu+ù.

We present next the necessary conditions for a least common left multiple to be a least

common right multiple.

Consider 0 t a,b e R such that (o,b)* : U(fr). If m e. lo,bl*, rhere exist

o4,b1 €. -R such thatm: bta: o,rb, and *(aL,bL) : U(Ã). Then rn € *[a1 ,å1], by

Theorem 2.14(Ilt.Ð.
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Lemma 2.21 Let a,b €. R, ab 10.
(i) If (a,b)*: U(A) andm: bra: atb € la,bl*, thenm e *lar,brl. Furthermore,

q is right similar to a and \ is right similar to b.

(ä) ï *(a,b) :U(A) andm'- abz:baz€ *{a,bl,thenrn'€[az,bz]*. Further-

morq a2 is lef-t similar to a and b2 is left similar to b.

Pnoor'. The proofs are easy consequences of Theorem2.l{. I

Example 2.22 If R: k(r)ly,0l0rl,theny2 : Ua: (u +t¡"¡ça - Lln). Thus,

A2 e IU ,A - Llr]. and y2 e *lA ,g + Ilrl

Remark 2.23 Recall that : means equality up to left associates:

a : b if and only if a : ub for some unit u.

'We have seen that lo,bl* is defined only up to left associates, that is, if m e lo,bf*,
thenmt € [a,å]- iff rn' L rn, and similarly for ( a,b)*. Rather than dealing with lo,bl*
and (o,,b)* as sets of elements, it is more practical to write equations in terms of the

equivalence relation å :

m: la,bl* andd; (o,å)* insteadof m e lo,ô]* and d e (a,b)* ,

and similarly for more complicated equations.

The following concept is introduced for computational purposes, and will provide great

help in dealing with products of similar elements.

DefinÍtion 2.24 [31]Let a,b €. R, ab I 0.

An element a1 is called a (right) transþrm of a by b if la ,bl* : orb.

If a2 is a left associate of the transforÍl o1 of ø by ä, then azb = a1b : lo ,bl*, so the

following lemma is obvious:

Lemma 2.25 Every left associate of a transþrm of a by b is also a transþrm of a by b.

That is, the right transþrm of a by b is unique up to left multiplication by units.

NoreuoN: In view of the previous lemma, denote by uo any right transform of a by ä. In

this case, we write: [o,b]* : bab: ob a. I
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Lemma2.26 (i) The tansþrm of any d € U(.R) by any b e R is also a unit, and

furthermore 
ba : a and "b : ba-L, where a-L is the inverse of a € U(A).

(ä) If a € U(E) andb e R, then "(bo-t) : U sr¿ ("-')6 . 6t.

Pnoon By Remark 2.8,1a, ó]* : 6 : (ba-r)a: øb, so ø is a transform of aby b. I

Example 2.27 Let n: k@)[A,ðf 0r], and let f , g,h e k(r).

1. n(a + Í) : a + f - {,where s +0.
2. n(a'+ 1): a' * l and @2+t), - r.
3.'(a'+r):a2-Ia+,

Proposition2.2S Let 0 + o,, 04 € R.

o, - at if and only if there exists b e R such that at J ba and (a, ó )* : 1.

Pnoor. The result is a direct consequence of Definition2.l6 and Lemma2.2l. I

Example 2.29 Let A: k@)lU,0lðrl, and let f , g,h e k(r).

1.A-A-#:'A
2. a'+ r - a2 - Lra + *: n(a' * ø), where (a, + r,a)*: U(n).

FurthermoÍe, a2 - *a + r + 
h@'* 

ø), for all 0 I h e k(r).This is an example of
two similar elements which are not right associates, left associates, or right and left

associates, indicating that the set inclusion mentioned in 2.18(i) is in general strict.

Proposition 2.30 [31]

(i) If a * Rc: b * Rc, then oc J bc.

(ä) If a : atd, and b : btd, for sonv a1 and b1, then "b t otbt.

(äi) If the product ab is right divisible by c, then a is right divisible by '".
(iv) For any o,, b, c e R, 'ba : "(uo).

(v) The transþrm of the least common left multiple is equal to the least common left

multiple of the transþrms of the components:

"[a,b]*: l"a,'bf*
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(vi) If a,b,c € R\{0}, then

Furthermore, tf (ab,c)* t r,,rr",)il)"rr,'), *7*, *, simitarto the correspond-

ing factors of ab; that is, (Òa - a and "b - b.

Moreove4foranyn ) I, if (ot...an,c)* J !, thenthefactors of thetransþrm

of the product o,1 . . . an b! c are similar to the corresponding factors of the original

product, that is:

'(otor...an) : btbz...bnandãi - b¿, forall'i:1,2,...n.

Pnoor. (i)If a -l Rc:b* -Rc,then a:b*Lrc,forsome ue R.

From lo,"l* ! oca : "c(b * uc) : ocb * ocuc it follows that acö is a common left

multiple of c and ó, and therefore it is a left multiple of Ib,cf* ' bcb, thus ¿c €. Rbc.

Similarly, bc e Roc, andthe conclusion "c : öc follows.

(ii) This property is a direct consequence of Remark 2.8(4).

(iii) The product øå is right-hand divisible by both å and c, and therefore øð is a left

multiple of [ä,c]*, so ab : ulb,cl* : ubcb, which yields a : ubc.

(iv) Since fa,bc)* : lø,c,bc]* -:- lla,c).,bcl. i- l"ac,bcf* -i- f"a,bl*c,
it follows that (b")a(b") : '("a) b c, implying that (b")a : u("o).

(v) "[ø,b]*c: [[ø,ô]. ,c]* -:- llo,"l.,[ó,c]*]* : l"o ","b "1. 
: l%,,"b1*c,

and after cancellation on the right by c the required equality is proved.

(vi) "(øå) c: lab,cl* = l\ob,ô]* ,r]* : lob,lb,cl*]- å [ab,bcbf *

= lo,u"f* b = (")a bc b : (Òa lb,cl* -'- (b")a "b c

It follows that c(ab) -'- (b")a 
"b.

'When (ab,c)* : l,then (b,c)* å 1 and we have that "b - b.

Let (a , u") 
* : d, or equivalently, Rd : Ra I Rbc. Since the lattice of left ideals of

.R is modular, it follows from Rab 1 Rb that Rab + (Ãó n Rc) : Rb n (Rab * _r?c), and

we have the following equalities:

Rd,b: Rab * Rbcb: Rab + Rlb,cl*: Rab * (Ëå n Rc) : Rbn (Rab + Rc)
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From (ab,c). : 1 it follows that Rab * Rc: R, so Rdb : Rb *.R : -Rb, implying that

b : udbforsome u e R,anditfollowsthat ud, : !,henced € u(Ã). Thus ( o, b")* å 1,

and by Proposition 2.29, (b')s - a,.

The proof of the second part of (vi) is an easy induction on n.

Example 2.31 Let n: K[a;o, ô], where K afreId, ø e Aut(K) and ð a ø-derivation. For

all0l r1,r2 € R,if 11- rz, then there exists a e R with deg(ø) < deg(r1) : deg(rz)

such that T2: or1, and ( a,r1)*: I.

PnOOf'. If 11 - r2,there iss e R,(rt,s)*: lsuchthatr2- "ry. Furthennore,

if wedividesontheleftby r¡there is0l a € Rwithdeg(ø) < deg(r1) suchthat

s t Rr1 : a * Rru andby 2.30(i), 'r1 : oy1 : yr. I

2.2 Factorization and Decomposition Theorems

In this section we study various arithmetic properties of the elements of a PID, results

which will be used later in systematically describing the socle series of an indecomposable

injective. The results in this section can be found in [18], or they are generalizations for

a PID from [31]. Some of these results also appear in [5], where the factorization theory

was developed for unique factonzation domains.

Definition 2.32 Anon-unit 0 * a € R is said to be primeif wheneveÍ o, : 0c then either

öeU(B) orc€U(Æ).

The standard terminology would be to call the elements satisfying the conditions of

Definition 2.32 "ineducible" rather the "prime". Since in a PID the two concepts are

equivalent, the term 'þrime" element is used in this thesis to avoid confusion when the

"irreducible" left ideals will come into picture, since such an ideal is not necessarily ge-

nerated by an element satisfying 2.32.

Remark2.33 (i) If pisaprimeelementin.Band 0 * c € Æ, then (",p)* : 1or
(",p). : p.
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(ii) An element ø €. R is prime if and only if the left ideal Ra is maximal, if and only if
the right ideal aR is maximal.

Thus, every simple left module of the ring.R is isomorphic to a left quotient module

Rf Ra, for some prime element a € R.

Lemma2.34 (1) A left (ri7ht) associate of a prime element is also prime.

(ii) A nonzero element similar to a prime element is also prime.

(iii) A transform of a prime element is a prime element or a unit.

Pnoor. (i) This is a special case of (ii).

(ii) This is immediate from Definition 2.16 andthe characterization of prime elements

via maximal left ideals.

(iii) Letp be prime and} I c e R.

If (c, p). :1, then þ is prime by (ii).

If (c,p).+ 1,then (",p). tp,ro c: lc,pf* ! "p",andconsequently "p :I. I

Lemma2.35 Iæta:pt...pnbeaproductof afinitenumberofprimefactorspr,...tpn.

Ifaisrightdivisiblebyaprimeelementq,thereexistsie{L,...,n)suchthatp¿-q.

Furthermore, the index ,i can be chosen such that:

p¿L (p¿+t"'n")q and. a:pt...p¿-tp¿+t...pnq,where\i - p¡ U > i+Ð.
Similar results holdfor left divisibility.

Pnoor. Leti, e {1,... ,n}bemaximalsuchthattheprimeqisarightdivisor of p¿...pn.

If i, : n, then pn i Q, and the rest of the conclusion follows trivially.

Assume now that i, < n. Then, by the maximality of ,i, (p¿¡1 . . .pn, q )* + 1.

The product p¿p¿+t...pn is a common left multiple of q @y the choice of i), and of

P¿+t...pr,, hence it is a multiple of their least common left multiple; thus there is

0*u€Rsuchthatp¿p¿a1...pn':-11.[po*t...pn,Ç]*:u.(@;+,"'0")q)pu*r...pn
and so p¿ : u . ((n;+t"'n")ø). Then z e U(.R), since both p¿ and, (ni+t"'nòn are prime, so

p¿ L (p¿+t...n.)q, aîdit follows that

P¿.-'Pn - ((ø+r"'n')q) po*r...Pn: l(po*r...p,),el* j o(po*, ...pò Q )F¿+t...Fne,
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where p¡ - p¡forall j : i, + 1,..., n,by 2.3j(vi). Then

Pt..-P¿-tP¿P¿+t...Pn

Pt. ' .nt-t ((n;+t"'n")o) P¿+t. . .Pn

Pt.'.P¿-tF¿+t...p"q.

I
Lemma 2.36 Every non-zero element ø € R\U(R) has a prime right divisor and a prime

lefi divison

Pnoor. The ring R is left noetherian, and since Ro * R, Ra is contained in a maximal

left ideal .Rp. Then p is prime, and a right divisor of ø.

Symmetrically, a has a prime left divisor. I

Theorem 2.37 lPfime Factorization Theoreml

Every non-zero element a € R \ U(n) has a representation as afinite product of prime

elements: a: btbz. ..bn.

Furthermore, fir1to dffirent prime factorizations of a have the same number of factors and

thefactors are similar in pairs. That is, if ø: bú2. ..bn J ctcz. ..c*, where allb¿,c¡ are

prime, then n : m and there exists a perunutation r of {I, . . .,n} such that b¿ - cn4).

Pnoon By Lemma 2.36, a : btut for some ö1 prime. If u1 e u(R), then we are done; if
u1 / U(R), then we apply the same Lemma 2.36 to u1; u1 : b21tr2, where å2 is prime. This

process generates an increasing chain of right ideals of R, Ra 1 Rut 1 Ruz < ... < Æ,

and since .R is left noetherian, there is an integer n ) r such that Run - Run¡1, and

together with zr, : ,un+7bn+1 it follows that Run¡1 - Ru,n : Rbn¡1un*1, implying that

bn+r € U(E), which is not possible since ör,.,.1 was chosen to be a prime right divisor of
u,r; this indicates that un does not have a prime right divisor, so lrr¿ must be a unit. The

element bnun is a right associate of a prime, hence it is a prime element.

we have obtained a prime factorization of ø : btbz . . .bn, where the prime bnun has

been "replaced" by bn.

The proof for the second part of the theorem will use induction on n: if a product of
n prime factors is equal to a product of a finite number of prime factors, then it will be

a:
:
:
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shown that the two prime factorizations have the same number of prime factors, and they

are similar in pairs. The proof by induction on r¿ we are giving here is similar to the one

proving the corresponding factonzation theorem in [31, Theorem 1].

Considertwo differentprime factorizations of ø, a: btbz...b, L ctcz...c^,where
all the factors are prime.

If n : 1, then the equality bt : ct. . . cmholds if only if n : 1 and å1 : ¿r.

Assume now that the conclusion holds for any product of n - 1 or less prime factors.

lfbrb2...bnlctcz...c*,thenb,isarighrhanddivisorofclc2...crn.ByLemma2.35,

there is k 1 m such that c¡ l @*+t"'"^)bn - bn so

o,:cr...c¡...c*=ct...ck-r(kn+'"'"ò6*)"u*r...cmtcr...ck-tu'("u*r.-.c*)bn.
Then a - br . . .bn-tbn t ct. . . ck-tu"(ro*, . . . c^)br, so it follows that

bt. ..bn-t = ct. . . ctc-t''("¡*r . . . c^),and by Proposition 2.30(vi),

bt. . .bn-t t cr. . .ch-têt+t. . .-c*,whetlé¿ - c¿,for alll > k + I.
We now apply now the induction hypothesis on the prime factorization ðr . . . å,"-1 with

n - I prime factors. It follows thatn - 1 - rn - I, so n: Tm.

Furthermore, if we letd¡: c¡ Cj S k - 7) andd¡:êj+t(k S j 1n - 1), there exists a

permutation a' of {1, . . . ,n - l} such that b¿ - dne). We can extend r to apermutation zr'

of {1, . . .,n} in the following way:

( 
"U), 

fold: 1,..., k - 7

r'(i) : 
\ "ru* 1), foli : tç,...,n - r

[ "'(') 
: k, fo1i: n

It follows now that b¿ - c¡, q¿¡ for all i, 1 n. The induction is complete, and the second part

of the theorem is now proved. t

Remark 2.38 Although these rings are not commutative, sometimes the order of a product

can be permuted, up to similarity.

Let0 I a,b € Ë \ U(E), o,+ b.Ore [31] defined ¿ to be (righÐ interchangeable with

ô if there exist ø1 - a, br - ó such that ab : btat t lb , atl*.
In this case, ö1 :- arb 

and a t bor. Thus:

lor,bl* -i- a b : o'b

a, la
O,1

1
aL-o'
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Then we say that ä1ø1 is obtained from øå through (ri7ht) interchange offactors if
dL - a t bar,b - b1 -:- arb, and consequently, [ar,b]. + ob : btat.In this case, øó is

obtained from å1ø1 through (ri7ht) interchange offactors as well. Remark that according

to this definition, a non-unit 0 * a € .R is not interchangeable with itself.

It follows by an easy computation from Proposition 2.30 that if ( ø , b")* ' 1 and ø is

interchangeable with b, ab : b1o4, ãnd ø1 is interchangeable with c, then a is interchange-

able with óc.

Example 2.39 Let n: k@)[y,0/0r], and let Lt, : A4 - *at + xA2.Then the following

are some different forms of the prime factonzation of u:

u : (, - *l(u, + r)a : (a, - lu + r)ua : (a, - Ia + r)(a +Ilr)@ - L/")

Definition 2.40 Let}l a e R.

1. The length of ø is defined to be the number l(a) of prime factors in a factorization of
aif a / U(Ã); if a e U(Ë), then l(ø) : 6.

2. T1rre number lo@) of prime factors in a prime factorization of a ø U(R) which are

similar to a prime element p is defined to be the p-length of ¿; if a e u(-R), then

lo@) : g'

Note that lo@) S l(ø), for any prime p e R.

Lemma 2.4I Let0* a,b e R,p e R,wherepisaprimeelement. Then

(i) l(a) :0 tf andonly if a € U(J?), andlr(a) :0 tf andonly if ahas no primefactor

similar to p.

(ii) l(aó) : t(a) + ¿(ö) andto@b) : Io@) + Ieþ).

(iii) ¿([o,bl) +l((a,å).) : l(a) + I(b) andlr(lo,ó].) + lr((o,å).) : tr(a) +Io(b).

(iv) Ifa - b thenl(a) : l(b) andlr(a) : to16¡.

(v) ¿( uo) < I(a), with equality if and onty if (o,b)* : 1, and to(o) < tr(a), with

equaliry tf and only if to((ø , ö )*) : ¡.

Pnoor. (iv) and (v) are consequences of 2.37 and 2.3O. The other results are obvious

from the definition of the length and p-length of an element. I
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Definition 2.42 ('decomposable' appears as 'distributive' in [31])

An element 0 + u € R is said to be right decomposable if it can be written as a least

common left multiple of two of its proper right factors (i.e. not left associates of u, nor

units):
u e fa, å]. (or simply, u: le,bl*)

If z is not right decomposable it is called right indecomposable.

Symmetrically, an element u is Ieft decomposable if it is a least common right multiple of
proper left divisors:

u e .[a,b]
If u is not left decomposable, then it is called Ieft indecomposable.

Remark 2.43 Obviously, a prime element is right (and left) indecomposable.

Example 2.44 Let R: k(r)lg,0l0r].
It is easy to generate examples of elements which are right decomposable, by considering

least common left multiples of non-units that are not left multiples of each other:

u: a2 : (a + tlr)(a - tlr) : IA ,y - 7lrl*.
The following elements are right indecomposable:

ut: (a2 t r)a,uz: (a2 * *t)a,us: (U +l)u,u¿,: (u + Ilr)(a, + r).

The following proposition indicates the relationship between right and left decompo-

sability. That is, it gives a condition that guarantees that a right decomposable element

will also be left decomposable.

PropositionZ.AS Ißt 0 + u €. R.

(i) If u is right decomposable and can be written as the least common left multiple of
two relatively right prime proper right divisors, u, L lo,bl*, (o,b)* : I, then u is

also lefi decomposable.

(ä) If I(u) : 2, then u is right decomposable (indecomposable) if and only if u is left

de c omp o s able ( inde c omp o s able ).

PnOor. (i) Since u : bta : atb : lo, ó]*, ( a,b)*: 1, it follows from Lemma}.Z|

that u € *la1,b1], where a1,b1 ãrc proper left divisors of z, since ø, å are proper right

divisors.
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(ii) This is a consequence of the first part.

Example 2.46 R: k(r)la,AlAr].

1. The elements (a' + r)a, (a + *)a, a@ - *),a@ - #l are left and right indecom-

posable.

2. The element (, - i¡@' + z) is right and left decomposable, while (U + ¡¡@, + *)
is right and left indecomposable.

3. (A + f + *)@ +/) isleftandrightindecomposableforall f e k(r),a € k.

4. For all f , g, h e k(r) (gh I 0), (a+ Í - Ð@ + ¡- #) it right and left decomposabte

if and only if ï *¿" e k(r).

Theorem 2.47 Í3l1Let 0l u € R\ U(Æ).

Then u is right indecomposable if anà only if it has a unique prime left divison

[Note: The uniqueness is up to right multiplication by units.]

PnOor. Assume that u has two distinct (up to right multiplication by units) prime left

divisorspl,p2;obviously, *(pt ,pz) :1. Bythedefinitionof *[ , ],u isleftdivisibleby

any of the least common right multiples of p1,p2. Thus, if púz: pzQt € *lpr,pr], with

(h,qz)* i 1, then u : ptQzu : pzQtu for some u € R. From the equivalent definition

for the least common left multiple (see Theorem 2.14(ii)), we have u e lq1u, q2u ]*, since

*(h,pz) : 1. The components q1u, e2a ãÍe proper right divisors of z, so u is right

decomposable.

On the other hand, assume that u is right decomposable. Then u : lur,ur]* for

some proper right divisors ?hrllzi so it follows that u, : ,tJ)2,u,r : 'tur?-tr2, for some non-

units tu1, w2 € R, *(w1,w2) t 1. By Lemma 2.36, each of tu1 and w2 has at least

one prime left divisor, p1 and p2, respectively, and the primes pt,pz are distinct since

*(.r,uz) : I.

Since u : u)2?tt : 'u)t'ttrz is left divisible by wt and w2, it is also left divisibleby p1, p2.

Therefore z has two distinct prime left divisors, p1 und p2. t

The notion of decomposability and indecomposability are not usually symmetric, since

there are, for instance, elements which are right indecomposable and left decomposable.
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Example 2.48 Let R: k(x)ly,?l0r].

l. Theelement a: (A*ll*)a isrightindecomposable,havingtheuniquemonicprime

leftdivisor p: (A +t/r). Obviously, everyrightassociatepf of p (0 # f e k@))

is also a prime left divisor of ¿.

2. Theelement a .la - *,a- #] : "la@- *), a@ -#)] is teft decompos-

able, but right indecomposable since y(gr - *),a@ - ;ïtl are right indecomposable

with the same unique prime left divisor gr.

3. The element lfu' + r)a, @ + L,)a]. = [ a2 I r,a + *]. g, ir right decomposable,

but left indecomposable since (a' + r)A, (A + ÐA are left indecomposable with the

same unique prime right divisor gr.

a. @ + Ð@' + ùa is left and right indecomposable.

Remark 2.49 ln view of Theorem 2.47 and Proposition 2.45, an element z with I(u) :2
is right (and left) indecomposable if and only if its prime factonzation is unique up to

associates. That is, if u : ptQt : p2q2, then p1 and pz àre left associates, and Ç1 and q2 are

right associates.

For the remaining of this thesis, for brevity, the term "indecomposable" will be used

for "right indecomposable".

Definition 2.50 1. If 0 * u e B\U(n) is right indecomposable with uniqueprime left

divisorp, then u is called p-indecomposable.

2. If u is g-indecomposable for some q € î, then we say that u is pindecomposable.

(Recall thatî denotes the similarity class of the prime element p.)

3. Denote ay Þ tne set of all p-indecomposable elements.

Remark 2.51 We will see later that in fact, there is an equivalence relation on the set of

all indecomposable elements, an equivalence class consisting of indecomposable elements

with unique prime left divisors in the same similarity class p of some prime p, thus of the

formÞ.

Corollary 2.52 Let 0 * u € E \ U(fr). The following are equivalent:

(i) Ru is an irreducible left ideal of R.
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(ii) u is right indecomposable.

(äi) uR is contained in a unique maximal right ideal.

In the case (ä) <+ (iii), u is p-indecomposable if and only if pR is the unique maximal right

ideal containing uR.

Pnoor. The equivalences are easy consequences of Definition 1.21, Lemma 2.6(ä), and

Theorem2.47. I

The next proposition provides some tools for generating indecomposable elements.

Proposition 2.53 [31]

(i) Every lefi associate of a f;-indecomposable element is f;-indecomposable.

(ä) Every proper left divisor of a p-indecomposable element is also p-indecomposable.

(iii) A transþrm of a f-indecomposable element is f-indecomposable or a unit. In par-

ticulatr tf u e Þ and a € R, (o ,u)* f u, then ou is also fi-indecomposable.

(iv) If u is f-indecomposable and u - u, then u is f-indecomposable.

Pnoor. Letu be aPindecomposable element, and w.l.o.g., we assume that u : put.

(i) and (ii) are immediate by Theorem2.47.

(iii)Let u ! olt.If (a,u)*: u,then a€ Ruanditfollows thatu € U(Æ).

Assume that ( a,u)* - d + z. Then by 2.30(ii), u ! bu),where 
LL :,u)d,, a : bd,, and

(* ,b )- : 1. Since t¿ is a proper left divisor of u, itis also pindecomposable of the form

w : put. Then u : bw : '(p*r) -t- (-\b)pbw1, andp is similar to(-'b)p,by 2.30(vi). So

q -(-tb) p is a prime left divisor of u, similar to p.

If u is decomposable, then a : lur,,u2]* for some proper right divisors u1,u2. Then

?t) : ",ü : I,ur,azl* : l'or,"rr]*. From (",o)* : 1 it follows that (crut)* = 1,

(",rr)* : 1, and since,lr1,,u2 ãra proper right divisors of u, it follows that cu1,"u2 ate

proper divisors of w, acontradiction. Thus u is g-indecomposable, i.e. p-indecomposable.

(iv) This part is a consequence of the definition of similar elements and of part (iii). I
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Lemma 2.54 I¿t0 * a,b e R,whereae P andlo@):lp(b).

Then a is right divisíble by b if and only if ø : b.

In this case, b is also f-indecomposable.

Pnoor. rf a: cbfor somec € R, then le(b): Ir(a): lo@b) : lok) */r(å), so

lr(c) :0. Thus c € U(A) or c has only prime factors not similar to p, but that would mean

that a has a prime left divisor not similar to p, contradicting that a is flindecomposable.

Thus c is a unit, and a: b.

The converse is trivially true.

Proposition 2.55 Every non-zero element u € R \ U(Ã) is a least coftLmon left muttiple

of afinite family of indecomposable elements: u J [ut, . . . ,un]*, where every u¿ is inde-

composable. Furthermore, such a decomposition can befound so that it is irredundant, in

the sense that no u¿ is a right divisor of the least common left multiple of the rest of the

components.

Pnoor. By Proposition 1.22, the left ideal .Ru can be written as a finite intersection

of irreducible left ideals, Ru : 1r ñ . . .ñ In, and by 2.52, every,I¡ is generated by an

indecomposable elementu¡, Ij : Ruj. Then.Rz - Rut n ... n RLr*, or equivalently,

u: lutr. .. run]*.

The second part is a direct consequence of the fact that any representation of a left

ideal as a finite intersection of ineducible ideals is either irredundant or can be modified

into an irredundant one.

From now on, every time we consider such a decomposition of an element as a least

common left multiple of indecomposables, we will assume that it is irredundant.

Lemma 2.56 I¿t0 t u: pu e R,withpaprime element andu /U(R).
G) If u is decomposable, then p is interchangeable with some prime left divisor of u.

(ii) z is p-indecomposable if ani only if p is not interchangeable with any of the prime

left divisors of u.
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Pnoor. (i) If z is decomposable, then it has at least another prime left divisor q # p.

Then z is left divisible by any least common right multiple pQt : Qh € .lp,ql of
p and q; thus u : pqrú, : yptú : pu, and so u : Qtú. Since p - pt, q - q1 ànd

pQt : Qh € lh ,pt]*, it follows that p is interchangeable with 91, the prime left divisor

of a.

(ii) This is an immediate consequence of part(i) and Theorem2.47. I

Proposition2.ST Ißt 0 + u : pu e R, with p prime, u /U(R).
There exist u1,u2 € R such that n :'u,t1t2 and uz e Þ.

Pnoor. We use induction on l(o).

Assume thatu is aprime element. If u is indecomposable, then take ut : t andu2 : s.

If z is decomposable, then by Lemma 2.56(i),p is interchangeable with u, ?t, : p,ì) : l)LQ,

where q - p.The conclusion follows by taking ,r,11 : ,nr and u2 - q.

Assume now that l(u) : n and the result is true for any element u,' : p',t)', where p' is

primeandl(u') 1n-7.
If z is indecomposable, then take ur : I and u2 : u. If z is decomposable, then

by Lemma 2.56(i), p is interchangeable with some prime left divisor q of u : eu, so we

can write: u, : pu : pqw : qpu, with p - p. Then l(ø¡ : fl - I, and the induction

hypothesis can be applied topû. Thus there exist to1, ?r.r2 such thatpú : ,u)L'tr2, and u.r2 is

B-indecomposable. Then we write u : ltrtuz, with u1 :!wt and u2 : wz € Þ .

The induction is now complete. I

Theorem2.S8 Iæt\ * u € Ã\U(n) andlet s: lo(u). Thenthereexistelements

'D r'Uyr't)2, . . . rUs € R SUCî thAt:

7. u: uu1u2...usi

2. Io(u) :0 ;

3. u¿ e Þ, with to(u¿) : !, for all i, 1 s.

Pnoor'. (Induction on s) Let u : ptpz . . .pn be a prime factorization of z.

If s : 1 then there is a (unique) i, 1 n such that p¿ - p. We can apply propo_

sition 2.57 to P¿P¿+t...pn, and there exist 21,?/2 süch thatu2 is indecomposable with
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unique prime left divisor similar to p and p¿p¿+t . . .pn : ?tL?-tr2, from which it follows that

u:pt...p¿-tutu2.Letu: pL...p¿-tut andui - u2. Then lo(o) :0, sinceuhas only

one factor similar to p which appears as the unique prime left divisor of u1.

Assume now that lo(u) : s > 1, and the result is true for any ut withlo(u') < s - 1.

Letþ,: min{z : 1( i, 1n, pi- p}.Theelement d:pk+t...pnhaslo(a) : s- 1,

andbyinductionhypothesis,thereareb,u2,l)s¡...,ursuchthata-buz...ur,lo(b):g

and all uzt...u, e Þ withto@) : 7,2 < j S s. But h...p¡b hasone prime factor

similar to p, so by induction hypothesis it can be written âS pr . . .pnb : auL, lo(u) : g,

q e Þ and to(u): 1. Then LL : 1)ut . . .us,where u, uL .. . u, satisfy all conditions in the

theorem.

Remark 2.59 The factorization mentioned in Theorem 2.58 is not unique. This is obvious

for instance, when z is decomposable with lo(u) : l(u) ) 2.ln this case, a factorization

of the type presented in Theorem 2.58 corresponds to a prime factorization as described in

2.37, and it is not unique since z has more that one prime left divisor. We should mention

that two different factorizations of the type presented in Theorem 2.58 can be obtained

from each other by 2.30(vi) and 2.53(iii).

Lemma 2.60 I¿t lt,ur,. . . ,un e Þ suchthat to(u) : Ir(u¿) : lfor all,i.

If [ut,'ttr2¡. ..runf* e Ru thenfur,ur,. ..,un]* ! lur,. . .,¡,ui-Lt,u,,ttri+t,. ..,unl*lor some

'i 1n.

Pnoon First we note that if a,b e Þ, tr(a) : Ip(b): 1, and a + b,then ( a,b)* { b

(otherwise a : cb for some c e R; but both ø and å have unique prime left divisors in fl,
so necessarily c €. U(E), contradicting a + ô). Then by Proposition 2.53(iii), "b € Þ, and,

similarly, ba e Þ,and since Io@) : Ie@) :1, it follows trivially thatlo("b) : Io(a) : 1.

The result will be proved by induction on ??. Let r : lur,rr,...,un)* and w.l.o.g.

assume for all i I j that u¿ # u¡.

For n : 1, if u1 € Ru then u1 : u,by Lemma2.54.

Assume thatn ) 1, and that the result is true for any least common left multiple of any

n - l or fewer distinct elements from â, each with one prime factor from p'. Let u e Þ
with lo(u) : 1, a right divisor of r.
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lf u ¿ 21, then we are done.

If u #z1 then utu, € Þ withlo('u) : 1, by the remark at the beginning of this proof.

Letu jlur,...,un]*. Thenr !Lur,u]* å u'1)lrtisaleftmultipleof zanditfollows
from 2.30(iii) that "u is right-hand divisible by u'u. Furthermore, ut # u¿ for all i, ) 2,

so 'tu, u'ui e Þ anA lo(tun): 1, and therefore the induction hypothesis applies to

,tu J luruor. . ., urunl* € Ruru .

Thus there is 2 ( i, 1 n such that

l"'uo, , . . , 
u''rtri -!, u'Ir, u'ui*lr . . . , 

u,unf* t 
lurro, . . . , 

urrJnf*,

or equivalently, "'luar...,'ttri-L¡?t,,ttri+!,...,un]* t "tluo,...runl*. By multiplying on

the right by ut we obtain:

lut, ur, . . . ¡ \tr¿-r,'tt,'ttri+r, . . ., un]* J lurr'uz, . . ., Unl*



Chapter 3

Injective Modules over a Principal ldeal

f)omain

In this chapter, I examine the injective modules over a principal (left and right) ideal do-

main .R, and in particular, I describe the layered structure of an indecomposable injective

module by investigating its socle series . Later I bring into play the concept of elementary

socle series, a "first-order definable" analogue of the notion of socle series also modeled

on the idea of layers, and we will look into the relationship between these socle notions.

With the use of the technique of localization,I am able to inductively construct bases

for each quotient of the socle series starting with an arbitrary choice of basis for the

fr-module soc2(E)/soci(E). In this extension fr of R, we will notice some similari-

ties with the layered structure of an indecomposable injective module over a commutative

noetherian ring (see l27l).

Finally, I will study some aspects of the endomorphism ring and the bicommutator of
an indecomposable inj ective module.
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3.L Injective Modules over a Principal ldeat Domain

In this section, I will identify all of the indecomposable injective modules over a PID.

This will generalize, in some sense, the classification given by Matlis in 1958 [2]l for
a commutative noetherian ring. He showed that by associating with each prime ideal P
of .R the injective envelope E : E(RIP) of RIP there is a one-to-one coffespondence

between the prime ideals of ,R and the indecomposable injective ,R-modules.

In the same paper, a classification of the injective modules over a noetherian ring .R was

also given: every injective left,R-module has a decomposition as a direct sum of indecom-

posable, injective submodules. This result reduces the problem of finding and eventually

describing the injective left -R-modules to the problem of finding all the indecomposable

injective left .R-modules. Matlis proved that a left .R-module .E is an indecomposable

injective module if and only if E = ER(RIJ),for some irreducible left ideal J of -R.

ln 1973 Lambek and Michler Í261established that over a left noetherian ring, there is a

one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable injective

modules and related critical prime left ideals, where a critical prime left ideal is charac-

tenzed as the irreducible left ideal maximal in its equivalence class of related ideals. This

correspondence can be made more explicit in the particular case when .R is a PID. I will
deduce this classification directly from the algebraic properties of the ring ,R, which is a

PID, without appealing to the above mentioned result.

We remarked in Corollary 2.52 that over a PID, a left ideal 0 I Ra is ineducible if
and only if ¿ is right indecomposable. This is a key observation used to prove the next

theorem.

Theorem 3.1 I¿t R be a PID and let p be a prime element in R.

For every f-indecomposable element a € R, Ep(RlRa) = Ep(RlRp).

Pnoor. If ø is f-indecomposable, then ø : qs has a unique prime left divisor Q - p,

and by 2.52, the left ideal .Rø is irreducible, so by Theorem I.24, the injective envelope

E: E(R/,Rø) of R/Rais indecomposable. If e isrheimageof 0l s * Ra e R/Rain
E(RlRa), withann¿(e) : ann¿(s* Ra),thenbythesameTheorem I.24itfollowsthat
E = E(Rlann¿(e)). But g € annn(s t Ra),from ø : QS,so _Rq C ann¿(s * fiø); since
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the left ideal Rq is maximal and ann¿(s + Ra) I -R (from s t Ra * 0), it follows that

ann¡(e) : annn(s + Ra) : RQ, and by applying Matlis' Theorem 7.24,

Ep(RlRa) = Ep(RlRq).

But g ru p, so RlRq = Rf Rp, and consequently, Ep(RlRa) e- Ep(RlRp). I

Corollary 3,2 Let R be a PID and let a,b e R. If a is p-indecomposable and b is

q-indecomposable (p, q prime ), then

Ey(RlRa) = ER(RIRb) if and only if p - q

Pnoor. Immediate by Theorem 3.1 and Definition 2.16. I

Remark 3.3 In the commutative case, by Theorem 1.32, E(RIP) = E(Rl I) if and only

if ,I is an irreducible P-primary ideal. Thus Theorem 3.1 is an analogue of Matlis's theory

for (non-commutative) PID's, where the irreducible left ideals which are generated by

flindecomposable elements correspond to the P-primary ideals in the commutative case.

The following theorem presents the classification of the indecomposable injective mo-

dules over a PID.

Theorem 3.4 Let Rbe a PID.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable

injective left R-modules (corresponding to non-zero irreducible ideals) ani the similarity

classes of all prime elements in R:

f <+ Ep(R/Rp)

Thus the indecomposable injective R-modules are: E(R) and E(RlRp), where p ranges

over a set of representatives of the similarity classes of primes of R.

A well-known result states that every left noetherian domain is left Ore, so in particular,

a PID is left Ore and the classical left ring of quotients a!"@) of R can be constructed.

In this extension of .R every non-zero element of .R becomes invertible, and thus Ol, (Ã) is

the (unique) divisible hull of .R, that is, E(.R) : Q!"r(R).

In the next section we will restrict our attention to the more interesting indecomposable

injectives of the form E(Rl.r?p), where p € R is a prime elemenr.
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3.2 The Socle Series of ER(RIRp)rp prime

Throughout this section, -R is a PID, and E is the indecomposable injective .R-module

E@lRfl for some fixed prime p.

Similarly to Matlis' approach, I will investigate the annihilators in ,E with the in-

tention of finding an increasing chain of submodules that will cover -E entirely. Recall

that all left annihilators in .R of non-zero elements of .E are irreducible left ideals gene-

rated by right t'-indecomposable elements. We are thus concerned with charactenzing the

p-indecomposable elements which annihilate the non-zero elements of -8.

Lemma 3.5 (i) ann¿(ø + Rp) : R("p), for every a, ø Rp.

(11) Lete € E withannp(e): Ru,u eÞ,Io(u):7, andletr € R.

If re 10, then annp(re) : R('u).

Pnoor. (i) If ø É Rp, then ann6(a + Rp) I R. At rhe same time,

lp,ol* J op.a= oo.p,

and it follows that "p a € Rp, or equivalently, "p € annÀ(ø + Rp).But op € p is prime,

so it generates a maximal left ideal, and it follows from R("p) ç ann¿(ø + Rp) I Rthat
ann¿(ø+Rp): R('p).

(ii) Since lre : 0, it follows that ur ue : 'u(re) : 0, so "z € ann¿(re) I R, andby

2.53, 'u e F. ltthe same time, 0 < to(r) 3 to@) : 1, so lo(u) : 1, implying that

annp(re): R('u). t

Lemma3.6 I¿t0* e e Ewithann¿(e) : Ru. If u:aw,then ann¿(t¿e) : Ru.

PnOOr. Letann¿(T.oe): Ra. From 0: ue: u(we) itfollows thatu € Ra. Atthe
sametime,from0: a(we) - (aw)e,wehavethataw € ann¿(e) : Ru: Rltw,so
a € Ru. Then.Ru : Ra: annn(øe). I

The next theorem gives in (i) and (ii) a partial description of the layers of the socle

series of ,8, while part (iii) states that the indecomposable injective module .E is the union

of its socle layers, a result which is true for any torsion module over a hereditary noetherian

prime ring ([20, 4.1.4]).
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Theorem 3.7 l¿t Rbe aPID andlet E: E(RlRp), p e Rprime.

(i) socr(E): nlAp- {", ee E, ue:0 forsome ue î}
(ä) Ißt e € E andannp(e): Ru. If l(u) l nthen e e soc,,(-E).

oo

(iiÐ E: Usoc,,(.E).
n=0

Pnoon (i) The socle of an indecomposable injective module is either 0 or simple, but

since Rf Rp is simple, soc(,E) I 0; hence socl (E) : Rl Rp. The rest of the description

of socl(-E) follows easily from Lemma 3.5.

(ii) The result will be proved by induction on zz; it is true for n : 0.

If l(u) : 1, then u is aprime element. If u /. p, e ç E andLLe : 0,then e : 0. If
u - p andue: 0, then e € socl(.E) by purt (i). Hence (ii) holds for r¿ : 0, 1.

Assume that n ) 2 and that (ii) is true for 0 ( rn < n. Let 0 # e e .E with

ann¿(e) :R1r,,l(z) >t.
If l(z) ( n, then by induction hypothesis, e € soc,-1(,Ð) Ç soc"(E).

If I(u): n, there aÍeu)w e R suchthat LL:'t)'tr andl(u) : n-7, l(w):1.
Then by 3.6, ann¡(we) : Ru, and since l(o) : n - I < n it follows by induction

hypothesis that we € soc,,-1(,8), hence Rw 1 ann¿(e + soc"-1(E)). Since .Rtr.' is

maximal, we have ann¿(e * soc,r-1(E)) : -R, hence e € socT¿-t(E) Ç soc,,(-Ð), or

ann¿(e + soc??-r(.8)) : Rw maximal, hence R(e + soc"-1(E)) is a simple submodule of

E f socna(,E). Thus e e soc,.(E) and the induction is complete.

(iii) The inclusion "C" is an immediate consequence of part (ii). I

Corollary 3.8 Let E : E(RlRp).

(i) socz(E) :t {n", e€E,ue:}forsome ueÞ,t@):Z}
(ä) Int e € E andannp(e): Ru. If e / soc,-1(.8) thenl(u) > n.

Pnoor. (i) Let e € E \ soci(E) be such that R(e + socl(E)) is simple. It follows that

ann¿(e + socl(.8)) : Rut, for some prime u1, so u1e € socl(.8), and by 3.7(i), there is a

prime u2 € f such that u2(uye) : 0, where obviously l(u2u) : 2.

On the other hand, if e € E and ue : 0 for some u : QtQz e A with qr,q2 prrme,

then by 3.7(i), Qze € socl(E). lf q2e: 0, then e € socl(,Ð) Ç soc2(.Ð). If q2e f 0, then
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ann¿(e * socl(E)) contains Rq2, which is a maximat left ideal of -R, and it follows that

R(e+ socl(E)) is zero or a simple submodule of Ef socl (E). Thus e e soc2(E).

(ii) Immediate from paft (ii) of Theorem 3.7. I

Example 3.9 Let n : k@)1A,0 /ôx]. The most natural example of a simple module over

,B is k(ø), where the left R-action of an element / e k(*) ç -R is def,ned by rhe usual

multiplication in fr(r), while g/ acts on fr(ø) as a derivative; that is A . Í : õf l0r, for all

f e k(r). Furthermore , k(*) = Rl RU as left R-modules.

Let E : Ea(R/Ra) = ER(k(ø)), so there is an embedding of k(r) in E, and w.l.o.g.

weconsider k(r) < E.

I . By Theorem 3.7 , socl(E) : Rl RA = k(r) , and w.l.o.g. we can identify k (ø) with

socl(E). Thenforevery 0 + f e k@),ann¿(/) - Æ ( ra) : nfa - Ð.
2. The elements (u + 11 @' + r) and (a + Ða are both f-indecomposable of length 2,

so there exist e1, e2 e E such that

ann¿(e1) : R(a + |l{u' * ø) and ann¿(e2) : R(a + Lr)u.

Then rR(e1 + socl(E)) = R/R(y2 * ø) and R(", + socl(E)) = R/Ra are simple

(non-isomorphic) submodules of .Ð/soc1(E), so €1,ê2 € soc2(.8) \ socl(E).

Let e : ey * e2 e soc2(E); then I g2 + r,A]* € ann¡(e + socl(E)) : R?L,for some

0 # u € .R. It is immediate that u / U(R) since otherwise e € socl(-E), and it would

follow thatye: Aêt * Aez e socl(E), and we obtain the following contradiction:

A € ann¡(er * socl(E)) : R(A' + r).

Also, if weassumethatzisprime, thenby 2.6O,u: A'+fr 01 u: gr. Butfrom

?re : u,er I ue2 e socl (.8), it would follow that u : A, + r J a, contradicting the

fact that Az + r and y are non-similar. Thus u is not prime either.

We have the following implications:

?/e € socl(E) + "(a'+r)ue: (u2+")uçrz *r)e1+"(y'*r)ue2 e socl(.Ð) =+

"(u'+ r)ue2 e socl(.E) + "(a'* r)u e annp(e2* socl (EÐ: ny.
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Since "(y'+ r) - A2 +x * gr, itfollowstharz e RA. Similarly, u e R(y2*r), and

consequently,u € R(A'+r)nRy:.RIA2 +r,A]* < ann¿(e+ socl(E)) : Ru,,

implying that Ru- A I A2 * n,A)*.

This is an example of an element e of soc2(E) \ socl(E) for which R(e + socl(E))
is not a simple module.

Furthermore, ann¿(e) is an irreducible left ideal with generator of length 3, indicating

that the description of soc"(E) (n > 2)from Theorem 3.7 can not be refined further

in terms of length of the generators of the annihilators.

3. Other interesting examples of elements in soc2(,8) \ socl(E) are obtained by con-

sidering elements in ,E as formal solutions to differential equations. For example,

the equation A'a - L @ e k) has non-zero solutions; fix such a solution and

denote it by ln(ø - a). Then ln(r - c) is an element of soc2(E) \ socl(E), with
ann¿(ln(r - d)) : R(a + *)a.
Similarly, if a € k, (, - o)ln(ø - a) € soc2(,Ð) \ socl(,Ð) sarisfies the equarion

@ - *l 'u :7 e k(r), with ann¿((, - o)ln(r - a)) : Ra@ - ,_"1
'We proved in Theorem 3.7 that the socle series of .E exhausts the module itself. Un-

fortunately, as the previous examples indicate, for a non-zero element e e E, the length

of a generator of its annihilator in ,R does not determine the height of e in the socle se-

ries. The second example reveals something very interesting: the two simple submodules

R("r+ socl(.E')) = R/R(y2 * 1) and R("r+ soci(.E)) = RlRa of Efsocl (E) are

non-isomorphic, showing that it is in fact in this way how all the (wild) indecomposable

injectives enter into the structure of -Ð already by level 2.

The results regarding the socle layers will improve once we perform alocalization of
the ring .R, and our new objective to find a basis for each quotient soc, (,8)/soc,-1 (E) will
be a much easier task to handle.

Before doing the localization of R, we would like to tackle the same problem of
describing the indecomposable injective module E(R/Rfl from a different perspective,

by looking at the model theoretical analogue of the socle series, the elementary socle se-

ries of -8.
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3.3 The Elementary Socle Series of E(Rl Rp), p prime

The introduction of the elementary socle series will allow me to make additional progress

in the quest for unfolding the structure of the injective envelope E : E(RlRp) of the

simple .R-module RlRp.The approach will be based on certain internal conditions in the

ring r?. One of the advantages of working with the elementary version of the socle series

is the fact that for any change of rings that is made by standard localization techniques, the

elementary socle series of a module does not change.

Since the ring -R is a principal left ideal domain, each pp-definable subgroup of the

injective .R-module ,E will be the solution set of one homogeneous equation, that is, the

annihilator in -E of some element r of .R.

From now on, the notation "d will be used for the solution set in .E of the equation

r. n :0. Thatis,A, : {e €. E : r. e:0} :annB(r), for r € R.

Thus the elementary socle series of an indecomposable injective module B : pE (see

Definition 1.85) is characterized by transfinite recursion on ordinals by:

soco(E) : o

socl(^e) : Ð{A" : ,Ç minimal over soc0(ø) }
: D{A, : "4a minimal non-zero pp-definable subgroup}

soc"+t(E) : soc"(E) + D{ "4,: .4,minimaloversoc"(-E)}, forallo

socÀ(ø) : [J{soc"(E) lo < À} if Àis alimitordinal.

In order to prove some of the main results about the elementary socle series of .8, we

need some obvious intermediate results regarding the pp-definable subgroups of .8.

Lemma 3.10 (i) If u € U(-R), then Ao:0.
(1i) "+ Ç 4,, for all r, s €. R.

6iÐ If A' : 0, then 4,, : 4.

Lemma 3.11 Supposethat q e Ris prime. Then Anl0 if andonly if q -'p.

Pnoor. If 0 + e € An then ann¡(e) : Rq, since .Rg is a maximal left ideal. Therefore,

E : E(RlRp) = E(RlRq), and by Corollary 3.2, q - p.
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Conversely, if q - p then Rl Rq = R/ Rp < E, so there exists e € E such that

ann¡(e) : Rq. Then 0 * e e.4n, so Ao * O. I

Corollary 3.12 Let 0 * a e R with lr(o) : 0. Then Ao :
equation o,.'t) : e, e e. E has a unique solution in E.

PnOOr. Since loþ) : 0, ø is a unit or a product of primes

Lemma 3.10(i), or by 3.10(iii) and a simple induction on the

Ao:0'

0, and consequently every

not similar to p. Then by

length of a, it follows that

If theequationa.u: ehastwo solutiofls €1, e2 € E,then 0 : a.€L-o,.c2: o,.(er-ez),

so €1 - ez € Aø: 0, and the conclusion follows. t

Proposition 3.13 r"et 0 + a € R. Then Ao l0 if and onty if lo@) 10.

Pnoor. By Corollary 3.12, it is sufficient to prove the converse direction. So suppose

thatlo@) I 0; thus a: qt...Qn,where some of theprimes g¿ are similartop. Let j bethe

least index such that Qj - p. By 3.10(iii) and Lemma 3.1 1, Ao -- An,...n_.Since Qj - p, it
follows that An, f 0, so there is 0 * e ç Aoi; the module -E is divisible, so the equation

Qj+t. . .Qn.'t): e has a (non-zero) solution in -8. Thus A" + 0. I

Corollary3.I4 Let0#r,s € -R. ThenA,,: Aoif andonlyif s € U(fr) orloþ):9.

Pnoor. Suppose that 4", : h, and assume that s / U(R) and lr(s) f 0, so there

exists 0 t e € 4". Since E is divisible, there is e' € .E such thatret - e I 0 + e, ø'+.
Then sre, : se:0, so e, € Ar, : h, which is a contradiction.

For the reverse statement nore that '+ ç A",,by Lemma 3.10(ii). If s € u(J?) then

trivially 4,, : '+. If s / U(R) and lo(s) : 0, and we assume that A, Ç A,,, then there

exists e e. A* such that re I 0. We have the following implications:

s(re): sre:0+ ree A,+ A,+ 0 + lo(s) f 0: contradiction.

I
Remark 3.15 1. In view of Corollary 3.14, it is obvious that in the definition of the

layers soc"(.Ð) of the elementary socle series of ,Ð it suffices to consider only the

pp-definable subgroups "4" for elements r with all prime left divisors similar to p.
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2. If 0 * r e.R then, according to Proposition 2.55, r can be written as the least com-

mon left multiple of a finite number of indecomposable elements: r : frr, . . . ,rnf*.
If, in addition, we assume that r has all prime left divisors similar to p, then all the

indecomposable components in this decomposition of r are f-indecomposable.

[Assume there is a component, say 11, which is g-indecomposable, with g * p, and

that the decomposition is irredundant. Since (rr,lrr,. . . ,rnf*)* I ,r, it follows by

2.53(äi) ¡¡s¡ [rz'"''rn].r, is flindecomposable. Therefore y : frz,"',rn)-rrlrr,. . . ,rnf*
has a prime left divisor not similar to p.l

Lemma 3.16 (i) If ø is f-indecomposable, then there exists 0 * e €. Ao c E such that

ann¿(e) : Ra.

(ä) Il a,b e R and a is f-indecomposable then Ao Ç A6 if and only if b € Ra.

(äi) If a eÞ withto@): l, thenann¿(e) : Re,,for all0 * e e Ao.

(iv) If ry,rz eÞ withtr(r) : tp(rz) :7, then A,rn,+, + 0 if and only if 11L 12.

PRooF. (i)Let &: qr, forsomeprime Q - p, andr € R. Sinc"An 10, thereis

0 * "t € .Ð such that qe1: 0, and there exists e €. E such that r€ : ê1, since the module

.E is divisible. Thus ae:0.
\Ve claim that in fact ann¿(e) : Ra. The left ideal ann¿(e) * R is irreducible, and

thus is generated by a pindecomposable element c. Since ø € annÃ(e), we have that

a : er - dc, for some d e R. If d is not a unit, then by Proposition 2.53(ii), d is

also indecomposable with unique prime left divisor Q, d, : qd1, for some d1 € -R. Then

a - qd,1c : QT,so r : dac, ãndit follows that 0 * et : re : d,tce : 0, a contradiction.

Thus d € U(Æ), so ¿ å c, andconsequently, ann¿(e) : Ra.

(ii)By(i), thereexists 0 * e e Ao suchthatann¿(e) - Ra, andfrom e € Auit
follows that å € ann¿(e) : Ra. The converse is immediate by Lemma 3.10(iÐ.

(iii)Let 0l e € Ao.Thenø € ann¿(e) : Rb f R,for someä e â, andfrom

lo@) : 1 it follows that 1 3lr(b) ( 1, so lp(b) :1. Then according toLemma2.54,

Ra: Rb: ann¿(e).

(iv)If 0# e e ürÀLr,then11,12 e annl(r) : Rr,forsomer €Þ. But

thenlo(r): Ip(rz) - 1 > lo(r), so lr(r):1; since rà:,trir forsome u¿ € Rand,
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lo(r) : lo(r¿) : r (i, : 7,2), it follows that lo(u) : lp(uz) : 0. Bur r e P,

'tt1,'ttrz € U(n). Then r : rt : rz.

Lemma 3.17 (i) Let 0 t r € Æ \ u(B), and let F, be the set of aII distinct (up to tefi
associates) f-indecomposable right divisors of r. Then A,: U Ao : \ ,A-.

u€.îr uEFr

(ä) If r: [rr, . . .,rnf*for some r!¡...,rn € R, then Arr :7r+,
i=L

Pnoor. (i) If 0 * e e "+ ç.8, then r € ann¿(e) : Rs, for some s e Þ,anditfollows
thats €. F,ander-_ A,Ç U e. Onrheotherhand,l) "1.çA"since,4, ÇArfor

Thus e e "+,+,4^:Ð&r.
á=l

7t

SO

I

ut.f ¡ u€.Fr
allu€F,,by3.7O.

Part (ii) is proved by induction on the number n of components in a decomposition of
r of the type mentioned. The result is trivially true for n : L. Assume now that r¿ ) 1 and

that the result is true for any I 1 nt < n. 
r¿

Let r : [rr, 12¡. . .,rnf*. It is sufficient to prove that "+ ç I ho. lf we denote

r':lrr,...rrr-rf*and(r'rTn)*:d,then rn:'u)d,andr':r'i-Ïorsome?r, w'eR,
and there exist ø, b e R such that ar' + brn: ¿.

Let e €. "4r. T};re module .Ð is divisible, so there exist er, e' e E such that d,en: qyt¿

and de' : brne. By multiplying ar' I brn: d on the left by ,r.r,' and tø', respectively, we

wntewart lubrn : wd, : rn andw'ar' +w'brn : 'u)td, : rt . By rearranging the terms we

obtain 'u)o,r' : (L-wb)r" e RrtnRrn: Rr andwtbrn: (1- w'a)r' e Rr,flBrn: Rr.
Since e €,4n, itfollows that0 : u)o,T'e: wd,€n: Tnên and 0 :,u)tbrne: u)tdet : yt¿t,

so e,, € An, and e' € Ar,.

From ar' + brn - d, den : o,T'e and de' : brne it follows that de : de' * den, so

e - (e' ¡ en) € A¿ ç Ar, , ,4, ç Ar, + Ar*. Then e € Ar, * h,, since e' €. ,An, and

en € 4,. Recall thatrt : f\,...,rn-tl*, so by the induction hypothesis, Ar, :l*r.
à=l
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Remark 3.18 If r is f-indecomposable, then there exists e € E such that ann¿(e) : Rr,
anditfollows thate € "4"\ A,forallr lu€ F,. Therefore U "4"ç"+.

r#ueF"

My next goal is to describe the summands in socl(E); that is, the non-zero minimal

pp-definable subgroups ,A".Note that socl(E) is a simple module and E is uniform, and

since socl(E) is a submodule of E, it follows that socl(E) < socl(-E). This inclusion is

in general proper (see later Example 3.26(i)).

Lemma 3.19 l-et E : Ea(RlRp), p prime, and let r € R.

A, is minimal such that A" I 0 if and only if lr(r) : t.

Pnoor. "+ + 0 if and only if lo(r) 21, by Proposirion 3.13.

If lo(r) ) 2, then by Theorem 2.58 we can factor r : rto,b such that lo(r,) : g,

lr(a) : I, a ff-indecomposable, and lo(b) ì_ 1. It follows that A, + 0 and Au * 0, and

by Lemma 3.10(ii), Au Ç A,,ob : A,.We claim now that Au Ç Ao. Let0 # e € Ao.

The module .E is divisible, so there exists 0 t e' € -Ð such thatbet : e, so et / A6. But
re' : r'abe' : r'a(be') : T'ae: 0, so 0l 

"' 
e Ar.

Conversely, if lr(r) : 1 and 0 + A, ç "+, then according to Lemma 3.16(iii),

s € ann¿(e) : Rrfor every 0 # e e A, Ç A,,so "+ ç Ar, anditfollows that A, : 4.
T

Lemma 3.20 Let 0 * r € R and n 2 0.

(i) If ,+ I soc"(E), then there is s e Þ such that A, Ç .4n and A, ø soc"(,E).

GÐ If h is minimal over socn(E), then there exists s e Þ such that A, : A,; further-
more, if e e,,4" \ soc"(E), thenannp(e) : As.

(äi) If r e Þ and'+ ç soc'(.E), A" ç soc'-l (E), then Ao ís minimal oversoc"-r(.8).

Pnoor. (i)From A"ø soc"(,8),itfollowsthatthereexists ee Ao,buted-. soc"(E).

The left ideal ann¿(e) : Rs is irreducible, hence s e Þ. Furthermore r € annß(e) : Ãs,

so.,4, ç 4", and also A" ø. soc"(,E), since e / soc"(E).

(ii) The first part is immediate by (i) and the minimality of "+.
Let e € "4" \ soc"( E) : "4, \ soc'(E) with ann¿(e) : Ru. By the argument of part (i),
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u e P, and since A'r :,4, is minimal over soc'(.þ), Aa:,4". Since both z, s e Þ,by
3.16(ii), Ru :.Rs, that is, ann¿(e) : Rs.

(iii) If r e Þ,then r - qs for unique (up to right/left associates) Q - p,s € -R, so

every proper pp-definable subgroup of ,Ao is contained in "4r.
For every 0 I e e '+ ç soc'(-E), there exists an integer k (r < k < n) such that

e € sock(-E) \ sock-i(E). By 1.89(ii), there exists a pp-definable subgroup ,4,,, minimal

over sock-l(,Ð) containing e, and from part (ii) it follows that ann¿(e) : Rr,. Then

r e Rrt since re : 0, so Ar, C "Ç. Therefore we can write:

A+:U{*,: Ar,minimaloversoce-l(E) forsome I<k ( nand Ar,ç,4,}.

If "+ is not minimal over soc'-l(E), then all the components in this union are proper

pp-definable subgroups of .{, and hence in "4r. But then we obtain a contradiction:

A, ç A'r:U{"+, : .Ar, minimal over soc'-l(E) and Ao, C "4} ç lr.

Thus "4, is necessarily minimal over soc"-1(.8). I

Remark 3.21 Letr eÞ,withr : gs,Q e 0. Theproof ofpart(iii)of thepreviouslemma

shows that if '+ C soc"(E) and,A, Ç soc"-t(E), then "4, is minimal over soc'-l(E) if
and only if A, C soc"-1(.8).

Definition 3.22 Let0 * , € ,R. The p-height hto(r) of r is defined inductively:

o If lo(r): 0, then hto(r) : g;

o If r e âwith r: Qswhere q- pands €.B,thenhtr(r) :1-l-hto(s);
o lf lo(r) ) 1, then hto(r) : max{hto(z) : u€ F,}, where F, is the set of all

p--indecomposable right divisors of r.

Remark 3.23 1. The p-height hto(r) of r is well-defined since hto(z) < I(u) S ¿(r)

for all u e Þ which are right divisors of r, and also, hto(r) S to@).

2. Note that if e - p,then hto(g) : 1, and if r €Þ withtr(r) :1, then hto(r) : 1.
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Theorem 3.24 Let E : E(Rl Rp), p € R prime.

(Ð socl(ø) : Ð{4 :r eÞ,¿r(") :1} : U{4 :r eÞ,¿r("):1}
(ä) Forall 0t'r € R\U(B),rl lo(r) lnthen -+çsoc"(-E).
(ili) For aII 0 I r € R, .+ ç soc"(-E) if and only if hto(r) < n.

(iv) E: U soc"(.Ð).
n<a

Pnoor. (i) By 3.19, the minimal pp-definable subgroups are precisely those ,Ao, with
r e Þ, Ir(r) : 1. The result follows by the definition of socl(E) and by 1.89(ii).

(ii) We prove the result by induction on n : lp(r).The result is true for n : I by (i).

Suppose n ) 7,and for all non-zero r' € R\ U(Ë), if lr(r,) ( n, then r, € soc"(E),

and consider r e -R such that lo(r) 1 n * 1. Clearly we only need to consider the case

to(r): n*l,andwecan assume thatfu Çsoc"(E). Thereexists e e A,\ soc"(,E), so

by 1.89(ii) and3.20 we can find a pp-definable subgroup ,4, minimal over soc"(,Ð) such

that e € "4, and ann¿(e) : fis. Then r € r?s since re : Q,and itfollows that A, ç'+.
rf "4" is not minimal over soc"(.E), then,4, ç "+, and since r : ts for some f, it

followsthat/o(s) 1n* 1.But A,çsoc'(.8),so/o(s) )n,bytheinductionhyporhesis.

Thus /o(s) : ¡7,1-1, so lr(ú) : 0, implying from 3.14that A,r : A, ç ,An, acontradiction.

(iii) By 3.17, "+: Ð A*, wherc.Ç is the set of all right divisors of r from â.
7lQ.Ì r

The proof will be done by induction on r¿. The result is true for r¿ : 0. Assume n ) 1.

Assume '+ ç soc'(,E) and let u e F, c Þ.

lf A" ç soc"-l(.Ð), then hto(u) 1 n - I < n.

lf A, ( soc"-l(,8), then by Lemma 3.20(iii), A. is minimal over socn-l(E). Since

u e Þ,there are Q - p,s € R such that u : gsithen,4, c soc'-l(,Ð) since A, ç A-
and A- is minimal over soc"-l(-E). By the induction hypothesis, hto(s) ( n - 1, so

hto(u) :1*hto(s) <n.
Thus hto(r) : *u*{hto(ø) : u e F,} 3 n, sincehto(u) ( r¿ for allu e F,.

Conversely, if htr(r) ( n, then hto(z) ( n, for aIIu e F,.
If hto(z) 1 n - 1, then by the induction hypothesis, A, ç soc"-l(E) Ç soc"(E).
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If hto(u) : z¿,thenhto(u): htp(r) : nandthereexistq - p,s € -Rsuch thatu: qs.

Thus hto(s) : n - 1, and by the induction hypothesis it follows that A, Ç soc"-i(.Ð).

Since every proper pp-definable subgroup of A, is containedin Ar, it follows that A. is
minimal over soc'-l(.8), hence in soc"(,8). Since Jùr : Ð "A, Md A, c soc"(E) for

allu e F,,itfollows that"+Ç soc'(E). 
u€r'

(iv) Trivially, E ) [J soc"(E). On the otherhand, if 0 + e e Eand ann¿(e) : Rr,

where n: lo(r),trr.n #v'äi), e € soc'(-E).

Corollary3.25 I¿t E: E(RlRp),pprime, andlete e Ewithann¿(e) : Ru.

If e Ø soc'-1 (E), then lo(u) 2 n. Furthermore, if Ao Ç soc"-t (E) then Io@) > n.

Example 3.26 Let n: k@)[a,0/ôr]and E: E(RlRa),p: a.

1. Let , : (a + Ð@'* r), f-indecomposable with l(r) : 2 andto@) :1. Thus

'+ ç socl(,E). By contrast, we saw in Example3.g(2) that any solution e with

ann¿(e) : Rr is in soc2(.8) \ socl(E).

2. Thesolution ln(r) of (A+*)a.u: 0 is in soc2(E)\socl(,Ð), and in soc2(E)\socr(E).

(Recallthaty+*-A.)
3. Letee E withann¿(e): Ru,where u,:U.la -*,A- #] : Alu,u2]* (see

2.21), wherezl: A-i-ffiandu2: A-#-ffi Then

eesocz(E) \soc1(E).

Note that every proper subgroup of A, is in -4¡,r, ,u2f* : h, I A", ç socl(E) (by

3.17). Thus 14, is a minimal subgroup over socl(E), hence a summand in soc2(.8),

butlr(z) - 3 > htr(u):2.

This example can easily be generalized to give elements of arbitrary length, but of
p-height 2, so parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.24 cannot be made sharper.

The next step in describing E : E(Rl,Rp) would be to find canonical descriptions for

either soc"(.Ð)/soc"-{E) or soc"(.8) f soc"-r(E). But this is difficult, if not impossible,

because ,R may have many similarity classes of primes, all of which may enter into the

structure of .Ð (as we have seen, for instance, in Example 3.26(l) where the prime A2 + I,
which is not similar to gr, forces socl (ø) to be different from soci (.8)). But if q is a prime
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not similar to p, there is unique division by g in .8, so this suggests that we pass to a larger

ring by localization.

3.4 Localization

Over a commutative ring .R, Matlis described an indecomposable injective module

E : E(Rf P), for a prime ideal P, and a multitude of results regarding E and End(E)

were obtained by localizing the ring at P to get Rp, then by considering the P-adic

completion Ep of Rp. In a natural way, over Ep, E is the indecomposable, injective

Ep-module corresponding to the unique maximal ideal of Ep. Moreover, e"E is the

union of its socle series, and Ep coincides with the -R-endomorphism ring of -8.

These generalize the fact that if .R is the ring of rational integers, then an indecompos-

able injective module is either Q or .E -- E(ZlZp) = Z(p*), where p is a prime number.

Furthermore, when E + Q, E : U soc,(.E) : lg ZlZp" and the endomorphism ring
n)l

of ,E is the ring Zo of p-adic integers.

It seems that if we hope for a more complete description of an indecomposable injec-

tive module E : E(R/Rfl over a principal ideal domain .R, it might be advantageous to

construct some ring of fractions of .R. The study of the socle series and of the elementary

socle series of ¿.Ð has given us some insight on how the elements of the ring act on the

elements of .Ð, and the previous section gives evidence in favor of the localization of the

ring R at the set of all elements that act regularly on E. Actually, Goodearl has shown

in [13] that when -R is a PLID and pE is injective, the set of all elements of the ring that

act regularly on E is a left denominator set in -R, and the corresponding localization of
.R has a unique (up to isomorphism) simple left module. This kind of localization gives

us a potential candidate for an extension of .R that will allow us to develop some useful

machinery for describing the layers of the module .Ð.

Recall from Proposition 3.13 that the elements of .R acting regularly on .E are either

units or have no prime factors similar to p. Hence by Goodearl's result [13] this set is left

Ore. However, in the present setting we can give a straightforward proof by the arithmetic

of the ring.
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Theorem 3.27 I¿t Rbe a PID, and consider p an arbitrary prime element in R.

Theset t: {r € R\{0} : Io(r):0} ¡s alef-tdenominatorsetforR, soaccordingto

Theorem I .4I , the ring R has a lef-t ring of fractions ffi.: E-1.R with respect to D.

Furthermore, D is also a right denominator setlor R, and by 1.43,

ffi.: E-r R: -RX-l.

Pnoor. First, note that E is the multiplicative monoid generated by 1 and all the prime

elements not similar to p. Thus every divisor of an element of X is also an element of X.

By 2.30(vi), the transform of an element of E is also an element of X. Since the ring is a

domain, we will only check the left Ore condition (see Definition 1.40).

For all s1 € E, Qt € R, there exists a greatest common right divisor of these two

elements: d:(sttQt)* and s1:E1d,, gt:|td, where s1,de ErqteR.
Evidentlylsr,4rl*d:='qr.Br.d:?r9t.er.d,so 3'?r.81 :7r3'r.4r,andbydenoting

qz : s'?t and s2 - î's-t, it follows thatq2sl : szet.By Lemma 2.47,ìtfollows that

hGù < lrþù S lp(st) : 0, so s2 € Ð.

The right Ore condition for E follows by symmetry. I

Remark 3.28 1. It was shown in the proof of the previous theorem that the transform

of an element of X is also an element of E.

2. Since R is a PID, the ring ft : X-1-R : RÐ-1 is also a principal left and right ideal

domain.

Example 3.29 lf R: Kla;ø, ó'], where K is a field, ø e Aut(K) and ô is a ø-derivarion,

then it follows ftom2.l9 that every 0 * s € ft with deg(s) < d.Sþ) is in E.

We indicate next some computational properties of the ring !t : X-1R.

Lemma 3.30 If s-La:t-rbinßthen-Ia: kU trR,whereE,t eEare suchthat

(r,ú). jd, s-Ed,t:1d,.

Pnoor. From the definition of equivalent fractions in x-1.R, s-ro, : fLb €. Ðt if and

only if there exist Lt, w € -R such thatua: wb and zs : wt € E.
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If s-ra : t-rb e n, we can assume w.l.o.g. that there exist z,,r,r as stated with

*(u,w) : 1 lif *(u,w) I L wecan cancel the above equations on the left by *(u,w)].
Alsonoticethatboth lr,)u)areelementsof X. Then Lts:wt å [r,ú]. e E.

Atthesametime, if welet d: (s,ú)*, then there existB,Tsuchthats -Ed,t:td,
soIs, t]*:TsA:-Eî¿ in-R. ThenIr,ú]- +Ts:-Et,andw: bandz= T;from
ua: wb it follows thatT a: tsU.

Proposition 2.30(ii) helps simplifying the condition for equivalent fractions in fr, and

consequently the operations in ft can now be explicitly described.

Proposition 3.31 According to 2.23 and 2.25, the least common left multiple and the

transþrm are defined up to left multiplication by units. Then one can always choose

representativesfrom these equivalence classes, so that the arithmetic of the ring û, can be

described as follows:

. s-Lo, : t-Lb in ß impties that 't a : ts b in R.

o s-La+fLb: Is,¿];t ('ta+ tsb)

o (s-1ø)(ú-tå) : ("t s)-t(ab)

Furthermore, if M is aÐ-torsionfree left R-module then, according to 1.58, the addition

anà multiplication by elements of fr. are defined in the coruesponding module of fractions
Ð-L M as follows :

o s-Lr - t-LA in Ð-r M implies that st r : ts y in M.

c s-rr j-t-ryt : Is,ú];t ('tr I ts y)

o (s-1ø)(ú-,*) : ( "ú r)-t ('o *)

Pnoor. These rules can easily be deduced from the definition of + and . in a left ring

of fractions (module of fractions, respectively), and from the properties of [ , ]- and of
the right transform of an element (Proposition 2.30), as well as from how the left Ore

condition is satisfied as was checked in the proof of Proposition 3.27. t
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Lemma 3.32 U(tt) : {s-1ú € ft: s, ú e Ð }.

Pnoor. Clearly, if s,t e. X then s-1ú is a unit in Ít.
Suppose now that u -- s-ra € U(tt), where s € E, a e R;thus there are t e Ð,b e R
such that (s-1ø)(t-1ä) : t. According to 3.31, ('t r¡-t (tab) :1, so ¿a b: ot s € Ð. If
ahad a prime factor similar to p, then so would ¿ø, thus a € Ð. I

Lemma 3.33 Let 0 * r € Æ\ U(n).

Then r is a prime element of fr if and only if lo(r) : t.

Pnoor'. This is a direct consequence of the fact that all elements r € .R with lo(r)

a¡e units in ft.

Proposition 3.34 The ringfrhas only one similarity class$ of prime elements, andf Ç$.

Pnoon Letq € Ðtbeprime. Thenthere area €.R, s € Esuchthatq:.s-1ø,so
sQ : a € .B is also prime in ft, so lo@) : 1. Then a : bplc,for some b,c € E andpl - p

in R, and it follows from sq : bpp that q is a left and right associate in ffi of p1, and by

2.18, q is similar to p1 - p. We conclude that all primes in fr are similar to p, hence fr,

has only one similarity class of prime elements.

The last statement is a direct consequence of Lemma3.33. I

Corollary 3.35 ,t has only one simple left module (up to isomorphism), andthe indecom-

posable injective modules are E : E(nlW) and E(n) = E(R).

Remark 3.36 1. If r € E C ÍL then thep-lengthlr(r) of r in -R equals the length ¿m(r)

of r in ft: Io(r): ln(r).

Furthermore, if 0 l, e.R\U(fr), thenafactorizationin.Rof r aspresented

in Theorem 2.58 corresponds to a prime factorization in fr of r. In other words, if
r : u'uL'uz...un,where lo@) :0 and u¿ eÞ withlo(u¿) : 1, then y : (uu1)u2...,un

is a prime factonzation of r in ft, since (uot),?)z, . . . ,an €î.
2. If Ru is irreducible in,R, with lo(z) : 1, then frz is a maximal left ideal of fr.
3. Foreveryleftideal I <n,thereexists u€ Rsuchthat I:fru.
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Proposition3.3T Ð-L(RlRp) n= n/np

Pnoor. First of all, we show that M : RlRp is Ð-torsionfree.

Assume that 0 * r + Rp e M anda € ann¿(r + Rp). Then r + Rp € Ao,andby
Lemma 3.13,Lr(a) I 0. Hence o, ø D.Thus RlRp is X-rorsionfree.

By Corollary l.62,the fr-module Ð-rM is simple. Also, since î çî,n/W is also

a simple module. Define þ : R/ Rp ---+ nlWby ó(, + Rp) : r *!tp. Clearly, 0 + ó.

By Proposition 1.62(iii), Hom¡(X -' M, nl W) = Hom¡ (M, nl W) * O, and since both

x-r M andft/frp are simple, the conclusion follows. I

Proposition 3.38 Ep(Rl Rp) R= En(E-' (Rl Rp)) n= En(nlnp)

Pnoon By Corollary 1.64.

Theorem 3.39 Int nE : En(nlnp), p prime.

6) The rtrst two layers of the socle series of E are described as follows:

socl(s,E) : nlfu:{e€ E:ue:0forsomeu €F'}

: 
{e e E : ue: 0forsomeu eÞ c R, Ir(u): 1 }

{fre : e e E, ue:0 for some u e n, I*(u) :2}

{m" , e e. E, ue :}for some u e Þ c R, to(u) :2}
(ä) I¿te e Ewithann'y(e):ftu,u €P. If lo(u) 1n then e e soc,r(¡.p').

oo

(iii)nE:Usoc,,(¡,E).
n=O

Pnoor. The results are direct consequences of Theorem 3.7, Corollary 3.8, and of the

arithmetic in the ring Ðt that was inherited from R (see 3.36). I

Remark 3.40 1. socl(6-E) can contain parts of soc,(¡.Ð), for all n ) r.If e € .E has

ann¡(e) : Rr withl(r) :TL) land Io@):7:ln(r),thene € soc,,(¡-E) and

e € socl (^E).

2. Over Ít, soc,,..1( E) lsoc"(E) = @lW)(t), fot some (possibly infinite) index set 1,

since all simple left fr-modules are isomorphic tofr,/ftp.

I

soc2(¡.8) : I
T
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3. Note that nE and sE have exactly the same pp-definable subgroups, that is, if s € X

then ,4r-r" : Ar, r € R. Thus soc"(nE) : soc"(¿.8), for all n ) 0.

Furthermore, from 3.24(äi) it follows that the p-height in ,R of an element r € -R is

the same as the p-height in ft of r.

Corollary 3.41 I¿t E : E(fr|ftù, p prime.

(i) socl (nE): socl(s,E)

(ii) soc2(qE) Ç soc2(ea.Ð).

Pnoor. (i) Immediate from Theorem 3.24 andTheorem 3.39.

(ii)If e €. soc2(E) issuch thatue:0forsomeu e Þ with lo(u):2, thenby

Theorem 3.24, e e soc2(E). I
\ü/e should point out that the result in 3.al(ii) cannot be improved, as Example 3.26

shows that there exists e e soc2(E) C ø with annihilator of p-length 3, which is not in

soc2(¡,Ð).

We also note that although the elementary socle series of the module E is independent

of the choice of the ring at least up to Ore localizations, the classical socle series really

does depend on the ring.

3.5 Bases for soc,, ('¡E) lsocn-1þE), n > !

In some sense, since there is only one simple module for ffi, the structure of the socle layers

of E : E@IW) is transparent: socl(.Ð) = nlfu. soc,,a1(.8)/soc,(E) = (nlW)U"),
for some set -I,r, with basis ((1+ttp)¿)¿er.. Unfortunately, this does not relate the structure

of the socle factors to the structure of .E in any way. The choice of basis (see Definition 1.1)

at each level is completely arbitrary, with no relationship to the structure found at the

previous level.

We will show that once we make a choice of basis at the level of soc2(,8)/soct(E),

there is a canonical way to extend it through all levels so that the arithmetic of .E is un-

derstandable in terms of the basis. Furthermore, this basis for soc2(E)/soc{E) can be
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chosen such that ann6(e * socl (E)) : ßp, for each basis element, corresponding to the

abstract setting soc2(-E)/soq(E) = (n/W)gù.
In the end, we will see that each element € f soc,,-1(E) of the basis of the ft-module

soc"(-E)/soc"t(E) has ann6(e) : ftu with /¡(z) : n (see 3.46). This reflects the gen-

eralization of Matlis' theory in the commutative case; for E : E(RlP), Ã commutative,

P prime ideal, the elements at the nth level are annihilatedby P".

Proposition3.42 I¿t E: E(nlW),p e Rcftprime. Thenforeveryn) I,

Çn: {e * soc,,-1(E) e Ef socna(.Ð) : annq(e * soc,r-1@)) : W }
is a generating setfor soc"(E)/soc"-{E).

Pnoor. The module soc"(.Ð) f soc,-t(E) : soc(E/soc"-r(E)) is a sum of simple

Ðt-modules, hence each isomorphic to $./ftp. Then for every non-zero element

e*soc,-1(E) e soc"(E)/soc"-JE) thereisaset{e1, ...,e*} ç_øtsoc72_1(E) satis-

fying anny.(e¿ + soc,¿-l(-Ð)) : ltp such that e * soc,,-1(E) : Ðro("u * soc,,-1(E)),
i=l

for some r¿ € ú,. Then e¿ * socrr-, (E) e ç". I

NorRuoN:

. By the previous propositioî, Çz is a generating set for soc2(.8)/soc1(E), that is

soc2(E)/socr(E) : t ftè, and.furthermore, there exists an ffi-linearly indepen-

dent set Ez Ç ç, ,u"lïiut soc2 (.Ð) /soc1 (E) = O {ne : è e f,z} .

o Fix Bz C soc2(E) \ socl(E), a set of representatives from the cosets in !82. Then

there is a one-to-one correspondence between 82 andB2.

Then 0 * pe e socl(.Ð) : ffi18p, for every e e. Bz, and there exists z" € Ít such

thatpe: ue*W: u"(L +ftp).
¡ For each e € Bz fix one such element u" of fi,such that 0 # pe : u"(! * ftp), and

let F be the set of all such elements.

Note that (r,p)* : 1 for all u e F;that is F nnp - Ø, andthere is a one-to-one

correspondence between 82 and F. I
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Lemma 3.43 For every u € F, the element "p p is left and right indecomposable.

Thus "p p has a unique (up to left multiplication by units) prime left divisor "p and a

unique (up to right multiplication by units) prime right divisor p.

PnOOr. Letu e F. Since (u,p)*: 1, from 2.34(äi) it follows that up is a prime

element in pì, and by 2.45, it is sufficient to prove that upp is right indecomposable.

Let e € B2be such thatpe : utftp.Then "p pe : up u\+nù : pu p(L+frp) : g,

so "p p e annn(e) : fra, ø indecomposable. It follows that lq(a) < ln( "p p) : 2, and

since e / socl (.8), according to Theorem 3.7, le(a) ) 2. Thus ls(a) : 2, andby 2.54 it
follows that up p å ø, hence right and left indecomposable. I

Theorem 3.44 Let E : E(frlfrù, p € A c ffi. p prime. Then:

8t : {1 + ttp} is a basis for socl (E) lsocs(E) : nlnp.
and

f8n: {ef socr,-t(E) € Ef socn-1(E): pe- rê', r € F, e'+socn_2(ø) e 8.n_r)

is a basis for soc"(E) f soc"a(E) for all n ) 2.

The following lemma is needed for the proof of the theorem.

Lemma 3.45 Forevery0 *r e ffi.thereexista,b,c¿ €.ß,u¿ € F (t < i < m)suchthat

r : aP + pb -li"uuu, and c¿p e pn
i=l

Pnoor. If r € frp, then r : ap for some o, e n and the desired relation holds with

b: c¿:0.
lf r /. frp, then (, ,p).: 1. The module ,E is divisible, so there is e € ,E such that

pe : r(L + W) e n/W: socl(-E), (1)

and such a solution is necessarily an element of soc2(-E). If e € socl (E) : ftf ftp, then

e : b + Wfor some b e R,and it follows that p(b + nù : r ifrp. Then r : ap * pb

for some a € ft, and the result is satisfied in this case for a, ö chosen above and all c¿:0.
lf e Ç. soc2(E) \ socl(,8), then e * soci @) + 0 is generated by the elemenrs of lB2:

e + socl(-E) : Ë w¿(e¿+soc1(E)), where e¿ e B2,w¿ €fr,i, 1m. (2)
i=L
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From (1) and (2), itfollows tnatitzwo)"l esocl(,8), and since .B2 is ftJinearly inde-

pendent over socl(.B ), (p*o)"re åãfr1ø¡ for each 'i, so pw¿€ annm(ei * socl (E)) : ftp,
and thus:

P'u)i: c¿p, c¿ € ft. (3)

Also, from (2)wehavee: É u¿e¿* (b+W),wirhe¿ € Bz,(b+W)€ socl(.E), and

from (1), it follows that à=7

r.(1 + frp): p":ipw¿e¿*pb.(I +W): Ë c¿pe¿* pb.(L +W). @)
i=L i=7

Then we can write pn : un . (l + W) for some u¿ €. F, since e;_€ 82, àîd it follows

that r. (1 + fip) :Ð"ouo. (1 + W) + pb. (I + W).Then r - I c¿u¿ - pb e ftp, or
i':l 

n-t á=l

equivalently, r : ap -f pb + t c¿u¿ for some ¿ € fr, where c¿p €. pft,by (3). t
i,=I

Pnoor oF THEoRntvt3.44z Theproof thatBn is abasis forsoc,,(,Ð)f socn_1(E) isby
induction on n.

The statement is true for n :1 and n:2.
Fix r¿ ) 3, and assume that for all n' < n, f8.n, is a basis of soc,,, (E) lsoc", a(E).

Claim 1: 0 ø8" andforany e * socr,_1(,Ð) e Bn,ann¡(e + socr¿_l(.ED:np.

The module .E is divisible, so for any u € F and any e' € socn_l(.8) \ soc"_2 (E) such

thatet*socr,-2(,Ð) €E,r-rthereexistseí-Esuchthatpte:uet.Theneesoc,r(.Ð),
since it is annihilated by an element of length at most 7¿.

Assumethate € soc??-l(,8). Since e'+socr_2(E) e En_L,bytheinductionhypothe-

sis, ann¡(e' + socr,-r( E)) : ftp, andfrom z ø W it follows thatpe : u,at /. socn-2(E),

so necessarily e / socr,-2(.E). Thenwecan find êL¡...,€* e soc,r_1(E)\soc,r_2(E) such

that e+ socn -2(,8) : "r 
+ . . . + em+ socn-r(E), where allft(e¿+ socn-2(.Ð)) *" distinct

simple modules in Ef socn-r(E),and annq(er * soc,,-r( E)) : fr,e¿ areall maximal left l
l

ideals. Then
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Atthesametime,frompe:,ue'€ socr,-1(-E) andann6(e'+socn_2(ø)) : ßp,itfollows
that "ppe: upLLe' : pupe' € socr¿-2(E). Thus

"p p e ann6(e + socn-2(E)) : !t[øt, . . ., Q*f*.

Since l("pp) : 2, it follows that I(1q1,...,e*l*) : 2 or 7. If I(1q1,...,e*f*) : 2,

then [q1,...,e*]* -i- upp, contradicting the fact that "pp is indecomposable. Thus

I(lqt,...,Q*]*) : 1, and it follows that annq(e I socn-2(E)) : fr,q for some prime

q. Then p: q,since "pp is indecomposable and "pp € frq,sop€.: ue' e soc,r_2(.Ð)

implying thatu € annm(e' +socn-2(E)) : Ðtp. Weobtain thatu €WfjF: Ø, which

is an obvious contradiction, so e /. socr,-1(-E), and consequently, 0 ø 8".

Claim 2: For all e\, e!, €. socn-t (E) \ soc,,-2(,8) such that

e', + socr,- r(E) : elr + socn-z(E) € gn-t,

and for all u €. F, if ey e2 e E are such that pe1 - ue\ and pe2 : ueL, then

el +soc,?-t(E) : e2+socn-L(E).

Since e',,-elz € socrl-2(.Ð) itfollows thatu(etr-eL):p(et-e2) € soc,,_2(E). Then

p € annn(("r- ez) + soc"-2(.Ð)). Theneither ann¡((e1 - "r) 
+soc,¿-2(-E)) : ftp,

implying thatel - ez € soc,,-1(.8), or annq((et - ez) + soc??-2(.8)) : m, in which case

et-êz € soc2-2(-E) Ç soc"-1(E).

Claim 3t En is a generating set for soc,,(,Ð)/soc"a(E).

By Proposition3.42, it is sufficient to prove thatl8.n generates all e * socr,_1(.8), with

anns(e + socn-l(.E)) : ftp. 
rn

Lete €. soc,(.E)\soc,,-1(E) such thatpe € socn-l(E). Then pe:Ðr¡e¡i-e,since

E,-tis a basis for soc,"-1( E)f socn-2(.E), where ej + socn- ,(E) € tiÌr, r¡ e. fi, and

ë € socn-2(E). gV applying Lemma 3.45 to eachr¡, it follows that

înj

r¡:o4P+Pb¡+Ð c¿ju¿j,
i=l

forsome o,¡,b¡ e.ft,u¿j € F,andc¿¡ e.ftsuchthat c¿jp: pw¿¡,for some?t,l¿¡ € fr.
Then:
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pe : ir¡"¡ +e
j:L
rn / '¡ni \: Ð I ",0 

+ pb¡+ t c¿¡u¿¡ I e¡ tê,
j:r \ i=t /

: io,o", * oib¡e¡ *Ë É c¿¡u¿¡e¡ * e
j:L j=L j=L i,=l

Using that pe¡ : tje'j for some t¡ €. F, et¡ * socn-s(E) € En-2, and u¿¡e¡ : petj, for

some efl * soc,,-r(E) e En,itfollows that

rn rn rn 'mj

pe : Ð",tt"'¡ +pt b¡e¡ * I I c¿¡pe!|, +e
t;t t;t t;r'ã|

: Ðofi¡"'¡ + pÐb¡e¡ *DÐor4e'l¡ +e
j=l j:\ j=L i=I

By rearranging the above equation, it follows that

pl e - ir,", ÉËw¿¡ell¡l:io¡,¿, + ê

\/ q/ ,-.- q- \/
soc"(E) soc,-1(.8) soc"(,Ð) soc,-2(.8) soc,,-2(,8)

rn rn rni

Since " 
_ Ðb¡e¡ - tI w¿¡e||¡ e soc,(E) and is annihilatedbyp to an elementin

j=L i:L i=L 
* rn rnj

socn-2(E),it follows ttrat r-f b¡e¡-ÐÐ*4"'i¡ is necessarily in soc,,-1(E) implying

n1. *i=t 
j=r i=t

thate* soc,,-1(E) : Ð Ð ,u¡("1¡ * soc,,-1(,Ð)), where e!1, + socn-1(E) e 8,.
j=7 i=L

Claim 4z E, is Ðt-linearly independent in soc"(E)/soc"-{E).That is, if r¿ e. Ðt, and

ei + socn-t(E) € En Q 1 m), then ! r¿e¿ e soc,-1(,8) implies thatr¿e¿ e soc,,-1(.8)

for all 'i 1 m,or equivale ntly, rt e nfrL1Claim 1.

The proof is done by induction on rn. If m : 1, the statement is trivially true. Assume

now that the statement is true for any m' < m.

If there exists I such that r¿ ø W, then w.l.o.g . I : L. Also, since (rt ,p )* : 1, there

existso,€.nsuchthatart-Ienp;thenarpl*socr,-1(.8):"t+socn-l(.8),since
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pet esoc,"-l(.ø). Itfollowsfro-o.f r¿e¿ e.soc,,-1(.8)thatel+f a,r¿e¿ esoc,,-1(.Ð),
i,=l

so pe1+inorn € soc?¿-1(E). But pet € soc??-l(-E), ," É pn,r¿e¿€ soc,-1(E) is
i=2 i=2

a linear combination of (m - 1) or less terms, and by the induction hypothesis, each

po,r¿ e ßp,for all2 < i, 1m. Thus:

po'r¿: u¿p, for sofflo u¿ e nr'i -- 2,. . . ,ffi (1)

At the same time, since 8,,_1 is a basis for socr,_1(E) f soc,_2(E), there are c¡ € ffi \ frp,

f¡ * soc,-r(E) e ßn-t, w e soc,,-2(E) such thar

e1*o,r2ê2+...+ arrnem:I c¡f¡ +w (2)

t
Sinceei +socn-t(E) € 8,,, there ãrau¿ € F ande!u+socn_r(E) e 8.n_t suchthat

pê¿ : u¿e| (1 < i, < zn), so we have the following equalities:

\n"ifi *pw : pet*po,r2e2]-...par*e* : uß\+u2u2e!2+... + u*u*el
j

anditfollows thatuletr1-u2u2e!2+... + u^u*el- f pr¡l¡ : pw e socn-2(E), and

since z1e', / socn-2(E), and f,n-.tis lt-linearty indelendent, there exists a j such that

el: f¡ and (ur1 -pc¡)e|€ soc,,-2(,E)),ro ut-pcj € annn(ei +soc,x_2(.E)) : Ðtp, ot

equivalently, pcj * ftp : ut * ftp .

Then"lpp(cj+ftp): "'p(pcj +W): u'p(ut+nù - Putp+W:0, andso
u'p p e annr-(c¡ +W) : frL, for some prime q €î. But ",p p is left indecomposable and

it has a unique (up to right multiplication by units) prime right divisorp. Thus q: p, and

pcj eftp. Atthesametime,ul-pcj € Dtp, so u1eftpñf, contradicting FaW:Ø.
Thus all rà € W (1 < ¿ 1 m), and the proof of Claim 4 is complete. I

Corollary 3.46 l¿te*soc,,-1(E) € ßnØZI),withann¡(e) :ftr,wherer eÞ ç R.

Thenls(r) : n, or equivalently,lo(r) : n in R.

Pnoor. Theproof willbedonebyinductiononr¿. V/enoticethatif e*soc,-{E) €8n,
then by Theorem 3.39,\s(r) > n.

If n:1, it is rivially true thar ls(r) :1.
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Assume now that the result is true for every L 1 nt < n.. Since e * socrr_1(E) e 8,,
there are e'+ soc,,-r(E) e E2-1 and u € F such that pe : ue'. lf ann¡(e/) : Íts,
lq(s) : tu-L,then os pte: osue' : tuse':0,andso 'sp € annfi(e) :ftr.Itfollows
thatn < ln(") <In('sp) 1lq(s) + ln(p):n-1* 1: rz. Thus ls(r):2. I

3.6 The Endomorphism Ring and the Bicommutator of E

Throughout this section, we will continue to work with the ring Ðt : Ð-1-R that was in-

troduced in 3.27 . Being alocalization of a PID, the ring fr is also a PID, and consequently

left (and right) noetherian. The ring Ít has all prime elements similar to the fixed prime p,

and obviously !t has, up to isomorphism, only two indecomposable injective left modules:

En(n) and Es(fi.ffiù.
Many investigations of the structure of an indecomposable injective module involve

the study of its endomorphism ring, as well as that of its bicommutator, and this section

will present some results regarding these two objects relared to E : E(nlnù.
Denote by T : End(aE)on and B : End(Er). Since m.Ð is indecomposable injective,

its endomorphism ring is local, hence 7 is a local ring with unique maximal ideal Jac(T)

(its Jacobson radical). Denote by a : r lJac(r) rhe residue division ring of ?.
Recall that the left lt-module E is a right ?-module, where the right-hand multiplica-

tion of eby Í is defined as usual, that is, for any e € E and any f e T, ef :: /(e). Note

that if f : Rr, then ann¿(/) is a submodule of Er. Recall the notation A, : ann¿(r).

Lemma 3.47 l-et0 t e € E andr €ftwithann¡(e):ftr. TheneT: A,r.

Pnoor. Trivially, ef ç .A".If e' e Ar,thenr e. annq(e') : frr'for some rt e ß, and

itfollows thatftr: annm(e) q annn(e/) - frr'; bycorollary 1.5, thereexists Í eT
suchthat f @): e',hence e':e.Í eef .

The following results, adapted from [17], will present the relationship between the

left ideals of the ring !t and the finitely generated ?-submodules of .87. Recall from

1.5 that M* : Homm(M,E) € Mod-? is the.Ð-dual of a left ft-module M, while

M** :Hom7(yM*, rE) € fr-Mod is the,E-double dual of M.

88
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Proposition 3.48 (i) For every q e î, the pp-definable subgroup An is a simple sub-

module of Er. Furthermore, all simple submodules of E7 have thisform.

(1i) For every 0 * r e n .+ is afinitely generated submodule of Er. Furthermore, all

finitely generated submodules of E7 have thisform.

(äi) For any left ideal I : ftr < ß: (fr/I)* = annø(r) : A,.
(iv) Thus, there is a l-I correspondence between the non-zero left ideals of ffi" and the

finitely generated submodules of Ey: n n

I : ßr t:* ,a.: ann6(r), withirwerse Mr _ Ð"or *5 ann¡( M) : [-']ann¡(e¿)

89

i=I i=I
Pnoon (i) First, we show that every non-zero element of Aq generates the Z-module

An. Let} * e e An. By Lemma 3.16(iii), anna(e) : ße,and if 0 # e' e Ao, then

annn(e) :nq: annn(e'). UsingCorollary l.5,thereexists f eT suchthat Í(e): e',

or e' : e' f e e?. This proves that Ao is a simple T-module and eT : Aq, for all

0*eeAn.
By Lemma 3.47, all simple submodules of .Ð7 are minimal pp-definable subgroups,

that is of the form Ao, for some r eî.
(ii) By Proposition 2.55, r can be written as a least common left multiple of a finite

number of indecomposable elements: r : lrt,...,rnf*, where r¿ € ß. are indecom-

posable, and by 3.17, "+ : Ð/or. Since all the r¿ ãrc $'-indecomposable, there are

0 * e¿€ .E such that ann6(e u)ol nru.The conclusion follows now from Lemm a3.47.

(iii) The required ?-isomorphism (Ðt//). -+ A" is defined by

( + ((t * 1), where ( e (nlI)- : Hom(nlI, E).

(iv) Define O(nr) : annæ(r) andú(M7) : 
^nn(M), 

where 0 * r € ffi and Mr js

finitely generated.

If 0 + I : frr < R,then Õ(1) : A+ : Ð A,n, where, : lrr,...,rnf*
decomposition of r as a least common left muftiþ1 of indecomposable elements.

there exist aLt...,ên € -E such that annq("¿) :lfrr¿, andby 3.47,4¿ : e¿T.

V(Õ(1)) : .Ir(.,4,) : {r(Ð e¿T) : |,-l annel(e¿) -- n ftr¿ : ft[rr, . . ., rn]* : frr : I.

ls any

Then

Then

i=I i=7
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On the other hand,let M7 :

denote r : frt,. . ., rrr]*. Then

f "ur,with 
ann¡( 

"o) 
: ftr¿ forsoÍr€ r¿ € fr, and

i,=l

i=L i:7
o(v(M)) : o(nanne(e¿)) : o(nnri): o(!rr) - "+-l+,: t e¿T: M

i:I i:I

Thus Õ and iú are inverses of each other.

Corollary 3.49 (i) soc(87) : soc(mE) : socl(¡t E) : n/np.
(ii) soc(^E'7) is essential in 87.

Furthermore, soc(.y.B) : soc(Er) is a sub-bimodule of pfir.

Pnoon (i)Recallthatsoc(ç-E): nlþ: socl(nE) : t 1,4, r€F), andby

Proposition 3.48, soc(.87) : t {'+, r € F }. rnus soc(.Ð7) : soc(mE) : socl(mE).

(ii)By l.lZ,we needtoshowthatforevery 0 * e € Er,thereexists Í e T suchthat

0 I ef : Íþ) € soc(E). Let anns(e) : Br,and since e + 0, tn(r) > 1. Then there

exists q €î suchthat r €lf.q, andsince An# 0,thereis0l e, e Ao < soc(87) with

annm(e') : ßq, by 3.16(i). From ßr : annq(e) ( ann¡(e') - ftq, it follows by 1.5 that

thereis Í eT suchthat0*e': Í(e):ef e soc(@1). I
Following the established terminology, let us indicate that the E-adic topology on ffi

is the left (linear) topology whose basic open neighborhoods of 0 are the annihilators in Ðt

of finite subsets of ,Ð. A left ideal .I is open in this topology if it contains a basic open left

ideal.

Proposition 3.50 Let E : E(nlW), p prime. Every non-zero lefi ideal of ft is an open

neighborhood of 0 in the E-adic topology onffi-

Pnoor. If 0 + I < n, then by Proposition 1.22, there exists a decomposition of -I as a

finite intersection of irreducible left ideals of Ít: / : 1r ñ . . .11 In. Since each I¡ - ßu¡
is the annihilator of some element e¡ in E (by 3.20), the ideal / will be the annihilator of

{"r, . . . , ên}, hence an open neighborhood of 0 in the E-adic topology on fr. I
Using Proposition 3.50, Lemma3.48 can be reformulated in the context of the E-adic

topology on fr.
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Corollary 3.51 There is a I-l correspondence between the open neighborhoods I of 0

ín the E-adic topology on ú, and the finitely generated submodules V7 of Ey given by

.I r+ ann¿(I), andwithinverse givenbyVr r+ anns(l/).

Remark 3.52 E : E(nlW) is an injective cogenerator for Ðt, since E(M) = E for
every simple left fr-module M.

By 137, (47.6(4))1, every left fr-module is .E-dense, and in particular, nft is .E-dense.

Then the following result is a direct consequence of Propositions l.l7 and 1.18.

Corollary 3.53 Let M e ß-Mod.

(i) The E-double dual of M equals the Hausdorff completion of M in the E-adic

topology:

M** : HomT(Hom n(M, E), E) : fu

(ä) The bicommutator B of nE equals the Hausdorffcompletionñof nft in the E-adic

topology:

B:Endr(E)=fi:tim{mlI : 0*nI Sn}

Remark 3.54 Note that the fundamental system of open neighborhoods of 0 consists of
finitely generated left ideals, so the ,E+opology on sfr is of finite type and the results in

[17] can be applied to our case. In particular, it follows from [17] that Be is the pure-

injective envelope of fr6. Note the analogy with the ring of integers where, given Z(p*),
we pass ftomZ to Zç¡, and then to the ring of p-adic integers, Q, which is the biendo-

morphismringof Z(p*) and,asanabeliangroup,thepure-injectiveenvelope of Z,ç7.

Remark 3.55 From Lemma 3.20 we have that if 0 + r € ft, and "+ is minimal over

soc" (.8), then "\ : eT for every e e 
",4., \soc"- 

L (E) . Thar is, ("4 +soc"- 1 (E)) / soc"- t (E)

is a simple ?-module, and consequently,

Ça, + soc'-r (E)) I soc"-t (E) < socT(.E/so 
""-t 

(E)).

Theorem 3.56 l^et E : E(fr1ftp), and recall thntT: End(mE)oo, a : TlJac(T).

9t
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(Ð If E I soc"(E) (n ) 0), then anrvy(soc'*l (E) lsoc"(E)) : Jac(").

Furthermore, soc"+1( E) lsoc"(E) is a right vector space over L,.

(ä) If E I soc"(E) (n ) 0), then

A .+ End¡ (soc"+l (.Ð)/soc"(E)) "P

Furthermore, L, = Ends (socr (E) )"0 = End¡ (fr I W)., .

(iii) Endq( E) = lim End¡(soc"(6.8)).

Pnoon (i) By r.31, Í € Jac(?) if and only if / annihilates every simple T-module.

If soc"(.Ð) t E, then soc'(E) J soc"+l(E), so soc'*l(E)lsoc"(E) is a (non-empry)

sum of pp-definable subgroups of -E minimal over soc'(-E) which, by the above remark,

are simple ?-modules, hence annihilated by Jac(T). It follows that

But Jac (?) is a maximal ideal in the nng T , so Jac (7) : ann" (so c"+1 (E) f soc" (E)) .

(ii) If E I soc"(.8), then soc"(.Ð) f soc"+l(E). Consider the fr-homomorphism

ú,-: T --) Ends (soc"+l(ø)/soc"(,8'))'p

which associates to each Í e T the lt-morphism / € End¡ (soc"+r (E)lsoc"(E))op that

acts according to the rule T@ + soc"(E)) : Í(e) + soc"(E). Then by parr (i), the homo-

morphism V," has kernel Jac(?), and we have the required embedding

û, : Tf Jac(") .+ Endq (soc"+l(E)/soc"(E))"p .

The second part follows easily from the fact that E is injective and consequently every

homomorphism / : socl(E) -+ socl(E) can be extended to a homomorphism f : E -+ E
such that the restriction / i socl(E) : /.

Thus the monomorphism û1 : T llac(T) ---+ Endq (soc1(.8))"p is an isomorphism.

(iii) Recall that E: U soc"(,E). Then:
n€u

Endm(,E) : Homn(lim soc"(E), E)
èr limHom6(soc"(,8),.8)

âr limEnda(soc"(E))

The latter holds since Homs(soc"(E) , E) : End6(soc"(E)), by Proposirion 1.S9(i). I



Chapter 4

Apptications

In this chapter I will present several examples which showcase the use of the theory devel-

oped in the previous chapter. The first section contains some additional results for the ring

k(r)lA,0lôr], results that might be of importance for the research in the fietd of differen-

tial equations, as the elements of this algebra are nothing else but differential operators,

and the injective modules over this ring can be viewed as structures in which we can solve

systems of linear equations. Similar results are possible for the nng Kly; o, ô] in general.

In the second part of this chaptea I will illustrate the applicabitity of the theory de-

veloped in Chapter 3 for describing the injective modules over the first V/eyl algebra, this

being my main focus when I started working on this thesis. Back then, my motivation for
pursuing this topic was the lack of results related to the (indecomposable) injectives over

the first Weyl algebra, and the general belief that these objects were almost impossible to

describe, their structure-as wild modules-being "unmanageable" [20].

The last section of this chapter outlines additional applications of results from

Chapter 3, but they are not presented in detail, since most of the work can be done in

a similar manner as for the first Weyl algebra.
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4.1 The Indecomposable Injective Modules over

the ring k(*)ly, 0 I 0rl

The main goal of this section is to use the results from Chapter 2to find additional proper-

ties of the injective modules over the skew polynomial ring Æ : k(x)fy, ô I 0rl, which is

left and right Euclidean, hence a PID.

As usual, the degree of an element r € -R is defined to be the highest power of gr that

occurs in r with a non-zero coefficient, and the leading coefficient of r is defined to be the

non-zero coefficient of the highest power of gr. An element whose leading coefficient is

1 is said to be monic. 'We 
should point out that some of the factonzation/decomposition

results obtained in Chapter 2 could be deduced a lot more easily by making use of the

Euclidean properties of the ring. In this ring, for all 0 # a,b e R:

deg([ø,å]*) +deg(( a,b).): deg(¿) +deg(ô) : des( *la,bl) +deg( *(a,b)) (2.19)

and this fact can be used to simplify the theory developed for a PID in general, by using

monic divisors, monic least common leff/right multiples, monic greatest common righlleft
divisors, and so on.

Notice that the similarity relation defined in a PID has additional properties in the case

when the ring is Euclidean relative to a degree function (2.r9), such as: if 11 - 12, then

deg(r1) : deg(rz). Furthermore, there exists a € R with deg(ø) < deg(r1) : deg(rz)

such that 12 : or1, and ( o,rt)*:7 (2.31).

Obviously, when working with aright indecomposable element, it can be assumed that

it is monic and that it has a unique monic prime left divisor.

Recall from Theorem 3.4 that the indecomposable injective modules over a PID, and

hence over.R : k(r)[a,AlAr] are E(aR) and E(A /Rp), where p is a prime element in

.R. Furthermore, if p, g are prime, then ø(RlRfl = E(RlRq) if and only if p - q.

For the rest of this section, fix the prime p : A. Then RIRU n? Æ(ø), where the

-R-module structure of k(r) is given by a . f @) : Af lAf @) and r . f @) : rf (r), for

arr f (r) e k(r).
Let E : E(R/RA) = E(k(r)). gV Theorems 3.7 and3.24,

E': Usoc,(.Ð) : Usoc"(.Ð)
n<u n<u
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Theorem 3.24presented a good description of the elementary socle series (soc"(¿E)),r.,

of ,E by using the length and the p-height of an element of the ring. The description for

the socle series (soc"(¡E))r<, of -E was not as sharp, but by localizing the ring .R to

ffi" : E-L R at the set Ð of all elements that act regularly on .8, we were able to construct

from an arbitrary basis !82 of soc2(q.E)/soc1(mE) bases for each term of the socle series.

In this construction, the basis 132 was chosen arbitrarily from the generating set

Çz: {e + socl(.E) : annq(e * socl(E)) : na}.

In the case of k(*)lA,}lôxl, as it is customary in linear algebra when bases are con-

structed, we will also find a large frJinearly independent set Ln in Ç2, so the basis ls2 of

soc2(,8)/soct(E) will contain a "prescribed" independent set and will be contained in the

generating set Ç2.

NorRuoN: Foreach equation gr. u : ;!, a e lc,fix a solutiorr êo ::ln(ø - a) e E.

Note that if e' is another solution of the same equation, then Aea : yet implies that

a(eo- e'):0,andby3.39(i)itfollows thateo- e' €. socl(q.Ð). I

Theorem 4.1 Let E : E(nlny).
The set Ln : {eo*soc1(E) e E : a € fr} ts ß-linearþ independent in soc2(E)/soc1(E).

PRooF. (See also Example 3.9(3).)

First we show that 0 /. Ln. For every e * socl(.E) e Ln there exists a € lc such that

y": ;!, implying that (gr + *)U": 0, so (a + *)u : tAg € ann6(e) : ftu,
where z is f-indecomposable. Since (A + *)A is right and left f-indecomposable (by

2.46(3)), hence with a unique monic prime right divisor y, then either

annç(e) :n(a+ 7 
)ar-a.'

implying thate e soc2(E) \ socl(E), or

ann¿(e) : RU,

but the latter would yield ye:0, contradictingae: L I 0. Thus e f socl (E) + o,

and fuithermore e * socl (.8) € Çz for every e f socl (,Ð) e fn. It was also proved that

for each e + socl(.Ð) e Ln,ann¡(e) : n@ + *)A and ann¡(e * socl (Ð) : na.
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Next we prove by induction on ?? that if r¿ € ft, and e¿ f socl(E) e Ln (i, 1 n) are

distinct, then I r¿e¿ e socl(.8) implies fhatr¿e¿ € socl(E) for alli, < n.
à=l

lf n : 1, then trivially r:e1 € socl(E).

Assume that all sets n - 1 or fewer elements of Ln are linearly,rindependent. Let

e¿:In(r - oo), a¿ * a¡ for i, I j, andr¿ e ß(i < n)be such that I r¿e¿ e soci(E).
à=l

Thenthereexistss € x c u(tt) suchthat frro"ue socl(E) andsr¿€ l? c !tfor
everyi 1 n. For everyi 1 n,there are uuo--å R,gt € k(n) such that sr¿ : u¿U * g¿

(division by ù. Since u¿A ê¿ : uo# € socl (,Ð) , it follows that Ð 9¿e¿ € socl (.8) .

lf g¡ * 0 for some j, then by multiplying by L/g¡ andu.ru-ínl w.l.o.g. that j: 1, ir

follows thatel* gzezl.. .* g'en: êe socl(.E), hence Uet*f;4nu"u: le €soc1(.8),
i=2

and so j* + (Agù", + . .. + (Agn)"n - Ae € socl(E). Thus

1 
+ @ra + gL)"r+'.. + (g,u + g',)e,- ye €soc1(.Ð),r-dt

and it follows that ;d; + Øzh + gLez) + ... + (g"# + g,,e,) - ae e socl(.Ð),

implying that gte2 + . . . + gLe, e socl(E). By the induction hypothesis, it follows that

forall i> 2 wehave gle¿e socl(,E),sogj e anny.(e¿f socl(E)) : fry;butg,ie k(x),

so necessarily g'o:0, thus g¿ € h.

Thenye : # + gz#*,+... + g"*; : f efr(ø) andwehaverhar

n_tyÍ:ÍAA"

implying that ryg € annm(e). Since Íya i" f-indecomposable þy 2.a6@)), and since

e € socl(.8), it follows that ann6(e) : W and consequently, ye : 0. But then it follows

that ;f; + gz#*r+ . . . + g"*;: 0, contradicting the fact thatthe set {;* : a e k}
is k-linearly independent in the È-vector space k(ø). Consequently, g¿:0 for all i, so

sr¿€,¿: u¿UC¿: uu4 e socl(.8).
fr-d¿

Thus itfollows thatr¿e¿: s-l(sr¿)e¿ € socl(E). I
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Remark 4.2 Proposition 3.42 provides a generating set Ç2 for soc2(,Ð)/soc1(E), while

Theorem 4.1 states that Ln C Ç2. Thus we can choose a basis E2 for soc2(.E)/soc{E)

that is contained in Çz and contains .Ln. The independent set Ln does not generate

soc2(E)/soq(E); for instance, an element e € E with ann¡(e) : n(y + Ð(A'* r)g is
in soc2(.8), but is not generated by Ln over socl (.8).

4.2 Injective modules over the first Weyl Algebra

Let lcbe an algebraically closed fietd of characteristic zero.

Recall from Exampte 1.50 that the first Weyl algebra.A. over fr is the associative (c-algebra

on generators u and g subject to the relation:

yr-ry-L

At the same time, the algebra .4, can be described as the ring of skew polynomials

kl*llA;ô/Ôrl, which may also be interpreted as the ring of formal differential operators

with polynomial coefficients, where the elements of .4, are subject to the relationship

af : Ía +y, for aII f e klr].or

The proofs of the basic properties of ^4, can be found in [7], [15], or 1291, and most of
them are consequences of the fact that ^4. is a skew polynomial ring. The ring is a simple

(left and right) hereditary noetherian prime domain, but not left nor right artinian, and not

a division ring. Also, .4, is not a principal left ideal domain, however every left (right) ideal

is 2-generated [35].

The aim of this section is to classiff the injective left .A-modules, and describe their

structure. A is left noetherian, so it is sufÊcient to consider the indecomposables. One

indecomposable injective can be easily pointed out: it is the injective envelope of the left

module.A,, and is isomorphic to the Weyl division algebra; all the other indecomposable

injective modules are the injective envelopes of simple modules (by 1.28). We give next a

few examples of simple left .A,-modules.
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Example 4.3 The following left ideals are maximal: ^4.(r - a), A(gr - a), for a € lc;

.A(grø-À),forÀ e k\v,;Ã(y2+rt) [9, (a.8)];^A(g"*ø), forn € X;A (y2 - Tr, + ] +.1),
forÀe k\219,(3.3)l

Thus.A,/^A.z,A/Asr, A/A (s' - lr' + L + À), A/A(yr-À) (^ e k\v,), A/^4,(s2+rs)

are examples of simple left modules over,A..

Example 4.4 Theleftideals 11: Ãg21-A("g-1) and Iz: Ãr2+^A(yø+1) aremaximal

and non-principal, so A./[ and Ãf 12 are also simple modules.

Furthermore, .4,/.I1 = A/Ag o kLrl and Ãf 12 = klAl.

Pnoor'. The proofs will be done only for I¡ the results for 12 will follow from the fact

that 12 is the image of .Ii under the automorphism of ^4. that sends r è - A and y r+ r.
To show that I is non-principal, note first the following:

A@A - 7) : yry - A - @A + 1)A - A : xA2 e Ag2

Thus A(zy - 1) < As' + klrl(xy - 1), implying that h : klnl(ra - 1)+ Asr2, with

fiflfr[z] :¡.
Assume that 1r : Aø. Then dego(o) I 1, and it follows that rg - | : ba, for

some ä € .4. But then degr(a) : I,b e klrl, i.e. a : o,o I dtU, do¡at € k[x]. Since

rA - t : b0, : b(oo + atA) : boo + ba¡y, itfollows thatbq : I and bas : -1, so b e k.

Thus -[ : .4,ø : A(ry - 1). Then y2 e Ã(ry - 1), i.e. A, : (Ð c¿Ai) (xA - 1), for some

f "uoo 
€ .4,, c¿ e klrl.

,i:0

a2 :Ð(c¿rU -l i - l)yn, so cora - 1 - 0, impossible. Thus I is non-principal.
i:t

V/ewillshownowthat-[ ismaximal.LetLç J <.4, and r e J \.I1. Since A2 e h,
we can assume w.l.o.g. that r : u(r)a + u(r) for some u(r),u(r) e klrl, and if we write

u(r): w(x)r * c, where w(r) e kfrl,a € fr, then

r : w(n)ra + aa + u(r) : *(*)@a - t) + ay + u(r) + w(x) € J \ Ã

Buttr.r(ø)(za-L) e h I J,so as*(u(r)+w(x)) e /.Norethar ay+u(r)-tw(n) / 11,

since r / 11. Let a(r) : u(r) + w(r).

i=0

By using the formulay¿r : rA¿ + i,Ao (¿ > 0), it follows that
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I1 a(r) : 0, then d + 0 and ay € J, and by multiplying by r we obtain that

ar! - a(rA - 1) +o € J. Itfollows thata € J, so,.I:.4,.

lf ø(r) f 0, then letdeg(ø(ø)): n ) 0. Since 0 * aA + a(n) e J,itfollowsthat

a"+L loa + a(r)l e J

In.A, we have rhe following formula: y*f : 
å ( T) ,rur*-¿, for alm) 1 and

0 + Í e klr], where 
"f 

(') denot"sthe ith derivative of /. Then:

dan+z. 
ä (" :t ) 

o,ro^*r-i e r

Since a.An+2 : aAnU2 e J and, (":t
/ n'+ t 

) ot''r ¡ ¿(n+r¡ .followstnat\ 
n )

) 
o'u'r.-*'-o

J. But oØ*r)

e ..I for all i, : 0,..., n - 7, it

: 0 and 0l a(") € K, so if we

denote P: ( nr-l 
)o,', weobtain thatBse J. Then r(\a): g@a- 1) + þ e J,

\n)
and it follows that B e J. Thus -I : .4,.

The isomorphism A/Ag = A/4 is defined by r -l Ag + rA * h. I

Now having presented a few examples of simple modules, we will retum to the search

for a good description of the injective ^N-modules. Most of the time, the analysis of the

structure of an indecomposable injective module over a left noetherian ring makes use of

the prime ideals of the ring, but in the case of ^4,, this tactic cannot be employed, since

the ring is simple, and 0 is the only prime ideal. Goodearl [13] has studied "the influence

of injective module structure on localization questions for non-commutative noetherian

rings", and in this paper he proved the following result for.A.:

Proposition 4.5 [13, (3.2)]I¿t M be any simple left Ã-module andlet E : Ex(M). Then

the set,^/ : v\Á(E) of all elements of Ã acting regularly on E is a left and right Ore set

in A. and N-rM is a simple tefi N-t$-module. Up to isomorphism, N-rÃ has exactly

one simple left module and exactþ one simple right module.
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This is a very important result, but nothing has been done with regard to the injective

module E over,l\/-1.4,, the above mentioned paper focusing mostly on the process of
localization at an injective. Although the article does contain some results on the set^/(E)
when E : E(.Nl.A,g), it does not provide much insight into the structure of an arbitrary

indecomposable inj ective module.

In order to say more about the indecomposable injective modules over.A,, we need to

look in more detail at the simple A-modules. With this motivation in mind, a classification

of the simple left .A,-modules is required first, before taking on the task of describing

the indecomposable injectives. McConnell & Robson [28, (5.1)] proved that a simple

left.A,-module is either k[r]-torsionfree or k[E]+orsionfree, and Block [4] improved this

classification of the simple ^A,-modules.

Proposition 4.6 1281, [4] The simple Ã-modules are classífied as follows:
c kfrl-torsion, and kfy]+orsionfree modules having theform M : A/A (, - o), a e k.

o klyl+orsion, andlelrl+orsionfreemoduleshavingtheformM: A/A(U-o),d. € lr.
o k[r]- and kfyl-torsionfree modules (for example, ÃlÃ(yr - À), À e k\Z)

Both k[ø] \ {0} and k[y] \ {0} are left denominator sets for .4,, so we can use either

of them to perform left localization, obtaining either k(")lA,AlArl or k(y)lr,-ôl7al,
which-as PlD's-were studied in Chapters 2 and 3. Furthermore, since a simple .4.-

module is either k[r]- or fr[g]-torsionfree, the analysis of its injective envelope can be

lifted to the study of an injective envelope of a corresponding simple module of fractions

over one of the extensions R : k(r)\y,0/0rl or fr(g)fr, -01ðy]. W.l.o.g. we will only

investigate the injective envelope of an arbitrary frfø]-torsionfree simple module, since the

case of a k[g]-torsionfree simple module can be easily be adapted by symmetry, or by

twisting.

For the remainder of this chapter, let ^9 
: f ["] \ {0} and .R : ,S-i.A, : k(r)1y,0 /ôrl.

By a result in [4] (application of 1.59(iii)), there is a one-to-one correspondence between

the isomorphism classes of k[ø]-torsionfree simple .A,-modules and the simple -B-modules,

given by:

M r+ S-L M, with inverse N rr soc6(N) ,
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for aklx]-torsionfree simple.A,-module M and a simple -R-module l/.
Block [4] obtained an effective description of the map Iú + soc6(l/), where l/ is a

simple .R-module (hence of the form RlRp, for some prime element p e R). The next

couple of lemmas will present results concerning the map M r+ S-r M.

Lemma 4.7 If I : .4,¿ *.4,å is a Iefi ideal of Ã such that A/1 ls a lefrl-torsionfree module,

and such that (a ,b)* : L in R, then.I : .4.

Pnoor'. Noticethat^9-1/: Ê(Aø+Aö) : Æ, since (o,b)*: 1 : oao,* årb, for

sorto o1, \ e R. The conclusion follows now as an immediate consequence of 1.59:

I : f"": Ã" : .4,. I

The next lemma gives a precise "recipe" for constructing the module of fractions of a

simple k [ø] -torsionfree module.

Lemma 4.8 I¿t I : .4,ø + ^Aå be a maximal left ideal of Ã, and assume that ÃlI is

lclr]-torsionfree. Then the corresponding simple module over the localization

A: k@)[A,}l)r] ß RlRd, where d: (a,b)* in R. In otherwords,

^9-1 (n/na + Aô) = RIR(o,b)..

Pnoor. The proof requires two steps. First we will prove that ( a,b)* : d is a prime

element of .R, so Proposition 1.62(äi) can be used to show the required isomorphism.

Since .I is a maximal left ideal of .4,, we have that 1 + (o,b)* : d - dtdz,

where d,z e R is a prime right-hand divisor of d. Then Rd < Rd,2, and it follows that

.I:.4,ø+.4ö < (Ra+ nå) n^4,:,Rdn.A, < Rd,zñA I A. Sincerheleftideal/ is

maximal, the chain consists of equal left ideals; in particular, -Rd n A : Rdz ñ .4,. There

exists 0 + f e klx] suchthat f dz e Rd.zl^4,: Rdn.A. But then f d2:11d,:ud1d2for

some ?, € ft, so it follows that / - udt e kfrl, indicating that d4 is necessarily a unit in

R, andthat d is a prime element of .R; thus R/Rd is simple.

By 1.62(iii), Hom¿(,9-t (A/1) , Rl Rd) = Homr(A I I , Rl Rd). Since both ,S-1 (A/1)

and RlEd are simple -B-modules, it suffices to show Hom6(.4//, RlRd) + 0.
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The .4,-homomorphism ú : A -+ Rl Rd defined bV .þG) : 1 f .Rd has kernel .I, since

,þ(o) : aIþ(I) : a * Rd, : Rd, 1þ(b) : kþ(I) : b * Rd, : Rd, andl is maximal. It
follows that Hom6(A/1, RlRd) f 0, and consequently Hom¡(,S-t (A/1) , RlRd) + 0,

so ^9-1 
(A//) and RlRd are isomorphic.

Example 4.9 The left ideal I : ÃA2 + A(øg - 1) is a maximal left ideal and .A/1 is a

&[ø]-torsionfreemodule. Notethatin R,a': (u+i¡(r-*),so (92 ,ru - 1)*: a-:,
andbyLemma4.Sitfollowsthat,s-1 (A//) = RIR(a - å) = RlRa.

Question: fi M is a simple A,-module, is there a principal maximal left ideal 1 : ^4,ø such

that M ^r ^4,//? If not, under what conditions would this result hold? (This is an open

question.)

At this point, we completely understand how the simple.A,-modules extend to simple

,R-modules, so we can now look at the structure of the injective envelope E : E(M) of a

simple ft fø]-torsionfree .A,-module M.

Then by Proposition 1.64, E : EN(M) = ,S-1 @N(U)) = ER(S-LM), where

S : klrl \ {0} and -R : k(n)ly, 0 I ôr], and there exists a prime p e R such that

S-L M = RlRp. Furthermore, End6(.8) ry End¡(E). The study of the indecomposable

injective E: E(M)hasbeenliftedtothering R: k(r)1y,0/7r]whoseindecomposable

injective E(RlRp) was analyzed in Chapter 3 and Section 4.1.

E' : U socr,(.E), and partial results on the socle series of pE have been obtained in
n<u

Theorem 3.7. The description of .E in terms of the socle series was improved considerably

after.R was localized at the set X of all elements of the ring that act regularly on .8, obtain-

ing ffi : E-l.R (Sections 3.4,3.5). Up to isomorphism, the ring Ðt has a unique simple left

module nlfu, and E : Ex(M)) = Ep(RlRp) = En(n/W). The semisimpte struc-

ture of each factor soc"('yÐ) lsocr¿-1(q-E) has been described by consffucting its basis !s,,

(Theorem 3.44).

At the same time, E : U soc"(.E), and the elementary socle layers soc'(.E) (n < w)

have been completely ¿rr"fiãË¿ in Theorem 3.24 interms of the pJength and p-height of
the elements of the ring -R.
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Section 3.6 contains results about sE7 and the bicommutator Bn(E) of E, where

? : Endn(E)"o. In particular, Corollary 3.53 states that the Hausdorff completion fr of

Ðt in the E-adic topology is isomorphic to the bicommutator of ,E:

B : Endr(E) =fr : tim{mlI : sI < n}
It is worth mentioning that the double localization of .A (first at ,S : f ["] \ {0}, then

at E) that was used to analyze an indecomposable injective E : EN(M) yields the same

extension of .4, as the localization of A at,A/(E) (see 4.5), !t : E-l (S-14) : N-L(E).
However, the intermediate steps that were done in the double localization allowed a much

deeper investigation of the module .8.

We summarize these results in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.10 Let M be a simple S+orsionfree Ã-module, where S : k[r] \ {0} or

f [g] \ {0}. Iæt E : E(M) denote its (indecomposable) injective envelope over Ã and

N(E) the set of all elements of Ã acting regularly on E. Then:

(i) The ring fr, : N (E)-t^A, ls a PID with a unique similarity class S of prime elements,

hence with a unique simple module nlfu fup to isomorphism).

(ä) The indecomposable injective modules over ft are:

E'(A) and E6(M) = ER(,S-':IW) = En(t-l(,S-'t Ð) : n.
(iii) End6(E) = End¿(E) = Endq(.8).

(iv) The module E is indecomposable over Ã,, R, andft(by (ü) and 1.2).

(v) The bicommutators of E as an Ã-module, R-module and as an ß-module are all

equal.

4.3 Other Applications

This final section of this thesis lists a selection of examples of rings over which (some)

indecomposable injective modules can be described using the theory developed in Chap-

ters 3. Although there are a multitude of instances where such results can be used, I will
focus on applications which can be worked in a similar manner as the first Weyl algebra,

so the details are therefore omitted.

The common approach for the examples in this section is the following:
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o Find a multiplicatively closed set ,S for the ring .R so that S-L R is a PID.

o For a simple,9-torsionfree.R-module M, the module of fractions S-LM is also a

simple ,9-1.R-module.

Then the injective envelope of pM is naturally the injective envelope of the simple

,5-1,R-module S-LM, and since S-LR is a PID it can be described by using the

results developed in Chapter 3.

Throughout these examples, fr is an algebraically closed field with char(fr) : g.

(1) The first quantized Weyl algebra Ai(k) over fr (q e k,q + 0,q + Ð is the fr-algebra

in two generators ø and gr subject to yx - QrA : I.
Note that Aí(k) = k!rllA;ø, ð], where o(r) : qr, 6U) : ffi, for all f e klnl.

S : klnl\ {O} u left Ore set for A1@), and the localization of Af (k) at,S is the skew

polynomial ring À(r)[Ui o, õ], which is left and right Euclidean, hence a PID. Thus the

analysis of an indecomposable injective E(M), where M is asimple fr[ø]-torsionfree

module, can be lifted to k(r)ly; o, õ1.

(2) Let g be the 2-dimensional solvable Lie algebra g over k with basis {ø, gr} such that

Ar - nA : r. Then the universal enveloping algebra U : U(g) is isomorphic to the

skew polynomial nngklr][y;o : i,d,,6 : r(010r)].

Block [4] classified the simple modules over [/, with a key role being played by

the localization ,S-1[/ = k(r)ly,r@lAn)] of U at the multiplicatively closed ser

S : klnl \ {0}. The (indecomposable) injective envelope of a simple ^9-torsionfree
u-module M can be easily analyzed in k(x)lg,r(710r)], as seen in chapter 3 and

Section 4.1.

In the same paper we find a classification of the simple modules over the envelop-

ing algebra U(b) of the Borel subalgebra b of slz(k); in particular, an ,9-torsionfree

simple t/(b)-module localizes to a simple k(")lA,r(ôl\r)]-module.

(3) The class of generalized Weyl algebras (GWA), introduced by Bavula in [3], provides

fertile ground for applications of the theory developed in this dissertation.

Let D : klHl,and let 0 * a € D and ø € Aut(D) be such that o(H) : H - I.
Denote by A: D(o,a) the generalized Weyl algebra (of degree 1), obtained from D
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by adding two generators X andY such that the following conditions are satisfied:

YX : a, XY : o(a), and Xa: o(a)X,Ya: o-r(a)Y for all a € D.

The localization ,9-1,4 of A relative to the multiplicatively closed set 
^9 

: D \ {0}
is isomorphic to the ring of skew Laurent polynomials K(H)\X,X-' a] (see [3,

(1.4)l), which is left and right Euclidean, hence a PID.

Once again, the study of an indecomposable injective E(M), where M ts a simple

^9-torsionfree module, is realized in a PID, the ring K(H)IX, X-t o].

Among the GWA s of the type presented above are the first V/eyl algebra A1(À), and

the quantum tü/eyl algebra A{(k); for more examples see [3].
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